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Abstract
In this thesis, physics studies are presented using data collected by the ATLAS
detector at CERN on 2012 corresponding to L = 20.3 fb−1, at the LHC
√
s = 8 TeV.
The studies performed refer to the identification of events in final states with two Z
bosons decaying to four leptons (electrons, muons). Furthermore, the effect of QED
radiative corrections in the Z → `` process and the muon reconstruction efficiency
in the forward region of the ATLAS detector have been studied.
The first study is the cross-section of the Double Drell-Yan process Z + Z → 4l.
The cross-section is measured to be 0.74+0.51−0.44(stat.)
+0.21
−0.14(syst.) fb. Due to the large
uncertainties a 95% CL upper limit in the cross-section is set of 1.54 fb . This result
is converted to a 95% CL lower limit on the phenomelogical factor σeff of 0.38 mb.
The second study is the search for an additional heavy Higgs boson in the H →
ZZ → 4l final state. The search is performed in the mass range between 140 - 1000
TeV. No significant excess in data with respect to the background expectations are
observed, and upper limits are set on the production cross-sections for all the mass
points. The cross-section × branching ratio limits are extracted independently for
the gluon-gluon fusion (ggF) and vector-boson fusion (VBF) production mecha-
nisms.
Additionally, the effect of non-collinear QED radiative corrections is examined
in the H → ZZ → 4l. QED Final State Radiation (FSR) of leptons originating
from Z bosons is reconstructed focusing on non-collinear radiation from the lepton
(∆R(lep,photon) > 0.15). The photons are reconstructed with high efficiency (≈ 60%)
and purity (> 95%) looking at Z → µ+µ− and Z → e+e− events in the 2012 data. At
the ATLAS Run-I 2012 H → ZZ(∗) → 4l mass measurement, 2 out of 30 Higgs candi-
dates in the signal window (120-130 GeV) had their final invariant mass corrected
for non-collinear FSR effects.
Lastly, the reconstruction performance of muons in the forward pseudorapidity
region of the detector is examined in the 2012 data Z → µ+µ− decays. The study
focuses on the region 2.5 < |η| < 2.7. The reconstruction efficiency is at the level
of > 90%. Efficiency scale factors are extracted which are used to correct the sim-
ulation of the muon behaviour at this part of the detector, in order to match data
observations.
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Thesis synopsis
The first run of the Large Hadron Collider (2009-2012) was characterised by the excellent con-
ditions of the accelarator and the corresponding detectors. The ATLAS Experiment accumu-
lated a significant amount of data which benefitted from the performance of the sub-detector
systems and led, among other important contributions in Particle Physics, to the discovery
of the Higgs boson in 2012. Operating already after a 3-years long upgrade phase, LHC and
ATLAS are investigating unexplored energy regimes, aiming to set new directions in our un-
derstanding of the microcosm.
The data recorded during the last period of the Run-I in 2012 are the basic constituent of
this thesis. Firstly, the muon reconstruction efficiency of the ATLAS Muon spectrometer is
examined, on the forward region of the detector. Next, the effect of particular QED radiative
corrections on the Z → `` and the H → ZZ(∗) → 4l processes is shown. Finally, two separate
physics analyses are presented which involve the final state of four leptons as decay products
of two Z bosons. These are the measurement of the exclusive cross-section for the Double
Drell-Yan process and the search for an additional heavy Higgs boson. The outline and struc-
ture of the thesis follows.
Chapter 1 contains a short introduction to the theoretical framework of Particle Physics.
The Standard Model (SM) is described and the concept of gauge invariance and symmetries
is discussed. The electroweak symmetry breaking and the Higgs mechanism are introduced
with description about the properties of the Higgs boson. Also, the Double Parton Interactions
are introduced in this chapter.
Chapter 2 details the Large Hadron Collider and the ATLAS detector. The main sub-
detector systems of ATLAS are featured. The reconstruction of the physics objects follows
on Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 outlines the forward muons reconstruction efficiency in ATLAS. The Muon Spec-
trometer instrumentation in the forward pseudorapidity region (2.5 < |η| < 2.7) is used for the
performance study of the forward muons. The Z → µ+µ− channel was used in both data and
simulation in order to quantify the reconstruction efficiency. Finally, the corrections were ap-
plied on the simulation to match the experimental observations.
The non-collinear QED radiative corrections are described in Chapter 5. The study was
performed on Z → µ+µ− and Z → e+e− decay on the 2012 data. A Final State Radiation recon-
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struction algorithm was applied and the effect in the invariant mass correction of Z boson de-
cays is presented. The chapter finishes with the impact of the correction in the H → ZZ(∗) → 4l
2012 mass measurement.
The cross-section measurement of the Double Drell-Yan process is the topic of Chapter 6.
The analysis studies Z+Z → ````, decays which originate from Double Parton Interaction. Ob-
servables with strong discrimination power between signal and background are constructed
and an unbinned maximum likelihood fit is performed in order to calculate the cross-section.
Additionally, an upper limit in the cross-section is set and linked to lower limit in the value
of the phenomenological factor (σeff ) which describes the multiparton interaction. Also, the
prospects of the measurement are presented for higher collision energies and luminosities.
Chapter 7 details the search for an additional heavy Higgs boson in the H → ZZ(∗) → 4l
decay channel. A search is performed in a wide mass range for heavy Higgs-like boson which
is postulated by extensions of the Standard Model. The analysis uses the same framework
as the low mass SM Higgs. Upper limits are set on the production cross-section having as
reference the SM predictions.
2
Chapter 1
Introduction to the Standard Model
of Particle Physics
The theoretical framework for elementary Particle Physics is known as the “Standard Model” .
The Standard Model (SM) is a relativistic quantum field theory which describes the properties
and the interactions of the elementary particles.
Based on the properties of a relativistic quantum field theory, particles and antiparticles,
correspond to excitations of fields which exist around in space. There are two kinds of fields:
The matter fields describing the fermions and the gauge fields, describing the force carriers, the
bosons. All the particles assumed by the Standard Model are shown in Figure 1.1. The sepa-
ration between the two fields is based on the quantum number which describes an intrinsic
form of angular momentum, the spin. The fermions have half-integer spin whereas the bosons
have an integer value.
The fermionic fields are split into two categories. Those which carry only electric and weak
charge, the leptons, and those which carry electric, weak and color charge, the quarks.
The leptons and quarks interact either with the weak or the electromagnetic force which
is described by the Electroweak theory developed by Glashow, Weinberg and Salam (GWS
model) [2, 3, 4], based on the gauge symmetry group, SU(2)L × U(1)Y .
Additionally, the quarks interact due to the color charge through the strong force. This
interaction is represented by SU(3)C color symmetry group and based on the works of Politzer,
Wilczek and Gross.[5, 6, 7, 8]
1.1 The Gauge principle in the Standard Model
The development of the Standard Model, has been based on the idea that a symmetry which is
related to a transformation corresponds to a conserved quantity, as Noether’s theorem states
[9]. Therefore, the interaction of particles is connected to groups of transformations symme-
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Figure 1.1: The Standard Model particles. Figure from [1]
tries of the Lagrangian. The aforementioned property constitutes a “gauge theory” for particle
physics.
The gauge transformations have the form:
Global transformation :ψ→ ψ′ = Θψ
Local transformation :ψ→ ψ′ = Θ(x)ψ
(1.1)
In the previous notation Θ(x) denotes an element of a gauge symmetry group. For instance,
the Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) is represented by the Abelian group U(1) of 1 × 1 unitary
matrices with complex phases. The Electroweak interaction and the Quantum Chromodynam-
ics (QCD) though are based on the non-Abelian SU(N) groups of N × N unitary matrices.
The elements of these groups have the form:
Θ(x) = e(i
PN2−1
n=1 an(x)Tn). (1.2)
where Tn are the generators of the group. In total, there are N2 − 1 generators whose com-
mutation relations are:
[Ti,T j] = ici jkTk (1.3)
where ci jk is the structure constant of the group. For the Abelian U(1) group of QED, ci jk = 0.
For the non-Abelian SU(2) the structure constant is i jk = ±1 and the generators are the Pauli
4
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matrices Ti = 12τi :
τ1 =
0BBBBB@ 0 11 0
1CCCCCA τ2 = 0BBBBB@ 0 −ii 0
1CCCCCA τ3 = 0BBBBB@ 1 00 −1
1CCCCCA (1.4)
For non-Abelian SU(3) which describes QCD the generator Ti = 12λi, where λi are the eight
3x3 Gell-Mann matrices. The structure constant is f αβγ with a summation for each index from
1 to 8.
1.1.1 Quantum Electrodynamics - QED
An application of the gauge principle is shown in the expression of the free Dirac Lagrangian
density describing the electron:
L = iψ¯γµ∂µψ − mψ¯ψ (1.5)
where the ψ is the Dirac spinor for the electron with mass m and γµ is the set of Dirac matrices.
The Dirac Lagrangian is invariant under global transformations. In local transfomation
though, the phases are chosen independently at each space-time point. The corresponding
local transformation is expressed as:
i ¯ψ(x)γµ∂µψ(x)→ iψ¯(x)e−iα(x)γµ∂µ[eiα(x)ψ(x)]
= iψ¯(x)γµ∂µψ(x) − ψ¯(x)γµψ(x)[∂µα(x)]
(1.6)
The term ∂µα(x) violates the local gauge invariance. To preserve it, the introduction of a
massless vector field Aµ which transforms under U(1)Q symmetry is needed:
Aµ → A′µ = Aµ − ∂µθ(x) (1.7)
and replacing the normal derivative with the covariant derivative (D) in order to preserve
the local transformation:
Dµ = ∂µ + iqAµDµ → D′µψ′(x) = eiθ(x)Dµψ(x) (1.8)
where q denotes the charge.
The field strength tensor is defined as:
Fµν = ∂νAµ − ∂µAν (1.9)
which constitutes the kinematic term for the fields of the Lagrangian − 14FµνFµν.
The full Lagrangian with the introduction of the covariant derivative and the kinematic
5
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term, can be expressed in the form:
L = iψ¯γµDµψ − mψ¯ψ − 14F
µνFµν
= iψ¯γµ∂µψ − qψ¯γµψAµ − mψ¯ψ − 14F
µνFµν
(1.10)
Equation 1.10 expresses the interaction of a Dirac field through the electromagnetic current
Jeµ ≡ qψ¯γµψ with the massless vector field Aµ. The Equation is the Lagrangian for QED and
describes the interaction of the electron (Dirac field) with the photon (γ) which is a massless
vector boson associated with the vector field.
1.1.2 Quantum Chromodynamics - QCD
The Lagrangian for the description of QCD is invariant under local SU(3) transformations. It
describes the interaction of three Dirac fields of equal mass with eight massless vector fields.
The Dirac fields are the three colour-charges of a particular quark flavour and the vector fields
correspond to the gluons.
L = ψ¯(iγµ∂µ − m)ψ + gs(ψ¯γµTαψ)Gαµ −
1
4
GαµνG
µν
α (1.11)
where α = 1, 2, .., 8.
The quark fields form a triplet due to the quark colour:
ψ =
0BBBBBBBBBBB@
ψR
ψG
ψB
1CCCCCCCCCCCA , ψ¯ = (ψ¯R, ψ¯G, ψ¯B)
where each color-spinor is a four-component Dirac spinor.
The field strength tensor is denoted with Gµνα which is similar to the abelian one from QED
with the inclusion of coupling constant of gluons ”gs”, which accounts for three and four-point
self-interactions of gluons and is proportional to the structure constant f αβγ.
Gαµν = ∂µG
α
ν − ∂νGαµ + gs f αβγGbµGcν (1.12)
The self-coupling of gluons is responsible for the fact that the strong force weakens in short
distances or high energies due to the phenomenon of antiscreening. In QCD, the polarisation
of virtual gluons in the vaccum, results in increasing the colour field and changing its colour
charge, instead of cancelling (screening) like virtual quark-antiquark pairs. The effect is due
to the fact that gluons apart from colour charge, carry also magnetic moment of “anti-colour”.
As a final result, the antiscreening effect from the virtual gluons becomes lower whilst ap-
proaching a quark. Also, the color charge of the quarks weakens in closer distances, whereas
in standard conditions anti-screening prevails.[10] Similarly, this causes the quarks inside the
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hadrons to behave like free particles, when probed at large enough energies. This property of
the strong force is called asymptotic freedom.[5]
1.1.3 Electroweak interaction
The observation of charged-current weak interactions and neutral-current weak interactions
from charged leptons, prompted the idea for a unification of the electromagnetic and weak
interactions. The weak interaction involves only ”left-handed” particles and ”right-handed”
antiparticles. Thus, it has been associated with the chirality operator to the Dirac spinors (f):
fL,R =
1
2
(1 − γ5) f (1.13)
where the γ5 = iγ0γ1γ2γ3.
Based on the chirality, the fermions and the quarks form left-handed doublets and right-
handed singlets. Massless neutrinos are assumed to comply with the observed violation of
parity on weak interactions, where the neutrinos are considered only ”left-handed” and the
anti-neutrinos are always ”right-handed”.
For leptons:
ψleptons =
0BBBBB@ νee
1CCCCCA
L
, eR,
0BBBBB@ νµ
µ
1CCCCCA
L
, µR,
0BBBBB@ ντ
τ
1CCCCCA
L
, τR,
For quarks:
ψquarks =
0BBBBB@ ud
1CCCCCA
L
, uR, dR,
0BBBBB@ cs
1CCCCCA
L
, cR, sR,
0BBBBB@ tb
1CCCCCA
L
, tR, bR,
The free Lagrangian for chiral leptons transforms under SU(2)L transformations with the
following form:
ψL → ψ′L = ei ˆθ(x)τˆψL
ψR → ψ′R = ψR
(1.14)
In order to preserve the local invariance of the Lagrangian, the covariant derivative is used:
∂µ → Dµ = ∂µ − ig τˆ2W
i
µ (1.15)
where Wµ = W1µ ,W2µ ,W3µ . From the triplet, W1µ and W2µ couple to charged currents, whereas
the W3µ couples to neutral currents.
For the construction of a combined electroweak current, the presence of the electromagnetic
field is necessary. The weak hypercharge (Y) is defined in terms of the third component of the
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weak isospin (I3 1 ) and the electric charge (Q f ).
Y f = 2Q f − 2I3f (1.16)
The ”left-handed” leptons have weak hypercharge YL = −1, whereas for ”right-handed”
leptons YR = −2. ”Left-handed” quarks have YQL = 43 whereas for ”right-handed”, YQR =
− 23 . For the U(1)Y symmetry, a new field Bµ, is introduced to account for the electromagnetic
interactions in the combined field.
Therefore, the combination of SU(2)L × U(1)Y is the gauge group for the unified electro-
magnetic and weak interactions, where the generators of U(1)Y (weak hypercharge, involving
both chiralities) commute with those of SU(2)L (weak isospin, left-handed).
The transformations in the Lagrangian have now the following form:
ψL → ψ′L = eiθ(x)iτi+iα(x)YψL
ψR → ψ′R = eiαYψR
(1.17)
∂µ → Dµ = ∂µ − ig τˆ2W
i
µ − i
g′
2
YBµ (1.18)
where g is the coupling constant of the SU(2)L weak charged fields and g’ is the coupling
constant for the U(1)Y neutral field.
The field-strength tensors which correspond to the kinetic energy terms of the bosonic
fields:
W iµν = ∂µW
i
ν − ∂νW iµ − gWkµW lν jkl
Bµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ
(1.19)
The weak gauge fields can be associated with the physical vector boson fields, W±µ for the
weak charged ones, Zµ for the weak neutral field and Aµ for the QED field:
W±µ =
1√
2
(W1µ ∓ iW2µ)
Zµ = cos θwW3 − sin θwBµ
Aµ = sin θwW3 + cos θwBµ
(1.20)
where θw is the weak mixing angle, defined by:
g sin θw = g′ cos θw (1.21)
1 I3= 12τ
3= 12
(
1 0
0  1
)
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1.1.4 Standard Model - SU(3)C  SU(2)L  U(1)Y
The unification of the electromagnetic and weak interaction results in the group SU(2)L×U(1)Y .
Including the quark sector from the SU(3)C group, , the Standard Model Lagrangian takes the
form:
LS M = ψ¯LepLi iDµγ
µψLepLi + ψ¯LepRi iDµγ
µψLepRi
+ ψ¯QL j iDµγ
µψQL j + ψ¯QR j iDµγ
µψQR j
− 1
4
GαµνG
µν
α − 14W
a
µνW
µν
a − 14BµνB
µν
(1.22)
where the covariant derivative is now:
Dµ = ∂µ − ig τˆ2W
i
µ − i
g′
2
YBµ − igsTαGaµ (1.23)
The symmetry group is SU(2)L×U(1)Y ×SU(3)C to which the Lagrangian is invariant under
local gauge transformations. Summarizing the described interactions, there are eight massless
vector bosons Gαµ which are the mediators of the strong interaction, and four massless vector
bosons for the electroweak interaction W1,2,3µ ,Zµ.
The experimental observations show that the gluons, the mediators of the strong interac-
tion, are massless. For the electroweak interaction, only the mediator of the electromagnetic
force, the photon (γ), is massless and the vector bosons of the weak interaction (W±,Z0) are
massive.
The introduction of massive terms for the bosons and the fermions would break the lo-
cal gauge invariance of the Lagrangian. Therefore, a mechanism was needed which would
generate the mass, while maintaining the photon massless and keeping the QED U(1)Q unbro-
ken. The solution was given by the introduction of the Brout-Englert-Higgs-Guralnik-Hagen-
Kibble mechanism [11, 12, 13], involving the theory of spontaneous symmetry breaking. Using
Nambu [14] and Goldstone [15] adaptation of superconductivity Cooper pairs [16], that bosons
appear on spontaneous symmetry breaking.
1.2 Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking - Higgs Mechanism
The Higgs Mechanism is based on the spontaneous symmetry breaking. When the breaking
occurs on a continuous global symmetry, as a result, massless scalar (spin-0) particles known
as “Nambu-Goldstone bosons” appear. The breaking of a continuous symmetry, for example
could be the choice of a particular direction across a circle.
The motivation for the Higgs Mechanism was to apply the spontaneous symmetry break-
ing at the case of local invariance of the SU(2)L × U(1)Y symmetry group. Additionally, one
would try to obtain massive three gauge bosons (Z,W±) while having the photon (γ) massless.
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Initially, a SU(2)L doublet of complex scalar fields is introduced:
Φ =
0BBBBB@ φ+
φ0
1CCCCCA Φ† = (φ−, φ¯0) (1.24)
The doublet has weak isospin T= 12 and hypercharge Y = 1 for both components, resulting
electromagnetic charge Q = 1,0 for T 3 = ± 12 upper and lower components of the doublet.
The complex scalar fields, corresponding to four degrees of freedom, can be written in
terms of four real scalar fields as:
φ+ =
φ1 + iφ2√
2
φ0 =
φ3 + iφ3√
2
(1.25)
One can retrieve now the scalar Lagrangian, which is invariant under SU(2)L×U(1)Y gauge
transformations:
Lscalar = (DµΦ)†DµΦ − V(Φ) (1.26)
where the covariant derivative is the one from Equation 1.23, excluding the strong interac-
tion term.
The scalar potential V(Φ) is defined as:
V(Φ) = µ2(Φ†Φ) − λ(Φ†Φ)2 (1.27)
Asking λ < 0 and µ2 < 0, the V(Φ) potential has the characteristic shape shown on Figure
1.2.
Figure 1.2: Potential of the scalar field Φ
Therefore, the potential has infinite degenerated minima below V(Φ) = 0.
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The minima are determined by:
dV
d(Φ†Φ)
= 0⇒ µ2 − 2λ(Φ†Φ) = 0
Φ†Φ =
µ2
2λ
1
2
(φ21 + φ
2
2 + φ
2
3 + φ
2
4) =
µ2
2λ
(1.28)
Performing transitions around the circle of minima does not cost energy and corresponds
to massless particles which are quantum excitations. Thus, the SU(2)L×U(1)Y symmetry spon-
taneously breaks, when a set of minima is arbitrarily chosen since it is associated with a par-
ticular direction in the SU(2)L × U(1)Y space.
The set of minima is chosen in a way where all the scalar fields have zero vacuum expec-
tation value (vev) apart from one component of the neutral field (φ0) in order to maintain the
photon massless :
〈0|φ1|0〉 = 〈0|φ2|0〉 = 〈0|φ4|0〉 = 0
〈0|φ3|0〉 = υ2
(1.29)
where υ2 = µ
2
λ
.
An important part of the previous random minima selection is that the QED U(1)Q is pre-
served, since the electromagnetic charge remains 0 for the neutral field. Having chosen the
new vacuum state, the neutral Higgs field (H) is introduced which will describe quantum
fluctuations around this state. So, the field Φ can be expanded around the chosen vacuum:
Φ =
1√
2
ei ¯θ(x)τ¯/υ
0BBBBB@ 0H + υ
1CCCCCA (1.30)
In the previous notation, it is ensured the presence of four real degrees of freedom (θk and
H)
Applying now the local gauge transformation, one obtains:
Φ→ Φ′ = e−

iτ¯ ¯θ(x)
υ

Φ
=
1√
2
0BBBBB@ 0
υ + H
1CCCCCA (1.31)
Therefore, applying a local gauge transformation at the new field Φ (Eq. 1.31), we observe
that three nonphysical degrees of freedom (θi) disappear and only the Higgs field remains
invariant. Since the Equation 1.31 does not contain nonphysical degrees of freedom, it is called
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unitary gauge.
After the introduction of the unitary gauge, the Lagrangian of the scalar field can be cal-
culated (Eq. 1.26). Initially, the covariant derivative (Eq. 1.23) terms for the SU(2)L × U(1)Y
symmetry are:
DµΦ =
0BBBBB@ ∂µ + i g2W3µ + i g′2 Bµ i g2 (W1µ − iW2µ)i g2 (W1µ + iW2µ) ∂µ − i g2W3µ + i g′2 Bµ
1CCCCCA 0BBBBB@ 0
υ + H
1CCCCCA
=
0BBBBB@ i g2 (W1µ − iW2µ)(υ + H)
∂µ − i g2W3µ + i g
′
2 Bµ(υ + H)
1CCCCCA
(1.32)
Replacing the gauge fields (W iµ, Bµ) with the natural fields W±,Zµ, Aµ from Eq. 1.20, the
covariant becomes:
DµΦ =
1√
2
0BBBBBB@ ig√2W+µ (υ + H)(∂µ − i2 (g cos θw + g′ sin θw)Zµ)(υ + H)
1CCCCCCA
(DµΦ)† =
1√
2

− ig√
2
W−µ (υ + H) (∂µ +
i
2 (g cos θw + g
′ sin θw)Zµ)(υ + H)
 (1.33)
Therefore the Lagrangian of the scalar field Φ is obtained (Eq. 1.26):
Lscalar = (DµΦ)†DµΦ + µ2(Φ†Φ) − λ(Φ†Φ)2
=
1
2
∂µH∂µH
+ (H2 + 2υH + υ2)[
1
4
g2W+µW
−µ +
1
8
(g2 + g′2)ZµZµ]
+ µ2H2 +
λ
4
(H4 + 4υH3)
(1.34)
The Lagrangian contains only terms for the weak gauge fields whilst the QED field Aµ is
absent ensuring that the mediator, the photon (γ) remains massless. Reading off the quadratic
terms for fields, M2WW
+
µW
−µ and 12M
2
ZZµZ
µ, the masses of the weak vector bosons can be identi-
fied:
Mw =
1
2
gυ
Mz =
1
2
q
(g2 + g′2)υ =
1
2
gυ
cos θw
Mγ = 0
(1.35)
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The masses of the two weak bosons are related:
MW
MZ
=
g′p
g2 + g′2
= cos θw (1.36)
The Higgs field vacuum expectation value (υ) is related to the Mw and Fermi constant (GF =
1.166 × 10−5GeV−2), through the muon beta decay:
Mw = 12gυ
Mw =
q √
2g2
8GF
9>>>=>>>; u = 1q√2GF ≈ 246GeV (1.37)
For the Higgs field, the mass of the scalar Higgs boson can be identified from the H2 coef-
ficient corresponding to − 12M2H :
MH =
q
−2µ2 =
√
2λυ2 (1.38)
The most recent calculations for the masses of the weak vector bosons are: Mw = 80.385 ±
0.015 GeV and Mz = 91.188 ± 0.002 GeV. [17]
The Higgs boson mass was a free parameter in the Standard Model since the value of the
parameter λ is unknown by theory. The discovery of the Higgs boson particle took place on
July 2012 [18] and the latest reference value is : MH = 125.09 ± 0.24 GeV [17]. Also, from the
higher order interaction term in the Lagrangian, one observes Higgs self interactions propor-
tional to the square of the mass:
gH3 =
M2H
2υ
= λυ
gH4 =
M2H
8υ2
=
λ
4
(1.39)
At the previously described mechanism, when the complex scalar Higgs field, Φ, gets a
vacuum expectation value further from 0, then the SU(2)L × U(1)Y symmetry spontaneously
breaks into the invariant U(1)Q (QED). After the symmetry breaking, three extra degrees of
freedom emerge, corresponding to three Nambu-Goldstone bosons. The latter provide extra
longitudinal polarization degrees of freedom to the massless weak gauge bosons which be-
come massive.
Therefore, the mechanism of the spontaneous symmetry breaking, succeeds in explaining
the massive weak gauge bosons (W±,Z), respecting in parallel the electric charge and color
charge conservation (U(1)Q and SU(3)C respectively) keeping massless mediators (photons,
gluons).
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1.2.1 Lepton and quark mass
The Higgs field is responsible also for the generation of the leptons mass. A Yukawa interac-
tion occurs between the chiral fermionic fields and the Higgs field. An extra Yukawa interac-
tion term enters into the Lagrangian 1.34, which is SU(2)L × U(1)Y invariant.
LY = −Ge[ψ¯LΦψR + ψ¯RΦ†ψL] (1.40)
where Ge is the corresponding Yukawa coupling for every fermion, with total 3 × 3 cou-
plings. After spontaneous symmetry break at the Lagrangian, there is one term (Geυ√
2
ψ¯ψ) which
shows the mass of the fermionic field and an extra term, ψ¯ψH, which shows the fermion-Higgs
coupling.
There the mass is calculated by:
m f =
GF × υ√
2
(1.41)
and the coupling to the Higgs boson:
GF =
√
2 × m f
υ
(1.42)
The coupling of a fermion to the Higgs field is proportional to the fermion mass, meaning
that stronger fermion couplings to the Higgs field, result in heavier fermions.
Also, given the fact that the upper element of the unitary gauge is zero, no mass term will
be generated for the upper element of the weak chiral doublet, retaining therefore a massless
neutrino.
For quarks, the description is not entirely complete, since one should take into account the
quark mixing through the elements of the CKM matrix.
1.3 Higgs boson production channels and decays
The main production mechanisms of the Higgs boson are the following:
1. Gluon-gluon fusion (ggF) : gg→ H
2. Vector boson fusion (VBF) : qq¯→ VVqq¯→ Hqq¯, V = W±,Z
3. Associated production with vector boson: qq¯→ VH, V = W±,Z
4. Associated production with top: gg, qq¯→ tt¯H
The lowest order Feynman diagrams for the Higgs production mechanisms are shown on
Figure 1.3
In hadron colliders, the dominant production for a Standard Model-like Higgs boson is the
gluon-gluon fusion followed by vector boson fusion. The associated productions (WH, ZH,
tt¯H) have a less than 5% total contribution.
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Figure 1.3: Feynman diagrams for the different Higgs production mechanisms: (a) gluon-gluon fusion, (b) vector
boson fusion, (c) associated production with vector boson, (d) associated production with tt¯ pair.
The Higgs boson decays to a particle-antiparticle pair. The main decay for mass below 130
GeV is a bb¯ pair whereas for higher masses, decays to vector boson pairs (WW,ZZ) dominate.
The coupling of the Higgs boson to the weak bosons (V) can be extracted from the interac-
tion terms in the Equation 1.34:
gH→VV =
2m2V
υ
= 2
q
(
√
2GF)M2V (1.43)
An overview of the decay probability for each channel (branching ratio) is shown on Figure
1.4.
Figure 1.4: Branching ratios for the various Higgs decay channel. Figure from [19].
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1.3.1 Additional heavy Higgs searches
The search of the Standard Model Higgs boson was performed in a wide mass range from ≈
100-1000 GeV. Despite the discovery of ≈ 125 GeV mass particle, the “high-mass” (> 300 GeV)
is an important regime for Beyond the Standard Model searches.
The discovery of the light SM Higgs boson (mH = 125 GeV) and the study of its properties
show compatibility with the SM expectations [20]. However, it is not experimentally verified
whether the 125 GeV Higgs boson is responsible for the formation of the fermion masses and
the unitarisation, at high-energies of the scattering amplitudes of the processes VLVL → VLVL
where V is either the W boson or the Z boson. Thus, the possibility of the existence of extra
Higgs bosons has to be assesed. The low mass Higgs might be responsible for the unitarisation
and an additional Higgs couples to other generations of fermions. Therefore, searches for an
additional SM-like heavy Higgs boson are strongly motivated in order to have the Beyond the
Standard Model sector explored.
Many models have been developed which try to accommodate the potential existance of
an additional heavy Higgs boson with new phenomena like SUSY. Such models assume the
existance of an additional electroweak singlet field [21] or two Higgs doublet fields where
the presence of five Higgs bosons is speculated [22], either with large or narrow decay width
approximations [23].
For a search in the high mass regime, in first approximation SM-like properties are as-
sumed.For a SM Higgs boson the decays are dominated by decays to weak vector bosons pairs,
WW and ZZ, with the main decay mechanism to be the semileptonic decay H → WW → lνqq.
A summary of all the decay rates is shown in Figure 1.5.
At the full high mass regime, the decay ZZ → l+l−l+l− provides the cleanest experimental
channel, similar to the low mass, due to the very small lepton reconstruction uncertainties.
The major background source for this channel is the irreducible Standard Model ZZ diboson
production. Therefore, the ZZ → l+l−l+l− decay channel, despite the low branching fraction,
would provide a clean experimental identification of additional SM-like Higgs bosons.
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Figure 1.5: Standard Model Higgs boson production cross section times branching ratio at 8 TeV . Figure from [19].
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1.4 Proton-Proton collisions
At the head-on proton-proton collisions, the protons are subjected to relativistic energies in
very short distance. Therefore, the protons are not considered as point-like particles.
According to the partonic model by Feynman [24], all the proton constituents are consid-
ered as partons: the up and down quarks, the gluons and all the sea quarks and anti-quarks
which arise due to quantum fluctuations. The probability of a particular parton to have a mo-
mentum fraction (x) of the total momentum transferred (Q2) is given by the Parton Distribution
Functions (PDFs). An example of PDF is shown on Figure 1.6.
Figure 1.6: MSTW Leading Order PDF for a proton with 10 GeV energy. Figure from [25].
In the proton-proton interaction, there are multiple types of interactions between the par-
tons. All the different kinds of interactions make up the structure of an event.
Initially, the momentum transfer between the protons could be either large around GeV,
when it is called hard interaction or small at the level of MeV, called soft interaction. The
hard interactions between the partons can lead to creation of particles. In a single interaction
between two proton bunches, there is an increased soft hadronic activity which is defined as
defined as pile-up events.
Interactions could be observed between remnant partons of the colliding protons which
were not involved in the hard interaction. Those interactions comprise the underlying event
(UE) which are treated as background events. Additionally, it is possible to have multiple
partons from one proton to interact with multiple partons from the other ones. These are called
multi-parton interactions (MPI). The Double Drell-Yan study which is described in Chapter is a
multi-parton interaction.
Lastly, for any particles carrying charge it is possible to emit radiation. In colour charge,
18
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the emission involves hadronising gluons whereas in electromagnetic charge, EM radiation is
emitted. Radiation related to the incoming partons is called Initial State Radiation (ISR) and if
related to the outgoing partons or the decay products, it is called Final State Radiation (FSR).
An overview of the event structure at p-p collisions is shown in Figure 1.7
Figure 1.7: Event structure at p-p collision. Figure from [26]
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1.5 Double Parton Interaction
The development of the partonic model highlighted the composite structure of the hadrons.
During proton-proton interactions it is possible to have independent multiple parton hard
scatterings between the two protons. Such a behaviour is observable at higher energies, where
according to the Parton Distribution Functions, more sea quarks carry a sizeable fraction of
the proton momentum.
In the case where two different partons are involved, the mechanism is called Double Par-
ton Interaction (DPI). It is assumed that the qq¯ pairs come from the sea quarks of both protons.
The cross-section of the Double Parton Interaction can be written as a product of double
Parton Distribution Functions, assuming two independent single parton interactions A and
B[27, 28]:
σABDPI =
m
2
X
i, j,k,l
Z
Γi j(x1, x2, b; t1, t2) × Γkl(x3, x4, b; t1, t2)
× σˆAik(x1, x3)σˆBjl(x2, x4)dx1dx2dx3dx4d2b
(1.44)
The Γ(xi, x j, b; ti, t j) factor is the generalised double Parton Distribution Functions for the
two partons (i,j) which have xi, x j proton momentum fractions, at scale ti = ln(Q2i ), which cor-
respond to the energy resolution scale of each interaction. The factor b expresses the transverse
distance which separates the two partons. The factor m equals 1 for symmetrical processes or
2 for distinguishable processes.
The double PDF can be written as a product of the two single PDFs, each concerning the
separate parton. Such an approach is valid, under the assumption that more partons carry
a fraction of momentum, having small values of x and thus there is a higher probability for
scatterings between multiple partons to take place.
Γi j(xi, x j, b) = Di(xi)D j(x j)F(b) (1.45)
where D(x) are the single parton distribution functions. F(b) is a function that expresses
the transverse distribution of the partons. The analytical description of F(b) depends on the
assumed model that describes the distribution of the partonic constituents inside the proton.
The assumed model does not take into account of quark flavours and spins.
All the transverse plane spatial correlations can be described with a scale factor, the σeff.
σeff =
"Z
[F(b)2d2b]2
#−1
(1.46)
The scale factor σeff represents the cross-section where the inclusive rate of the double
interactions is similar to the inclusive rate of multiple single interactions. With all the previous
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considerations the cross-section of double parton interaction (Eq. 1.44) can be expressed as:
σABDPI =
m
2
σAσB
σeff
(1.47)
Several phenomelogical studies have been performed focusing on the validity of the fac-
torisation equation 1.45. Such studies focus on the expression of the transverse distributions
of the partons excluding correlations, and the dispersion of the interactions. On the other
side, there are studies focusing mainly on the description of the double PDFs trying to include
multi-parton correlations through QCD evolution [29, 30].
In literature, the universality of σeff and the dependence with collision energy and the
process is still an open problem. Neglecting any correlation between the partons and assuming
a simple Gaussian distribution of the partons, one obtains an expression of σeff = 2piR2 where
R is the radius of the overlapping function (F(b)) between the two hadrons. The radius is equal
to R2 = 4/3〈r2〉, where p〈r2〉 is the rms proton radius. Assuming p〈r2〉 = 0.6fm one obtains a
value of σeff ≈ 30 mb.
Experimental results indicate a strong difference compared to this value, as it can be shown
on Figure 1.8. The latest model [29] assumes double Gaussian distribution of the parton at the
transverse plane and predict a value of σeff = 11 mb, which is close to the experimental values.
The latest measurement for σeff by ATLAS is 15±3(stat.)+5−3(sys.) mb derived using W→lv +
2jets [31] originating from DPI. Additionally, ATLAS has published a lower limit of 3.7mb
(95% CL) from the Z+J/ψ analysis[32].
1.5.1 Double Drell-Yan process
The Drell-Yan process [34] is part of the Double Parton Interactions and describes the creation
of the neutral current lepton pair due to a quark-antiquark annihilation to either virtual photon
(γ∗) or Z boson. The phenomenolgical formalism of a Double Drell-Yan mechanism has been
developed over the past years [35, 36]. The Double Drell-Yan mechanism is depicted on Figure
1.9
Up to the time of the present thesis, there has not been any clear experimental observation
of the process. This is due to the high background rates of similar final state processes, for
example Standard Model ZZ→4l production.
A study of the multiparton interactions is essential for further understanding of the proton
structure. Through the multiparton studies it is possible to highlight correlations between the
PDFs and the distribution of the partons. Lastly, the double PDFs could be formulated in a
more concretely whilst taking into account any further correlations between the interacting
partons, like spin dependences. Additionally, through the multi-parton interactions the pos-
sibility is given to study the distribution of the partons inside the proton and how this affects
the interaction.
An in-depth knowledge and description of the way that the partons interact is an important
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Figure 1.8: Summary of all the effective cross-section (σeff) measurements. . Figure from [33].
Figure 1.9: Illustration of the Double Drell-Yan mechanism. Figure from [28].
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element for p-p collisions. With more precise information, the simulations of the p-p interac-
tions could be more accurate, leading to better estimation of expected event yield from either
processes of interest or hadronic background.
In high masses and energy scales where the DDY is examined, a single factor can not uni-
versally parametrise two independent interactions. Additionally, recent theory QCD models
[37] expect different σeff behaviour when correlations in the transverse plane involve differ-
ent initial states (q1, q2/q¯1, q2, /q1, q¯2/q¯1, q¯2/gg). Lower values are expected when the transverse
plane involves a quark-antiquark interaction than a gluon-gluon initiated process due the dif-
ferent parton distributions at the transverse plane.
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Chapter 2
The Large Hadron Collider and the
ATLAS detector
2.1 Hadron colliders
In Experimental Particle Physics, accelerating particles for probing new phenomena was the
basic mechanism since the early 20th century. With technology advances, the accelerating
techniques have improved over the years.
Two methods are employed for particles accleration. These are fixed-target and the beams
collisions. At fixed target collisions, the particles collide with a static target whereas with the
beams case they are brought together through head-on collision.
The head-on collision is the most energy efficient method, since all the energy of the beam is
converted to Centre-of-Mass frame rest-mass energy (
√
s = 2Ebeam), capable to produce new,
heavier particles. For the fixed-target experiments, a fraction of the available energy must
be given as kinetic energy to the produced particles, offering less energy for the creation of
heavier particles.
The particles are considered relativistic, so their energy is expressed by the equation:
E2 = m20c
4 + |~p|2c2 (2.1)
From the known stable particles, the electron and the proton have been used in accelerators.
The different rest mass values between them (proton: ≈ 1000 MeV, electron : 0.511 MeV), has
as result a substantial difference at the provided centre-of-mass energy.
Over the past years, circular particle colliders were mainly used for the experimental in-
vestigation of particle physics. The main accelerator rings were: the HERA at DESY, Germany,
with e±p collisions; the LEP at CERN, Switzerland, with e+e− collisions; the TEVATRON at
Fermilab, USA, with pp¯ collisions; and the LHC at CERN, with pp collisions.
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2.2 The Large Hadron Collider
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [38] is the most powerful accelerator machine worldwide,
operating at the moment with a beam energy of 6.5 TeV, providing a total centre-of-mass (
√
s)
energy of 13 TeV. The accelerator works mainly for proton-proton collisions, but provides also
conditions for proton-lead (p-Pb) or lead-lead (Pb-Pb) collisions.
The LHC is situated at the European Centre of Nuclear Research (CERN) in Geneva, Switzer-
land. The construction of the LHC was approved in 1994, started in 1997 and finished in 2007.
The 26.7 km long underground tunnel which housed the predecessor accelerating complex
of the Large Electron-Positron Collider (LEP) was chosen as the location, spanning across the
French-Swiss border. After the end of LEP operation on 2000, necessary configurations were
made in the 3.8 metre wide channel for the installation of the LHC.
Figure 2.1: The CERN accelerating complex. Figure from [39]
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The LHC has been designed to deliver a total centre-of-mass energy,
√
s=14 TeV, (7 TeV per
beam) and 2.76 TeV per nucleon during heavy ions collisions. The designed value is 2808 pro-
ton bunches per beam, each containing 1.1∗1011 protons with collisions every 25ns. To achieve
these conditions, the LHC comprises 9593 superconducting magnets and 8 radio-frequency
(RF) cavities. The vacuum pressure inside the pipes is 10−13 atm in a temperature of 1.9K
(-271.3o C).
In order to reach the desired energy, the protons have to pass through the full acceleration
complex. Initially, the protons are stripped off from hydrogen gas using electric fields and
afterwards they are injected into the LINAC2 machine. There, they achieve energy of 50 MeV
through linear acceleration. Then, they enter the Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB), reaching
the energy of 1.4 GeV. The Proton Synchrotron (PS) and the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS)
follow, where the energy rises to 25 and 450 GeV respectively, before being injected into the
main LHC pipes. The bunches circulate in opposite directions between 5 and 24 hours while
collisions take place. An overview of the accelarating complex is shown in Figure 2.1.
Inside the pipes, the bunches undergo linear acceleration through the electric field of the
RF cavities, with an accelerating field of 5 MV/m at 400 MHz and bend through the magnetic
field of the 1232 dipole superconducting magnets. The coils are made from niobium-titanium
(NbTi) cables which are superconducting at these temperatures, creating a magnetic field of
8.33 T from the 11850 A flowing current. In addition, in order to maintain the whole system
in these low, superconducting temperatures, the magnets are cooled down with super-fluid
helium.
The acceleration technology developed by the LHC is utilised by the 7 experiments which
serve across its circumference. In alphabetical order, these are: A Large Ion Collider Experi-
ment (ALICE), A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS (ATLAS), Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS), LHC-
beauty (LHCb), LHC-forward (LHCf), Monopole and Exotics Detector At the LHC (MoEDAL)
and TOTal Elastic and diffractive cross section Measurement (TOTEM).
The physics scope of the LHC spans over a very wide range with a rich physical potential,
with an remarkably unprecedented value for collisions energy in the field of Experimental
Particle Physics. The most notable achievement during the Run 1, which operated from 2009
until 2012, is the discovery of the Higgs Boson in 2012 by the ATLAS and CMS experiments
[18, 40], which led to the award of the 2013 Nobel Prize in Physics. The properties of the Higgs
boson will be an important field of research for next LHC Runs. In addition,the validity of
the Standard Model parameters has been examined from all the experiments. Many tests of
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) have been conducted and are planned to be expanded for
the second run of LHC, alongside the investigation of Electroweak Interactions and Flavour
Physics. A better understanding of Quark-Gluon Plasma state and the CP-violation are the
leading motivations for the ALICE and LHCb experiments. Moreover, the Physics Beyond
the Standard Model is a key discovery goal for the future of this powerful discovery machine,
where theories like Supersymmetry (SUSY), Exotic particles and Dark Matter will be tested at
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higher energies with quite definitive outcomes.
2.2.1 LHC Performance
The physics studies detailed in the present thesis use data from the Run-I of the LHC collected
up until the end of 2012. A summary of the LHC parameters [41, 42] during Run-I is detailed
on Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Main parameters of LHC during Run-I
Parameter 2010 2011 2012 Designed
Energy per beam [TeV] 3.5 3.5 4.0 7.0
Protons/bunch(1011 / bunch) 1.2 1.45 1.7 1.15
Bunches/bunch 368 1380 1380 2808
Bunch spacing [ns] 150 50 50 25
Peak instantaneous
luminosity L[cm−2s−] 2.1 × 1032 3.7 × 1033 7.7 × 1033 1.0 × 1034
The instantaneous luminosity is a factor which defines the rate of proton-proton interac-
tions for particular collision parameters. It is defined as:
L =
N2pkb fγ
4piβ∗n
F
Np is the number of protons per bunch, kb is the number of bunches per beam, f is the
revolution frequency of protons around the LHC ring, F is a geometry luminosity reduction
factor parameter associated with the crossing angle of the beams, n is the beam emittance
(spread of particle coordinates), β is the beta function at the collision point, which is related
to the transverse amplitude of the beam, and γ the usual relativistic factor. The product of n
and β∗ is connected to the transverse beam size at the interaction point [42].
Every particular process has its own production rate, called cross-section (σ). The integral
of the instantaneous luminosity for a given period of time defines the integrated luminosity
which, multiplied with the cross-section of the process, yields the expected number of events:
Nexp = σ ×
Z
Ldt = σ × L
During the 2012
√
s = 8 TeV run, the LHC delivered 22.8 fb−1data, out of which ATLAS
recorded 21.3 fb−1.
The total interaction cross-section (σtot) is split into two parts, the elastic (σel) and the in-
elastic (σinel). Roughly, at LHC energies the cross-section ratios are ≈ 20% for the elastic and ≈
80% for the inelastic[43]. In particle collisions, the inelastic cross-section is the one of interest.
During LHC Run-I, the intensity of the beam and the instantaneous luminosity values in-
creased the value of the expected inelastic interactions per bunch-crossing during the run pe-
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riods. For 8 TeV centre-of-mass energy the inelastic cross-section σinel has been calculated as
≈ 75mb [44]. The 2012 LHC parameters were [42]: pi ∼ 2.5µm, β∗ ∼ 0.6m, Np ∼ 1.7 × 1011,
γ = 4.3 × 103. Using Equation 2.2.1 and assuming a geometrical factor F = 1 (no luminosity
reduction), the maximum inelastic interaction per bunch crossing is calculated to be µ ≈ 44.
The average interaction per bunch crossing on the 2012 run (< µ >) was 20.7. The number of
interactions per bunch crossing for the 2012 and 2011 luminosities values are shown in Figure
2.2
Figure 2.2: Luminosity-weighted distribution of the mean number of interactions per crossing for the 2011 and 2012
data. The mean number of interactions per crossing corresponds the mean of the Poisson distribution on the number
of interactions per crossing calculated for each bunch. Figure from [45]
The total cross section for the proton-proton interaction, with the cross sections of various
Standard Model processes as a function of the centre-of-mass energy is depicted in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Cross sections for various SM processes versus
√
s. An indicative event rate has been calculated on the
right side, assuming L = 1033 cm−2s−1. The MSTW[46] NLO PDF set was used. Figure from [47].
2.3 The ATLAS Detector
The ATLAS Detector[48] is a particle physics detector housed 100 meters underground in the
Swiss side of the LHC, next to the main CERN campus. The first letter of intent for a new
general-purpose detector which would be placed inside the LHC was submitted at CERN
in 1992 [49] followed by the approval of CERN Council in 1997. In 2006 it started its test
operation and during 2009-2012 it performed the first round of data-taking. After the 3 year
long LHC shutdown for maintenance and upgrade, ATLAS restarted operating on April 2015
for a scheduled 3 years run.
The data analysed for the scope of this thesis were obtained during the first run of ATLAS,
therefore the detector description of that time will be detailed.
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The high amount of particle collisions in the LHC requires that the ATLAS detector com-
prises electronics and sensor elements which are both fast and radiation-hard. In addition, due
to the high particle fluxes and the possibility of having overlapping events, high granularity
is needed from the detector. Geometrically, a large acceptance in pseudorapidity with almost
full azimuthal angle coverage increases the decay topology and the probability to detect an
unidentified new physics signature.
For the particles detected, a good momentum resolution and reconstruction efficiency in
the inner tracker are important. Furthermore, efficient calorimetry for electron and photon
identification, complemented by hadronic calorimetry for accurate jet and missing transverse
energy measurements, are essential. For muons, the requirements are good identification and
momentum resolution over a wide range of momenta and the ability to determine the charge
of muons with high transverse energy. Lastly, for the detector operation, a highly efficient
triggering on objects with low transverse-momentum and sufficient background rejection is
an essential goal to achieve an acceptable trigger rate for physics processes.
The ATLAS Detector has an extended diameter of 25 m, length of 46 m and weighs 7000
tonnes. A graphical representation of ATLAS is shown in Figure 2.4. ATLAS comprises
three main sub-detector parts: 1) The Inner Detector, 2) The Electromagnetic and Hadronic
Calorimeters and 3) The Muon Spectrometer. The sub-detector parts are arranged con-
centrically with almost full solid angle coverage and forward-backward detection symme-
try. Schematically, a thin superconducting solenoid encompasses the Inner Detector cavity,
while three large superconducting toroids (1 barrel and 2 end-caps) are arranged around the
calorimeters and the muon detectors, ensuring the generation of a magnetic field with 8-fold
azimuthal symmetry. The innermost component of ATLAS, which is closest to the proton
beam, is the Inner Detector (ID) and is surrounded by a 2T solenoid magnetic field. The Inner
Detector, with its dedicated components, is responsible for measuring the tracks of the parti-
cles. Outside the solenoid, two groups of calorimeters exist: the liquid-argon (LAr) electro-
magnetic sampling calorimeter and the scintillator-tile hadronic calorimeter (TileCal), which
are responsible for energy deposition measurements. The outer sub-part of the detector is
the Muon Spectrometer, where the muons momentum is measured. A fast-processing trigger,
divided in three levels, looks for events which will be further processed for physics analysis.
2.3.1 Geometrical characteristics - Coordinates system
ATLAS employs a right-handed Cartesian coordinates system. The z-axis of the coordinates
system follows the beam-pipe with the positive side pointing towards Geneva. The perpen-
dicular plane on the beam defines the x-y plane, with the positive x-axis starting from the
Interaction Point pointing inwards the LHC ring, and the positive y-axis pointing upwards.
The layout of the detector ensures cylindrical symmetry and thus the use of cylindrical
coordinates (φ, θ, R) is favoured.
The azimuthal angle φ is defined as the angle around the beam-pipe. The values are φ = 0
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Figure 2.4: The ATLAS detector with the sub-detector systems. Figure from [50]
for the x-axis and φ = pi/2 for the positive y-axis with maximum values φ ∈ [−pi, pi]. The polar
angle θ equals θ = 0 for the positive z-axis, with values range θ ∈ [0, pi]. The transverse distance
from the z-axis is defined as radius R. An overview of the ATLAS coordination system is
presented in Figure 2.5.
The momentum of a particle in cartesian coordinates is expressed as:
|~p| =
q
p2x + p2y + p2z (2.2)
The transformation from cartesian to cylindrical coordinates system is achieved through:
tan φ =
px
py
and tan θ =
q
p2x + p2y
pz
(2.3)
In the head-on collisions, the momentum of the colliding partons is unknown. Therefore, a
quantity is needed which is Lorentz invariant under boosts on the z-axis and can translate the
position of the produced particles to the centre-of-mass frame.
The Lorentz invariant parameter is called pseudorapidity (η), which can describe the posi-
tion of the particles, and defined as:
η = − ln tan θ
2
= −1
2
ln
|~p| + pz
|~p| − pz (2.4)
At the beam direction η → ±∞, whereas perpendicularly (at the x-y plane) equals η = 0.
Pseudorapidity can describe the position of massless objects, whereas for massive objects, the
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Lorentz invariant quantity rapidity (y) is used. In the relativistic limit where pc  mc2 the
two variables are equal. The rapidity is defined as:
y =
1
2
ln
E + pz
E − pz (2.5)
Distances in the η − φ space equal the radius R:
∆R =
q
∆φ2 + ∆η2 (2.6)
The transverse plane is used for studying head-on particle collisions, since the collisions
occur there at rest and the total momentum equals zero. The transverse momentum pT and
transverse energy ET can be defined as:
pT =
q
p2x + p2y = |~p| × sin θ (2.7)
ET = E × cos θ (2.8)
Figure 2.5: The ATLAS detector coordination system. Figure from [51]
Every charged particle track in ATLAS is characterised by a set of 5 variables defining the
position and the direction. The point of the particle’s trajectory with the minimum distance
from the Interaction Point (IP) is chosen. The polar angle θ and the azimuthal angle of the
momentum vector φ0 at this point are defined. The ratio of the charge with the momentum
magnitude q/p shows the bending of the track. Two additional parameters are: the transverse
impact parameter d0, which is the distance of the closest-approach point to the IP, and the
longitudinal impact parameter z0, which is the distance of the closest-approach point to the
z-axis. A schematic representation of the track’s coordinates system is shown in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Coordination definitions for an ATLAS track. Figure from [52]
2.3.2 Magnet System
The ATLAS magnet system comprises four large superconducting magnets. The main compo-
nents are:
- A central solenoid aligned with the beam axis
- A barrel toroid and two end-cap toroids
The central solenoid is 5.8m long and has an outer diameter of 2.56m. It consists of a single
coil of 5.7 tonnes mass and operates with 7.73 kA current. It encloses the inner detector and is
surrounded by the calorimeters, A 2 T axial magnetic field is provided for the inner detector
from the solenoid. A full charging or discharging of the solenoid is achieved in 30 mins, while
one day is needed for cooling down to 4.5K.
The barrel toroid comprises eight coils encased in stainless steel vacuum vessels. It is 25.3m
in length, 20.1m diameter and 830 tonnes weight. The operating current is 20.5 kA and pro-
vides a torodial magnetic field of 0.5 T for the muon detector in the central region.
Similarly, the two end-cap toroids are 5m in length, 10.7m in diameter and 240 tonnes in
weight. Each of the end-cap toroids contains eight coils. Their main purpose is to optimise
the bending power at the end-cap regions of the muon spectrometer, by generating a magnetic
field of 1 T. The nominal current under which they operate is 20.5 kA.
Overall, the magnetic system is 22 m in diameter, 26 m in length, with an overall volume
of 12000m3 and a stored magnet energy of 1.6 GJ. The conductors of all the components are
aluminium stabilised Nb/Ti for the solenoid and Nb/Ti/Cu for the toroids. An overview of
the ATLAS magnetic field is illustrated on Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Graphical representation of the ATLAS magnet system. Figure from [48]
2.3.3 Inner Detector - Tracking
The Inner Detector of ATLAS is the first apparatus where particle detection takes place. The
main operating goals of the Inner Detector are: a fine-granularity position measurement, pre-
cise momentum and interaction vertex resolution measurements, and charged particle identi-
fication. For this reason, a fine and high detector granularity at the collision vertex is needed
to achieve precise measurements.
Figure 2.8: Graphical representation of the ATLAS Inner Detector. Figure from [48]
The Inner Detector lies within the 2 T magnetic field generated by the central solenoid.
The operation area covers the full φ space, whereas in pseudorapidity it can detect particles
with minimum energy 0.1 - 0.5 GeV up to |η| < 2.5. An overview is shown in Figure 2.8. The
resolution performance target for the Inner Detector is σpT/pT = 0.05% pT ⊕ 1%.
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Three independent sub-detectors system constitute the full Inner Detector system:
The silicon semiconductor pixel (Pixel) and the silicon strip tracker (SCT) are used at
small radii for high-precision measurements in the R-φ and z coordinates up to |η| ≤ 2.5. At
outer radii, transition radiation trackers (TRT) are used complementary to the Pixel and SCT
for pattern recognition and also for momentum measurements up to |η| ≤ 2.
The innermost Pixel tracking sensors are the closest to the beam-pipe. They offer precise
tracking and vertex reconstruction which is important for jet-tagging. At the barrel region,
there are three cylindrical layers. At the end-caps, two sets of three disks perpendicular to the
beam axis exist.
The SCT tracking sensors are located after the pixel sensors.The barrel component is made
of four doublet layers of silicon strips providing eight hits and four space-points for a transvers-
ing track. The end cap components are made of two sets of nine disks. The SCT is measuring
coordinates in both the angular (R-φ) and longitudinal (z) plane and provides information
about the impact parameter measurements.
The TRT are the outermost sub-system of the Inner Detector. They comprise drift (straw)
tubes which detect transition radiation from charged particles. The main contribution of the
TRT is improvement in electron identification. The detection of transition-radiation photons
and the energy absorbed from them, differentiates between pions and electrons. Also, more
precise momentum measurements are achieved for the charged particles.
The quality of the detection is based on the number of track hits at each station. ATLAS
considers that every good track should cross 3 pixel layers, 8 strip layers and 36 straw hits[48].
The accuracy of all the Inner Detector components is presented on Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Accuracy of the ATLAS Tracking components
Component Accuracy (µm)
Pixel
Barrel 10(R-φ)× 115(z)
End-cap 10(R-φ)× 115(R)
SCT
Barrel 17(R-φ)× 580(z)
End-cap 17(R-φ)× 580(R)
TRT
130 (R-φ)
A plan view of the ATLAS Inner Detector components, with the respective coordinates and
positions, is shown in Figure 2.9:
2.3.4 Calorimetry
The calorimetry system is essential for every particles detector where the energy deposition
is used for energy measurement. The importance of precision measurements of electron and
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Figure 2.9: Plan view of a quarter-section of the ATLAS inner detector showing each of the major detector elements
with its active dimensions and envelopes. Figure from [48]
photon energy, jet reconstruction and EmissT measurements, leads to a heightened need for an
efficient working calorimetry system.
ATLAS calorimeter system encompasses almost full detector coverage, fine granularity,
segmentation in depth and good response. All of these features ensure good containment of
the energy showers with precise energy measurement and uniform resolution.
Two separated calorimeters are employed. The Liquid Argon Electromagnetic Calorime-
ter (LAr EM Cal) and three calorimeters for hadronic showers (Tile Calorimeter, LAr Hadronic
end-cap, LAr Forward). The EM calorimeter has total thickness more than 22 radiation lengths
(X0) 1 in the barrel and more than 24 radiation lengths in the end-caps. The hadronic calorime-
ter has thickness of 9.7 interaction lengths (λ) 2 in the barrel and 10 interaction lengths in the
end-caps, including 1.3 λ from the outer support.
The calorimeters are accommodated in three aluminium cryostats: one barrel cryostat
which contains the LAr EM calorimeter and the two end-caps where the LAr EM end-cap,
the LAr Hadronic end-cap and the LAr Forward Calorimeter are located. Outside, they are
surrounded by the scintillator tiles of Tile Hadronic Calorimeter, which contains one central
barrel part and two extended barrel parts.
The energy resolution performance goal for electrons and photons at the Electromagnetic
1The radiation length X0 is both (a) the mean distance over which a high-energy electron loses all but 1/e of its
energy by bremstrahlung, and (b) 79 of the mean free path for pair production by a high-energy photon. [17]
2The interaction length λ is the mean free path distance over which a nuclei will interact with matter producing
new lighter nuclei. [17]
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Calorimeter is σE/E = 10%/
√
E⊕ 0.7%. For jets, the desired energy resolution at the Hadronic
Calorimeter components is σE/E = 50%/
√
E⊕ 3% at the barrel and end-cap, and σE/E =
100%/
√
E⊕ 10% at the forward region.
An overall representation of the ATLAS Calorimetry system is shown in Figure 2.10 and
the total amount of interaction length (λ) for the calorimeter is shown in Figure 2.11.
Figure 2.10: Cut-way view of the ATLAS calorimeter system. Figure from [48]
2.3.4.1 Electromagnetic calorimeter
The electromagnetic calorimeter comprises two components. The barrel part, which covers
the pseudorapidity area (|η| < 1.475), and two end-cap parts, which cover the region (1.375 <
|η| < 3.2). Liquid Argon (LAr) is used as active material and lead as passive material.
The barrel part is split in two halves at z = 0, with a 4mm gap for services.Every half barrel
is divided in 16 modules each covering ∆φ angle = 22.5◦. A single module is segmented in three
layers in depth, each following a special accordion geometry. This selection offers total cover-
age in space with fast signal extraction due to the modularity. The accordion-shaped electrode
layers are made from the polymer kapton, axial with the respect to the beam, expanding in the
φ-space and keeping the liquid-argon gap constant between them.
The end-cap component of the EM calorimeter wheel is segmented into three disk layers at
the region 1.375 < |η| < 2.5. The same accordion geometry with similar granularity as the barrel
components is followed. At the forward region of 2.5< |η| <3.2 the wheel is segmented into
two layers of coarser granularity, tolerable for cases where extended acceptance is needed.
In the pseudorapidity region |η| < 1.8, the LAr presampler detector layer is located. The
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Figure 2.11: Cumulative amount of material, in units of interaction length, as a function of |η|, for all the calorimetry
components. Figure from [48]
presampler provides information about energy losses in the material upstream of the calorime-
ter.
An image of the barrel module is shown in Figure 2.12. The three longitudinal layers
have different granularity, serving multiple purposes. The first layer (closest to the interaction
point) has the highest granularity and small thickness. It is able to discriminate EM showers
of single isolated photons from multiple ones, produced after hadronic decays in jets. Also,
it is used for precise position measurements by measuring the pseudorapidity of the impact
point and the photon direction. The second layer (middle) has coarser granularity and the
highest thickness. The largest fraction of the shower energy is absorbed at this layer. The third
layer (back) has the coarsest granularity and the smallest thickness. It measures the tails of the
electromagnetic shower and longitudinal energy leakage before the hadronic calorimeter.
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are shown. Figure from [48]
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The main parameters of the ATLAS Electromagnetic system are listed in Table 2.3.
2.3.4.2 Hadronic calorimeter
For particle showers originating from hadrons and heavy flavour quarks, the hadronic calorime-
ter is employed with three respective components: Tile, LAr Hadronic End-Cap and LAr For-
ward. A schematical representation of the hadronic calorimeter components is shown in Fig-
ure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13: Segmentation and schematic view of the Hadronic Calorimeter components. (a) TileCal central and
extended, (b) LAr Hadronic End-cap and (c) LAr Forward Calorimeter. Figures from [48]
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Component Barrel End-caps
Number of Layers and |η| region coverage
Presampler 1 < 1.52 1 1.5 < |η| < 1.8
Calorimeter 3 < 1.35 2 1.375 < |η| < 1.5
2 1.35 < |η| < 1.475 3 1.5 < |η| < 2.5
2 2.5 < |η| < 3.2
Granularity ∆η × ∆φ in |η| space
Presampler 0.025 × 0.1 < 1.52 0.025 × 0.1 1.5 < |η| < 1.8
Calorimeter 1st layer 0.025/8 × 0.1 < 1.40 0.050 × 0.1 1.375 < |η| < 1.425
0.025/8 × 0.025 1.40 < |η| < 1.475 0.025 × 0.1 1.425 < |η| < 1.5
0.025/8 × 0.1 1.5 < |η| < 1.8
0.025/6 × 0.1 1.8 < |η| < 2.0
0.025/4 × 0.1 2.0 < |η| < 2.4
0.025 × 0.1 2.4 < |η| < 2.5
0.1 × 0.1 2.5 < |η| < 3.2
Calorimeter 2nd layer 0.025 × 0.025 < 1.40 0.050 × 0.025 1.375 < |η| < 1.425
0.075 × 0.025 1.40 < |η| < 1.475 0.025 × 0.025 1.425 < |η| < 2.5
0.1 × 0.1 2.5 < |η| < 3.2
Calorimeter 3rd layer 0.050 × 0.025 < 1.35 0.050 × 0.025 1.5 < |η| < 2.5
Readout channels - For both side in end-caps
Presampler 7808 1536
Calorimeter 101760 62208
Table 2.3: Main parameters of the electromagnetic calorimeter system
Tile Calorimeter - TileCal
The Tile Calorimeter is the next calorimetric layer after the EM calorimeter. It consists of a
barrel component covering the region |η| < 1.0 and two extended barrels each covering the re-
gion 0.8 < |η| < 1.7. Both components are segmented into three longitudinal layers. Each barrel
contains 64 modules where steel is used as the absorber and scintillator as the active medium.
The operation principle is based on ionising particles either crossing or being produced in the
tile and induce ultraviolet scintillation light from the active material. Wavelength-shift fibres
read out the two sides of the tiles and transmit to two separate photo-multiplier tubes.
LAr Hadronic end-cap calorimeter - HEC
The hadronic end-cap calorimeter’s position is behind the EM end-cap calorimeter. The pseu-
dorapidity region for the HEC is 1.5 ≤ |η| ≤ 3.2. It consists of two independent wheels per
end-cap cryostat. Each wheel is constructed from 32 modules and is divided into two longi-
tudinal layers. The calorimeter utilises liquid argon as active material and copper as passive
material.
LAr Forward calorimeter - FCal
The Forward calorimeter is located inside the end-caps cryostats, covering the forward pseu-
dorapidity region of 3.1 < |η| < 4.9. The position of the forward calorimeter has a twofold
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purpose. The detection of either electromagnetic or hadronic showers at high-|η| regions of-
fering a full |η| space coverage for the calorimetry system. Also, it minimises the background
and radiation levels, due to the high particle flux in this region, for the Muon Spectrometer
which is positioned next. The FCal comprises three modules in each end-cap. The first (FCal1)
uses copper as the passive medium and has electromagnetic function where the other two
(FCal2,FCal3) have hadronic function and use tungsten as the passive medium which ensures
a reduced spread of the hadronic jet. The calorimeter consists of longitudinal array with elec-
trodes containing rods and tubes (coopper or tungsten) parallel to the beam.
An overview of the main parameters of the hadronic calorimeter is listed in Table 2.4.
Barrel End-caps
LAr hadronic end-cap - HEC
|η| coverage 1.5 < |η| < 3.2
Layers 4
Granularity 0.1 × 0.1 1.5 < |η| < 2.50.2 × 0.2 2.5 < |η| < 3.2
Readout channels 5632
LAr forward calorimeter - FCal
|η| coverage 3.1 < |η| < 4.9
Layers 3
Granularity ∆φ × ∆y (cm) FCal1: 3.0 × 2.6 3.15 < |η| < 4.30
FCal1: 4× finer 3.10 < |η| < 3.15
4.30 < |η| < 4.83
FCal2: 3.3×4.2 3.24 < |η| < 4.50
FCal2: 4× finer 3.20 < |η| < 3.24
4.50 < |η| < 4.81
FCal3: 5.4×4.7 3.32 < |η| < 4.60
FCal3: 4× finer 3.29 < |η| < 3.32
4.60 < |η| < 4.75
Readout channels 3524 (both sides)
Tile Calorimeter - TileCal
Barrel Extended Barrel
|η| coverage < 1.0 0.8< |η| <1.7
Layers 3 3
Granularity ∆φ × ∆η 0.1×0.1 0.1×0.1
0.2×0.1 (last layer)
Readout channels 5760 4092 (both sides)
Table 2.4: Main parameters of the hadronic calorimeter system
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2.3.5 ATLAS Muon Spectrometer
The Muon Spectrometer (MS) is the outer part of the ATLAS detector. The main purpose
of the spectrometer is to measure the momentum of muons after exiting the barrel and end-
cap calorimeter components. The principle of the measurement is based on the muon track
bending due to the magnetic field generated by the toroids at the inner part of the detector.
The three large air-core toroid magnets of the ATLAS magnet system are responsible for
the generation of the magnetic field: the barrel and the two end-cap toroids. The barrel toroid
is accommodated in eight individual cryostats, placed radially and symmetrically around the
beam axis. The two end-caps toroids comprise eight coils each are inserted in the barrel toroid
and line up with the central solenoid. The magnetic field is orthogonal to the muon trajectories,
ensuring the maximum deflection from the original track.
At pseudorapidity region of |η| < 1.4, the barrel toroid creates the magnetic field, whereas
in the region 1.6< |η| <2.7, the end-cap magnets are responsible for the magnetic field. The
special region of 1.4< |η| <1.6 is called the “transition region”, where the barrel and the end-
cap toroids are combined for the creation of the magnetic field.
An overall representation of the ATLAS Muon Spectrometer is shown in Figure 2.14 and
the cross-sections perpendicular and parallel to the beam axis are shown in Figure 2.15.
Figure 2.14: Schematic representation of the ATLAS Muon Spectrometer. Figure from [48]
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Figure 2.15: Cross-section of the muon system in a plane containing the beam axis (bending plane). Infinite-
momentum muons would propagate along straight trajectories which are illustrated by the dashed lines and typically
traverse three muon stations. Figures from [48]
2.3.5.1 Muon spectrometer chambers
There are four separate sets of chambers. The Monitored Drift Tube chambers (MDT) and
the Cathode-Strip Chambers (CSC) are used for tracking and momentum measurement. The
Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC) at barrel and the Thin Gap Chambers (TGC) at the end-caps
are used for fast triggering.
At the barrel region, the chambers are arranged in three cylindrical layers around the beam
axis, whereas at the transition and end-cap region they are installed in planes perpendicular
to the beam axis.
Tracking and momentum chambers
An excellent muon momentum resolution is required from the ATLAS Muon Spectrometer.
For example, a muon track with 1 TeV momentum has track sagitta ≈ 500 µm at the barrel and
1mm at the end-cap. Therefore, the 10% pT uncertainty at 1 TeV which is the ATLAS MS
performance goal, constrains the error on sagitta to be less than 50 µm.
Monitored Drift Tubes - MDT:
The MDT chambers cover the pseudorapidity region up to |η| < 2.7, apart from the inner-
most layer, where they function up to |η| < 2.0. Every pressurised drift tube has a mixture
of gas Ar/CO2 at 93:7 ratio, ensuring good ageing properties and providing a resolution of
80µm.As the muon transverses the tube and ionises the gas, under the radial electric field, the
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ions drift towards the anode and a hit signal is recorded.
A cross-section of a MDT tube and the mechanical structure are shown in Figure 2.17. The
chambers have a rectangular shape at the barrel and a trapezoidal shape at the end-caps. Each
chamber consists of two groups of tube layers (multi-layers) and each multi-layer contains
normally three tube layers. Apart from the |η| < 2.0 region where they contain four layers,
for better pattern recognition. The combination of the multilayers yields a spatial resolution
of 35µm for the three layers chambers and 30µm for the four layers chambers. After the final
detector configuration in 2009, there have been 1150 MDT chambers.
Cathode-strip Chambers - CSC:
The CSC chambers operate at the pseudorapidity region 2.0 < |η| < 2.7, located at the end-
caps. The configuration of the CSC comprises two disks each with eight small and eight big
chambers, resulting to a total number of 32 chambers, with every chamber containing four
CSC planes. A layout of the CSC end-cap is shown in Figure 2.18. This configuration ensures
a very precise information is for every track, since there are four independent measurements
at |η| and φ.
The operation technique for CSC is based on multiwire proportional chambers, with the
wires aligned in the radial direction. The segmentation of the cathodes follows two orthogonal
approaches. One with the strips perpendicular to the wires, to provide the precision coordi-
nate at the bending plane, and the other with the strips parallel to the wires to provide the
transverse coordinate. The exact position is given through interpolation between the charge
around neighbouring cathode strips. The resolutuion provided by the CSC is 60 µm.
The CSC are placed in a particular region of the detector, where the particle flux is high.
However, the operating principle of the chambers, having a good track resolution and the pair
of coordinates measurements (|η| and φ space), provides excellent distinction between different
tracks, able to overpass the high background rates.
Trigger chambers
A fast responsive muon trigger system is needed in order to seed the main ATLAS trig-
ger system with the muon track multiplicity and an approximative muon energy.The trigger
chambers should have a significantly faster response than the bunch crossing (25ns). Two
sets of trigger chambers are used which provide measurements in both |η| and φ planes. An
overview of the Muon trigger system is shown in Figure 2.16.
The region 1.3 ≤ |η| ≤ 1.65 is excluded from triggering, due to the inhomogenious magnetic
field resulting from the combined B-fields of the barrel and end-cap toroid. This results to
straight muon tracks, faking muons with high momentum.
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Figure 2.16: Schematics of the muon trigger system. RPC2 and TGC3 are the reference (pivot) planes for barrel and
end-cap, respectively. Figure from [48]
µ
29.970 mm
Anode wire
Cathode tube
Rmin
Figure 2.17: (a) Cross-section of the MDT tube. (b) Mechanical structure of a MDT chamber. Figures from [48]
Figure 2.18: Layout of a CSC unit. Figure from [53]
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Resistive Plate Chambers - RPC:
The RPC are located at the barrel region (|η| < 1.05). Every chamber has two rectangular
detectors, each containing two independent detection layers. Every layer is made of two resis-
tive plates with a gas gap of 2mm, without the presence of wires. A mixture of organic gases
fills the gap between the plates. The muon pT range which is selected by the RPC triggerring
system is 6 to 35 GeV. At the last detector configuration, the Muon Spectrometer contained
RPC 606 chambers.
Thin Gap Chambers - TGC:
The TGC are placed at the end-caps (1.05 < |η| < 2.7) and they complement the coordination
measurements with the MDT. They are positioned in two groups. The innermost (small wheel)
is at 1.05< |η| ≤ 1.92 with two non-overlapping planes and the big wheel is at the region 1.05
≤ |η| ≤ 2.7 (big wheel- MDTs middle station), with three planes outside the end-cap toroid. An
overview of the TGC structure is shown in Figure 2.19.
At the small wheel, each plane has two layers of two TGC. At the big wheel, there is one
plane of a triplet chamber and two layers of doublet chambers, yielding overall seven detection
layers at this region (See Figure 2.16). However, only the region up to |η| = 2.4 is used for
triggering.
The TGC are multi-wire proportional chambers, with a variation of wire groups for fine
granularity and high momentum resolution. The φ coordinate is read-out by the radial pick-
up strips which cover the cathod planes, where the |η| coordinate is read from the wires. The
time resolution of the TGC is 25ns which ensures extraction of signal in less time than the
proton bunch crossing. In total, there are 1578 TGC units assembled to 3588 chambers.
1.8 mm
1.4 mm
1.6 mm G-10
50 µm wire
Pick-up strip
+HV
Graphite layer
Figure 2.19: TGC structure showing anode wires, graphite cathodes, the thermosetting industrial fibre glass composite
laminate (G-10) layers and a pick-up strip, orthogonal to the wires. Figure from [48]
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2.3.6 Trigger and Data Acquisition
The LHC designed bunch crossing of 25ns (equivalent to rate of 40 MHz) requires from ATLAS
the adoption of a fast and efficient trigger system, able to estimate the significance of the event
before the next bunch crossing. ATLAS employs a three-level system for triggering: Level-1
(L1), Level-2 (L2), Event-Filter (EF). The last two levels, L2 and EF, have the collective name
“High Level Trigger” (HLT). The trigger system follows a bottom-up approach, starting from
L1 and ending on EF.
The Level-1 trigger is hardware based and uses information from the sub-detectors. It looks
for physics objects (muons, electrons, photons, jets, tau decays to hadrons) with high trans-
verse momentum. Various selections are applied to the objects called “trigger menus”. The
objects which pass the selection are transferred to the detector front-end and data-acquisition
drivers, being formatted from digitised signals to raw data. Ultimately, the L1 triggers define
a Region of Interest (RoI) in the η − φ space, where interesting features were detected and the
objects passed the criteria. The RoI information is passed to the higher level triggers. The total
event rate for L1 is 75 kHz with a decision latency of 2.5µs.
The Level-2 trigger focuses on the RoIs seeded by the L1 trigger. It is software-based and
uses the full detector data to investigate the corresponding RoIs (≈ 2% of full detector data).
The data are read from the buffers and the selected events are moved to the event-building
system before being transferred to the next level. At L2, the event rate is reduced to 3.5 kHz
and the processing time is 40ms.
The last level is the Event Filter which is also software-based. A full offline selection is
applied on the L2 constructed event. After successful selection, the events are permanently
stored at CERN’s computing batch farm. The event rate is reduced to 200 Hz and the event
process time at this level is 4 seconds.
During the data transfer, the software and hardware components are configured, controlled
and monitored, in order to ensure the optimal data acquisition functionality.
ATLAS uses a special Detector Control System for the safe operation of the detector. An
online monitoring is performed on the operational parameters like the high/low voltage sys-
tems, gas pressure, temperature, humidity and magnetic field. Also, it serves as front-end
interface enabling automatic or manual corrections in case of unexpected behaviours. Addi-
tional, it achieves synchronisation between the data-taking and data-transferring operations
and links the sub-detectors components with other independent systems, like the LHC accel-
erator or technical services.
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Chapter 3
Physics objects reconstruction
The reconstruction of the physics objects is described in the present chapter. For a general-
purpose detector like ATLAS, an efficient object reconstruction and identification is an essen-
tial target in order to proceed with physics studies. The objects which are searched might
be charged particles tracks, primary and secondary vertices, electrons, photons, muons and
hadronic jets.
3.1 Electrons and photons
Reconstruction:
The electrons and photons are characterised by energy deposits in the EM calorimeter.
Additionally, photons can be detected from their conversions to electron pairs (γ → e+e−) in
the material prior to the calorimeter. The charged particles reach and ionise the LAr medium
and a signal is extracted proportional to the energy. Therefore, clusters of calorimeter cells are
formed with large energy deposits which are used for the electron and photon reconstruction
in the region up to |η| < 2.4.
The energy deposit cells at the four longitudinal parts of the calorimeter are added. A
grid is assumed with 200 × 256 energy towers of size ∆η × ∆φ = 0.025×0.02, similar to the
granularity of the calorimeter middle layer. For electrons and converted photons, the clusters
are matched with at least one reconstructed track from the Inner Detector. In the case where
no track matches the EM cluster, then the cluster is characterised as unconverted photon. A
graphical representation of the cluster-track matching is shown in Figure 3.1.
The energy towers seed the standard ATLAS sliding-window algorithm [54] which searches
for neighbouring energy deposits with ET > 2.5 GeV in window size of 3×5 energy towers.
After successful match with a track, the electron cluster is rebuilt. The reconstructed area
is ∆η × ∆φ = 3 × 7 cells of the second layer for the barrel, and 5×5 (∆η × ∆φ) second layer cells
at the end-caps.
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Figure 3.1: Representation of cluster formation. Figure from [55]
The reconstructed cluster area depends on the photon conversion. In the barrel, the cluster
size is 3×5 (∆η × ∆φ) for uncoverted photons and 3×7 (∆η × ∆φ) for converted photons. The
larger azimuthal angle takes into the account the separation between the conversion products.
However, in the end-caps where the inner radius is smaller, both converted and unconverted
photons use the cluster size of 5×5 (∆η × ∆φ).
The size of the clusters area in the lateral dimension has been optimised in order to account
for the different energy distribution at each layer and also to decrease the effect from pile-up
and noise contribution [56]. To determine the cluster energy, additional correction factors are
applied. These are computed by calibration after simulation and they are related to: the energy
lost in the material upstream the calorimeter, the neighbouring energy cells overlapping with
the cluster and the loses beyond the LAr Calorimeter (leakage). Figure 3.2 shows the evolution
of a shower in the calorimeter.
Figure 3.2: Evolution of an electromagnetic shower of an electron with 50 GeV energy in the EM calorimeter. Figure
from [55]
Identification:
After successful reconstruction, the candidates have to be identified as real electrons or
photons. Once identified, they can be distinguished from jets with large electromagnetic com-
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ponents, which fake either an electron or a photon.
The expected shower profile at the EM calorimeter for the particles is provided by simu-
lations. The longitudinal and transverse characteristics of the induced showers are examined
for compatibility with the expected ones.
Many parameters are considered for the identification process: the EM shower shapes at
the first and second layer of the calorimeter, the leakage into the hadronic calorimeter, the track
quality and the impact parameter, the track-cluster matching, the ratio of high-threshold hits at
the TRT over the total TRT hits and finally the ratio cluster energy over track momentum.[56]
Electrons: There are two approaches for the electron identification method. Either a se-
lection which applies sequential cuts on discriminant variables or using the probability dis-
trubtions of the variables, known as “likelihood method”. Every method contains a set of cuts
which apply stricter selections; For the cut-based method, the sets are: “loose,medium,tight,multilepton”
and for the likelihood: “loose,medium, very tight” [57].
ATLAS uses the likelihood method as default. At this method, the Probability Distribution
Functions (PDF) of the variables for signal and background are combined into a discriminant
on which a selection is applied. Based on the uncorrelated PDFs, the probability is calculated
for an object to be either signal or background. There are 9×6 sets of PDFs, divided into 9 |η|
bins and 6 ET bins.
For the physics analyses detailed in the present thesis, the Loose Likelihood method has been
employed, which uses information from: the hadronic leakage, the ratio of energy in every
layer of the calorimeter over the total, the shower width, the hits on the tracker and track-
cluster matching information. A full description of the variables is detailed in Appendix A.
Photons: The photon identification method is similar to that of electrons. However, for
photons only two sets of cuts exist, the loose and the tight sets. The loose set is the same as
electrons whereas the tight set focuses mainly on the optimisation of the identication for un-
converted and converted photons. [58] The acceptance region for the photon identification is
|η| < 2.37 with the “crack region” of the calorimeter (1.37 < |η| < 1.52) excluded.
For the non-collinear Final State Radiation photons studies, which are described on Chap-
ter 5, the tight selection is used. This selection employs information from the hadronic leakage
and the energy deposit ratios in every calorimeter layer. A full description of the photon iden-
tification variables is detailed in Appendix A.
3.2 Muons
During the p-p collisions at the LHC muons with a wide energy spectrum are produced. The
Muon Spectrometer can provide precise muon momentum measurements and in combination
with the Inner Detector and the Calorimeters, accurate muon identification can be performed.
The track reconstruction in the Muon Spectrometer follows a sequence of steps. Initially,
a hit signal is extracted from the drifted electron in the MDTs and the charge clustering is
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exctracted from the CSCs, RPCs and TGCs. An illustration of the drift-circle in a MDT tube is
shown in Figure 3.3.
The next step is the creation of track segments. The track segments are defined as straight
lines in the MDT or CSC stations. These are based on reconstructed patterns from combined
either MDTs hits or CSCs charge clusters.
Figure 3.3: Drift circle in the MDT. Figure from [53]
The muon track is created by combining of track segments from the three stations. The
track is seeded by the outer and middle station and then is extrapolated to the inner stations,
searching for matches with the reconstructed segments there. After successful match, a track
candidate is classified. Track fitting follows, which accounts for energy losses through the pas-
sive material and the magnetic field inhomogeneities. Lastly, the track is extrapolated back to
the interaction point, matching hits at the Inner Detector, with additional momentum correc-
tions due to minimum ionising particle behaviour in the calorimeter.
Figure 3.4 illustrates the track and segment finding in the Muon Spectrometer.
Based on the track reconstruction, the muon identification collections are separated into
four categories [59]:
1. Combined - (CB): The track reconstruction is performed independently on the Inner
Detector and Muon Spectrometer. The combined track is formed after successful combi-
nation of the two separate ones. The Combined set has the highest identification purity.
2. Stand-Alone - (SA): The muon trajectory is reconstructed only at the Muon Spectrometer
at areas which are not covered by the acceptance of the Inner Detector (2.5< |η| <2.7).
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Figure 3.4: (Left) Local and (Right) global segment track search in the MS . The left figure represents a doublet of
MDTs at the Barrel Middle Layer (BML) enveloped by a group or RPCs. The right figure represents the evolution of a
track reconstruction at the three layers of TGCs. Figures from [53]
The direction and the impact parameter of the muon are defined by extrapolation to the
interaction point.
3. Segment-Tagged - (ST): A track in the Inner Detector is characterised as muon if it is
associated, after extrapolation to the Muon Spectrometer, at minimum with one track
segment in the MDT or CSC. This method is applied on muons with low transverse
momentum which do not fully cross the MS.
4. Calorimeter-Tagged - (CaloTag): If an Inner Detector track can be associated with en-
ergy deposit at the calorimeter which matches an expectation from a minimum ionising
particle then it is considered as calorimetric tagged muon. The CaloTag collection has
the lowest purity and is used for recovery at uninstrumented areas of the Muon Spec-
trometer (|η| < 0.1).
The strategies which are employed for the previous muon types classify the muons in two
collections [59]:
- Chain 1 - (STACO): A statistical combination of the MS-only and ID track parameters
takes place, with the use of covariant matrices of the reconstructed tracks.
- Chain 2 - (MUID): A global re-fit is performed on the muon track using hits from both
ID and MS.
For the ATLAS Run-2 a single collection will characterise the muon candidates, Chain
3 - (MUONS). This collection combines the techniques applied from both the old previous
methods.
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3.3 Jets
Based on the strong force properties and the colour confinement, it is impossible to observe
either single quarks or gluons (collectively called, partons). Therefore, in collisions, the “free”
partons instantly hadronise, creating a bunch of particles which is called a ”jet”.
In ATLAS, the energy deposits at the calorimeter cells are the main element which is em-
ployed as input for the jet clustering algorithms. For the Vector Boson Fusion part of the Heavy
Higgs analysis described on Chapter 7, the jets were reconstructed from topological clusters
[54] using the anti-k⊥ [60] algorithm with distance parameter R = 0.4. A graphical representa-
tion of the jet production and the energy deposit is shown on Figure 3.5.
The topological clusters (topoclusters) method applies a reconstruction of three-dimensional
energy deposits in the calorimeter. The “nearest-neighbours” algorithm is employed which
groups neighbouring calorimeter cells above a specific minimum threshold. The condition is:
|Ecell| > Nσ, (N = 4 for primary seeds, 2 for secondary seeds), where Ecell is the calibrated cell
energy and σ is the combined electronics and pile-up noise.
At final level, the jets are calibrated with the application of correction factors, so as the
measured energy to correspond to the original energy of the hadrons, given that some energy
deposits might not be recorded by the detector.[61]
Figure 3.5: Jet production and energy deposit. Figure from [62]
3.4 Missing ET
Based on the collision kinematics on the laboratory frame, the vector sum of the momentum
should be zero on the transverse plane. If a particle passes undetected from the detector an
imbalance of the energy at the transverse plane will be observed. The imbalance is called:
“missing energy” (EmissT ), and is defined as:
EmissT = −
NX
i=0
pTi
where N equals the total number of particles present at the interaction.
The transverse energy is calculated from the calorimeter cluster energy, after calibration
with a signal scale based on the expected energy deposit of EM showers.[63].
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Additionally, the EmissT is important for SUSY searches, where hypothetical Lightest Su-
persymmetric Particles (LSP) are expected to have an experimental signature associated with
high EmissT [64]. A non-zero value for the E
miss
T is also related with to the passing of a neutrino.
The neutrino transverses the detector without any interaction. Apart from the study of known
SM processes, the presence of a neutrino can be associated with Beyond the Standard Model
phenomena like the proton decay (p→ K+ + ν¯).
3.5 ATLAS Datasets
The data analysed in this thesis correspond to the 2012 ATLAS dataset. As mentioned in
Chapter 2, LHC operated on 2012 at centre-of-mass energy
√
s=8 TeV. The integrated luminos-
ity suitable for physics was L = 20.3fb−1and the maximum peak instantaneous luminosity was
7.73 × 1033cm−2s−1.
Figure 3.6 shows the luminosity versus time for the 2012 run, where the luminosities de-
livered from LHC, recorded by ATLAS and suitable for Physics are overlaid:
Figure 3.6: Cumulative luminosity versus time delivered (green), recorded by ATLAS (yellow), and certified to be
good quality data (blue) during stable beams and for pp collisions at 8 TeV centre-of-mass energy in 2012. Figure
from [45]
The collected raw data were subjected to quality control checks in order to ensure that all
the accelerator and detector apparatuses were operating in stable mode. Therefore, the data
series (luminosity blocks) where any kind of malfunction was recorded have been removed.
The ATLAS Data Quality system creates the so-called “Good Runs List”, which is the first
condition applied on the analysis of the collision data.
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3.6 Simulation
The simulation of physics interactions is essential for the detector operation, since it provides
information about the expected behaviour of the detector systems and the expected physics
outcomes.
The ATLAS simulation process is executed in three steps:
1. Event Generation and decays
2. Simulation of the detector layout and the physics interactions
3. Digitisation of simulated energy deposits to electric signal for direct comparison with
read-out system of ATLAS
At generation level the interaction to be examined is kept only after the generated p-p col-
lision. For cases where there is a particular region of interest in the interaction’s phase-space,
generation cuts are applied. Subsequently, based on the configuration of the Monte-Carlo gen-
erator, the particles decay up to the final stable state. The information of the generated events
is transferred to the simulated files. A full representation of the ATLAS simulation procedure
is shown in Figure 3.7.
Every generated particle is propagated inside the detector. ATLAS has been modelled with
the GEANT4 package [65] and configured with particular geometries and material descrip-
tions. The simulated particles interactions and energy depositions create the “hits” collection.
The information from this collection is digitised, accessed and stored with the same interface
as real data.
The information from the generated events and the detector simulation, comprise the “truth”
collection in any MC simulation of ATLAS. The values of the “truth” collection are used for
direct comparisons and correction between the observed data and the theoretical expectations.
Figure 3.7: The flow of ATLAS simulation software, from event generators (top left) through reconstruction (top right)
Figure from [66]
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3.7 Experimental uncertainties in reconstruction
The reconstruction of physics objects contains experimental uncertainties. These are associ-
ated with: detector defects, reconstruction algorithms, triggering criteria and luminosity. This
section presents a list of the main experimental uncertainties for electrons, muons and jets,
which are the physics objects involved in the studies of this thesis. The inclusion of the follow-
ing systematic uncertainties has been recommended by the corresponding Combined Perfor-
mance groups of ATLAS. For the analyses presented in this thesis, the systematic uncertainties
are treated similar to the H → ZZ(∗) → 4l main analysis [67].
3.7.1 Electrons
- Electron energy scale.
The term refers to all the MC-based calibration of the calorimeter derived from Z → e+e−
decays, as well as any MC related uncertainty regarding the material description at the
calorimeter.
- Electron momentum smearing.
In MC level, the momentum of the electrons should be smeared by a small factor to
incorporate the uncertainty of the measurement on data. The factors are derived from
differences on data and MC between the electrons energy which originate from Z boson
decays and the mismodelling of the calorimeter material description on the MC.
- Electron reconstruction and identification.
The term refers to differences observed in the reconstruction and identification efficien-
cies between data and MC. From these differences, scale factors are extracted and applied
at the MC. The systematic uncertainties are given by varying the scale factor within their
uncertainties.
Particularly for electron identification, the scale factors are determined from W/Z boson
decays and they are dependent on the pseudorapidity, the ET and the electron recon-
struction algorithm used.
- Electron isolation.
The uncertainty originates from the difference between data and MC about the descrip-
tion of the isolation shapes of the electrons. The difference produces scale factors which
are employed to add extra weights on the MC and they are |η| and pT dependent. The
total systematic uncertainty is expressed by the variation of the scale factor within their
uncertainty.
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3.7.2 Muons
- Muon reconstruction and identification.
The term refers to the efficiency of the muon reconstruction algorithm. This is achieved
by utilising the ”tag and probe” method on J/ψ and Z decays. A fully reconstructed
muon (tag) pairs with an inner detector track (probe) to form a di-muon pair.The effi-
ciency is extracted by measuring if the probe can be detected at the Muon Spectrometer.
The ratio of efficiencies between data and MC creates the reconstruction efficiency scale
factor which is applied in the muon selection. The scale factors are varied within their
uncertainties from the nominal value and the differences yield the total systematic un-
certainty.
- Muon resolution.
This uncertainty refers to the muon resolution uncertainties from the inner detector and
the muon spectrometer. The momentum resolution parameter factor is determined in
different η regions of the detector using a template fit to Z → µ+µ− events. The total
uncertainty is derived by varying the factors within their uncertainties compared to the
nominal value.
- Muon scale.
The terms refers to uncertainties due to scale dependence at momentum measured in the
Muon Spectrometer between data and MC. The dependence is due to the behaviour of
the muons as Minimum Ionising Particles (MIPs) inside the EM calorimeter. The muon
momentum resolution is calibrated from a template fit and the extra factor is added in
order to account for differences between data and MC. Similarly, the total uncertainty is
obtained from the variations of the factor from the nominal value.
3.7.3 Jets
- Jets energy scale and resolution.
The uncertainties in jet energy and resolution originate mainly from the uncertainty on
the correction from the electromagnetic to hadronic scale. The correction has variations
which are conditional to the pT and |η| of the jet. Additional uncertainties are included,
related to the jet modelling, the amount of overlapping collisions, the calibration tech-
niques, the flavour composition and the parton-dependent response of jets.
3.7.4 Trigger and luminosity
- Trigger requirement
The final state of the analysis applies energy cuts on the leptons. Retrospectively, it is
ensured that one of these high pT leptons would have triggered the detector systems.
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However, an uncertainty check is performed by removing the trigger requirement from
the event selection.
- Luminosity uncertainty
Based on the 20.3fb−1 integrated luminosity which was recorded by ATLAS for physics
processes on the 8 TeV data, the overall uncertainty is 2.8%. The uncertainty acts as
normalisation uncertainty in the shape of the observables.
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Chapter 4
Muon reconstruction efficiency in
the forward region of the ATLAS
Muon Spectrometer
4.1 Introduction
The reconstruction efficiency of the ATLAS Muon Spectrometer is the topic of the present
chapter.
For this work, conducted by the Muon Combined Performance group of ATLAS, the au-
thor contributed by extracting the reconstruction efficiency for the pseudorapidity region 2.5
< |η| <2.7 (high-|η|) comparing simulation with data. The results are used by the ATLAS col-
laboration to apply correction factors to muons.
The reconstruction efficiency result was published in the 2014 ATLAS Muon Performance
paper [59] and was presented on behalf of the ATLAS collaboration at the International Con-
ference of High Energy Physics in 2014 [68]. Additionally, the present work was the service
task for my qualification as an ATLAS author.
4.2 Muon reconstruction efficiency
The term efficiency in muon reconstruction refers to the ratio of the detected muons over the
total amount of “truth” muons in a fiducial volume. The efficiency ratio between data and MC
creates the reconstruction scale factor (SF) which is applied for correction on the MC, in order
to account for the reconstruction differences with the data. For muon performance studies, the
Z → µ+µ− decays are used since the process has been extensively studied in the past and the
theoretical description of the process is well known.
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For muons, the reconstruction efficiency scale factors are provided with respect to the pT
and |η| of the muon. Spatially, the only limitation is the total acceptance of the Muon Spectrom-
eter which is up to |η| = 2.7. Different methods are applied to region until |η| < 2.5 ( “central
region”) and to the high-|η| region.
4.3 Tag and probe method
The muon reconstruction efficiency depends on the efficiency of the Inner Detector and the
Muon Spectrometer separately, and the matching efficiency between them. Measuring the
individual efficiencies, it is possible to obtain a picture about the full reconstruction efficiency.
The method which is utilised for the efficiency calculation is the so-called “tag and probe”
method. In this process, Z → µ+µ− decays are selected where two oppositely charged muon
tracks are required. The tracks should be isolated with di-muon invariant mass near to the Z
boson peak.
One of the tracks, should be a well-reconstructed Combined muon, called “tag”. Depend-
ing on the efficiency of the muon system under study, a particular track is chosen for the other
muon, the “probe”.
If the Inner Detector efficiency is to be measured, the “probe” should be a standalone muon
with hits only on the Muon Spectrometer. Therefore, the Inner Detector efficiency is defined
as the fraction of standalone probes which can be associated to an Inner Detector track.
Likewise, if the Muon Spectrometer efficiency is to be measured, the “probe” should be
an Inner Detector muon track. The Muon Spectrometer efficiency is defined as the fraction of
Inner Detector track probes which can be associated to either Combined or Segment-Tagged
muon.
4.4 Reconstruction efficiency in the high pseudorapidity re-
gion
The high pseudorapidity region lies at the boundaries of the Muon Spectrometer acceptance
where there is no track information from the Inner Detector. The full use of spectrometer’s
acceptance until |η| = 2.7 could increase the acceptance of various physics analyses. Therefore,
the reconstruction efficiency of muons in this area should be studied. The high-|η| region with
the corresponding Muon Spectrometer is shown in Figure 4.1
4.4.1 Scale Factor extraction method
The use of the standard tag-and-probe method to calculate the reconstruction efficiency scale
factors is not applicable in the high-|η| region, due to the absence of track information which
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Figure 4.1: Cut-view of the ATLAS Muon Spectrometer with the corresponding pseudorapidity region. Highlighted
with green is the high-|η| region.
could be assigned to a probe muon. However, the calculation can be achieved by compar-
ing the efficiency calculated in the high-|η| region to a well known and modelled area, at the
boundaries of the central region. The motivation behind this approach is the assumption that
muons behave similarly in close neighbouring regions and thus it is safe to extrapolate the
behaviour between them.
The analysis method comprises a ”tag and probe”-like method for Z → µ+µ− candidates.
The search is performed in two regions of interest, namely the high-|η| and the “control” (2.2<
|η| <2.5) regions. The “tag” muon is always a Combined muon (CB) which satisfies strict
quality cuts and exists always below the lower |η| threshold of the regions, |η| < 2.5 and |η| < 2.2
respectively. The other muon is the “probe” with loose quality cuts, but always lying within
the regions of interest.
The scale factor is calculated from a double ratio, shown in Eq.4.1, where the numerator is
the ratio of Z → µ+µ− candidates at data over MC, with a probe muon in the high-|η| region,
and the denominator the same ratio with the only difference that the probe is in the control
region.
SF =
NDATA
NMC
o
2.5 < |η| < 2.7
NDATA
NMC
o
2.2 < |η| < 2.5
(4.1)
The calculated scale factors are grouped afterwards in 6 bins, depending on the pT of the
probe muon. The pT bins are: [10, 20), [20, 30).[30, 40), [40, 50), [50, 60), [60 < 120] GeV . The
results are extracted for each of the 3 muon reconstruction algorithms (Chains) as described in
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Chapter 3.
4.4.2 ”Tag and probe” selection
The selection of the tag and probe pairs took place on a Z → µ+µ− MC sample produced with
the POWHEG generator [69] and from the 8 TeV data selected by ATLAS with detector runs
suitable for physics analyses (Good Run List). The selection criteria are similar for both data
and MC. Initially, single muon high-pT triggers are used, which contain an isolated muon
trigger with pT thresholds of 24 GeV or 36 GeV. For the exclusion of non-collision background,
the events are required to have at least one primary vertex reconstructed with at least three
tracks and a longitudinal impact parameter z0 less than 200mm. Lastly, since the analysis is
based on Z → µ+µ− decays, events with less than two muon objects are rejected. A summary
of the event selection requirements is shown on Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Summary of event selection requirements.
Event selection criteria
Data quality Good Run List (Data only)
Trigger EF mu24i tight OR EF mu36 tight
NPVtrack > 3 tracks|zPV | < 200mm
N muons > 2 muons
After the event selection, the next step is the formation of the tag and probe pairs. Firstly,
the tag muons should belong to the Combined muons (CB) category. Strict quality criteria are
applied based on the information from the Inner Detector tracks. The quality criteria for the
muon tracks were given as guideline from the Muon Combined Performance group of ATLAS
for analyses using muons on 2012 data [59]. The sum of the pixel hits and the crossed dead
pixel sensors should be greater than 0. The sum of the semiconductor tracker (SCT) hits and
the crossed dead SCT sensors to be greater than 4. Also, the number of empty space (holes) in
the pixel detector and the SCT should be less than 3.
Additionally, for tag muons which are in the acceptance of the transition radiation tracker
(TRT) (0.1<|η| <1.9), more than 5 TRT hits are required and less than 90% of the TRT hits to
have been classified as outliers, if there was an unsuccessful extension of the track to the TRT.
Regarding the kinematic properties, the tag muon is required to have pT > 25GeV and to
be |η| either < 2.5, for the high-|η|, or <2.2 , for the control region respectively. Also, the z0
longidutinal impact parameter should be less than 10mm.
To verify the quality of the muon track and to ensure the high pT, the tag candidate should
be the same object that triggered the event during the online reconstruction, processed by the
either L1 or L2 trigger.
Lastly, a track isolation requirement is applied, asking the ratio of the pT of a cone with
opening ∆R =0.2 from the muon track over the muon pT, to be less than 10%, minimising
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therefore the presence of nearby objects. In case where more than 1 muons pass the tag re-
quirements, the one with the highest pT is kept.
Subsequently, the selection of the probe muon takes place. The probe can be classified
either as Combined or as Stand Alone (SA). In addition, the probe is searched at either the
high-|η| (2.5 < |η| < 2.7) or at the control (2.2 < |η| < 2.5) region with at least one hit at the
Cathode Strip Chamber (CSC) and the Monitored Drift Tube (MDT). A relaxed pT requirement
follows, with pT > 10 GeV.
Finally, calorimeter isolation is required for the probe with transverse energy ET around
a cone of ∆R =0.2 from the muon over the muon pT to be less than 10%. Similarly to the tag
selection, the probe with the highest pT is selected if more than one muon passes the criteria.
After successful selection of the tag and probe pair, further cuts are applied to the di-muon
system. In order to ensure that the two muons come from a Z boson decay, their charge has
to be opposite and to have an angular separation in the η − φ plane (∆R) greater than 0.2. The
final requiremenent is for the di-muon mass to be in a range of 10 GeV within the known Z
boson mass quoted by the Particle Data Group[17].
All the selection criteria for tag and probe, are summarised on Table 4.2. Kinematic distri-
butions of the selected tag and probe pairs are shown in Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. However, due
to mis-modelling of the simulation for this boundary high-η region at of the Muon Spectrom-
eter, there are some difference in the distributions between data and simulation.
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of the pT for the probe muons which pass the selection criteria and exist in the high-|η| region.
In the bottom ratio plot, reasonable agreement between data and MC is observed,considering the mis-modelling of
the MC for high-η, with the yellow band indicating the statistical uncertainty.
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Figure 4.3: Distribution of the invariant mass of the di-muon pair with the probe muon in the high-|η| region and the
tag muon in |η| < 2.5. In the bottom ratio plot, reasonable agreement between data and MC is observed, considering
the mis-modelling of the MC for high-η, with the yellow band indicating the statistical uncertainty.
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of the invariant mass of the di-muon pair with the probe muon in the control region and the
tag muon in |η| < 2.2. In the bottom ratio plot, reasonable agreement between data and MC is observed, considering
the mis-modelling of the MC for high-η, with the yellow band indicating the statistical uncertainty.
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Table 4.2: Tag and probe muon selection criteria. Note that ηa corresponds to the η requirement of the numerator of
equation 4.1 while ηb corresponds to the denominator as described in the text.
Tag Selection cuts
Category Combined
Quality N pixel hits + N crossed dead pixel sensors > 0
N SCT hits + N crossed dead SCT sensors> 4
N pixel holes + N SCT holes < 3.
(if 0.1 < |η| < 1.9):
NTRT > 5 and NTRT outliers < 0.9×NTRT.
pT > 25 GeV
|ηa| < 2.5
|ηb| < 2.2
z0 < 10 mm
Trigger matched muon
Track pT cone20/pT < 0.1
isolation
Probe Selection cuts
Category Combined / Stand Alone
|ηa| 2.5 − 2.7
|ηb| 2.2 − 2.5
pT > 10 GeV
Calorimeter Econe20T /pT < 0.1
isolation
∆R(Tag,Probe) > 0.2
Muons with opposite charge Di-muon mass |MPDGZ − Mµµ| < 10GeV
4.4.3 Systematic uncertainties
There are various sources of systematic uncertainties which affect the analysis. A comprehen-
sive description is given below:
- Kinematic and isolation properties:
The properties of the tag and probe pairs with their relative variations are the systematic
uncertainties with the highest effect on the result. These are addressed by varying the pT
of the tag muon from 25 GeV to 27 GeV , and the track isolation requirement from 10% to
12%. The pT variation had a less then 0.4% effect whereas the track isolation contributed
to a level of less than 0.1%. Furthermore, the calorimeter isolation is removed in order
to study the sensitivity effect in high |η| regions. Overall, the removal of calorimeter
isolation had a less than 0.7% effect.
- Di-muon mass:
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In order to account for resolution effects, the di-muon mass is allowed to lie in a win-
dow of 12 GeV from the Z mass. The impact of widening the di-muon mass range by 2
GeV was less than 0.2%.
- Theory:
The baseline Parton Distribution Function (PDF) for the Z → µ+µ− MC POWHEG sample
was the MSTW2008NLO [46]. Two studies were performed regarding the PDF. Firstly,
the effect of the 40 different subsets which comprise the PDF, compared to the central
PDF value, was studied at truth-level. For each subset, a new Z → µ+µ− MC sample
was recreated and the kinematic cuts were applied to the muons. The ratio of number of
born-level muons in the central region to the number of muons in the control region was
extracted and compared with the nominal values. The overall uncertainty is calculated
as the average of the difference from the subsets with respect to the nominal. The effect
was found to contribute to the scale factors at a level of less than 0.5%.
The second PDF-related uncertainty was the comparison with other PDF sets. For this
study, the PDF CT10[70] was used and the effect was studied by re-weighting the MSTW
PDF to match the values of CT10 at a new Z → µ+µ− POWHEG MC sample. The re-
weighting of the PDF introduced an overall uncertainty of 0.2%.
- Background:
The only source of background process for this study originates mainly from QCD heavy
flavour bb¯ decays to muons. The background contribution was studied and was found
negligible (∼0.05%), affecting only the first bin of the scale factor. The reason for this
small effect is due to the pT > 10 GeV requirement for probe muons, where background
processes from heavy quarks are unlikely to contribute.
The full list of the systematic uncertainties, splitted for each muon reconstruction algo-
rithm, is shown on the Tables 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5.
Table 4.3: Fractional difference between the variation of each source of systematic uncertainty and the nominal SF
values for Chain 1. Wherever one value exists for a systematic source it is implied that is the same for all bins.
|S FNominal − S Fsyst |/S FNominal
Bin (GeV) Tag pt Pair Mass Tag Iso Probe Calo Iso PDF subset PDF rw
10-20 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.7
20-30 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0
30-40 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
40-50 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 < 0.5 0.2
50-60 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.0
> 60 0.4 0.1 0.0 0.2
In order to obtain the total systematic uncertainty in the scale factors, the contribution
from each aforementioned source, apart from the background contribution, is squared and
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Table 4.4: Fractional difference between the variation of each source of systematic uncertainty and the nominal SF
values for Chain 2. Wherever one value exists for a systematic source it is implied that is the same for all bins.
|S FNominal − S Fsyst |/S FNominal
Bin (GeV) Tag pt Pair Mass Tag Iso Probe Calo Iso PDF subset PDF rw
10-20 0.7 0.5 0.1 0.9
20-30 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.6
30-40 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
40-50 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 < 0.5 0.3
50-60 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.4
> 60 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.4
Table 4.5: Fractional difference between the variation of each source of systematic uncertainty and the nominal SF
values for Chain 3. Wherever one value exists for a systematic source it is implied that is the same for all bins.
|S FNominal − S Fsyst |/S FNominal
Bin (GeV) Tag pt Pair Mass Tag Iso Probe Calo Iso PDF subset PDF rw
10-20 1.0 0.2 0.1 1.0
20-30 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
30-40 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0
40-50 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 < 0.5 0.3
50-60 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1
> 60 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.2
added altogether, obtaining as final result the square root of the sum (quadrature method). All
the sources of systematic uncertainties are considered to be uncorrelated to each other. Since
the final result is based on counting and not on any shape of a variable, then the systematic
uncertainties are independent, each having a separate contribution without being affected by
other uncertainties.
4.4.4 Scale Factor Results
With the application of Eq.4.1 and the inclusion of the systematic and statistical uncertainties,
the reconstruction efficiency scale factors are extracted, grouped in pT bins, for each of the 3
muon reconstruction chains. The results are shown in Tables 4.6 and 4.7 and illustrated in
Figures 4.5 and 4.6.
4.4.5 Reconstruction Efficiency
The final component of the study is to extract the data reconstruction efficiency for the muons
in the high-|η| region. The MC efficiency is corrected using the reconstruction scale factors in
order to obtain the efficiency on data. The efficiency results are presented only for the Chain-1
reconstruction algorithm, known as “STACO”.
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Table 4.6: Reconstruction efficiency SF of high-η muons reconstructed with the Chain 1 and Chain 2 algorithm.
Chain 1 - STACO
Bin (GeV) Scale Factor Stat. Syst
10-20 0.971 0.011 0.010
20-30 0.979 0.006 0.006
30-40 0.985 0.004 0.006
40-50 0.989 0.004 0.005
50-60 1.003 0.009 0.007
>60 0.998 0.014 0.007
Chain 2 - MUID
Bin (GeV) Scale Factor Stat. Syst
10-20 0.959 0.015 0.011
20-30 0.982 0.006 0.008
30-40 0.989 0.006 0.006
40-50 0.983 0.006 0.006
50-120 0.995 0.008 0.007
> 60 0.958 0.015 0.008
Table 4.7: Reconstruction efficiency SF of high-η muons reconstructed with the Chain 3(MUON) algorithm.
Chain 3 - MUON
Bin (GeV) Scale Factor Stat. Syst
10-20 0.965 0.010 0.015
20-30 0.989 0.006 0.006
30-40 0.991 0.004 0.006
40-50 0.989 0.004 0.006
50-60 1.010 0.009 0.007
> 60 0.964 0.014 0.007
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Figure 4.5: Reconstruction efficiency scale factors for the (a) Chain 1 and (b) Chain 2 reconstruction algorithms.
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Figure 4.6: Reconstruction efficiency scale factors for the Chain 3 reconstruction algorithm.
The efficiency result is based on the equation:
Data eff = SF ×MC eff (4.2)
where MC eff:
MC eff =
True muons, passed fid. cuts and reco matched
True muon tracks, passed fid. cuts
(4.3)
4.4.5.1 MC efficiency
In detector performance studies, the efficiency corresponds to the ratio of the MC truth muons
which pass some fiducial cuts and are matched with a reconstructed object, over all the MC
truth muons that pass the same fiducial cuts.
The calculation of the MC efficiency is performed in a Z → µ+µ− POWHEG sample. The
analysis looks for truth muons with pT > 10 GeV and pseudorapidity 2.5 < |η| < 2.7 which
have an angular separation (dR) less than 0.2 with the reconstructed muon of the event. The
efficiency is grouped based on the pT of the probe muon, similar to the scale factors. However,
to minimise the statistical uncertainty of the scale factors, the last two pT bins (50 − 60)&(60 <)
GeV are merged into a single one.
The calculated MC efficiency is presented on Table. 4.8
After multiplication with the scale factors from Table 4.6, the data reconstruction efficiency
following results are obtained, shown on Table 4.9.
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Table 4.8: MC efficiencies for the high-η muons, grouped on pT bins
pT Bin GeV MC efficiency
10-20 0.9531 ± 0.0008
20-30 0.9795 ± 0.0004
10-40 0.9794 ± 0.0003
40-50 0.9795 ± 0.0003
> 50 0.9722 ± 0.0005
Table 4.9: Data reconstruction efficiencies for the high-η muons, grouped on pT bins
Bin GeV Data Reconstruction efficiency
10-20 0.926 ± 0.010
20-30 0.959 ± 0.005
10-40 0.965 ± 0.004
40-50 0.967 ± 0.004
> 50 0.979 ± 0.011
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Figure 4.7: Data reconstruction efficiency for high-|η| muons, reconstructed with the Chain 1 algorithm. Figure from
[59]
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4.5 Conclusion
The results presented in this study show the high levels of reconstruction efficiency of the
ATLAS Muon Spectrometer. The method used a conservative approach which was to assume
similar behaviour in neighbouring areas of the spectrometer, namely the control region (2.2 <
η < 2.5) and the high-eta region (2.5 < η < 2.7). Using the “tag-and-probe” method which
ensures the presence of one well-reconstructed central muon, the behaviour of the other muon
in between the aforementioned areas, was used as level of comparison and extrapolation from
the control to the high-eta region.
At the boundary region of high pseudorapidity (η < 2.7) where the spectrometer instru-
mention can be found, the reconstruction efficiency is more than 92% low pT muons reaching
up to more than 97% for higher pT. The excellent performance in these extreme areas of the
ATLAS Muon Spectrometer can be observed, offering the to physics analyses who use muons,
to expand their phase-space using high-eta muons, where the calculated scale-factors have
been applied for corrections.
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Chapter 5
Reconstruction of non-collinear
QED Final State Radiation in
Z ! `` events
In this chapter, the reconstruction of non-collinear QED Final State Radiation (FSR) in Z →
`` (` = e, µ) events is detailed. The FSR reconstruction and identification method, with the
improvements in the Z boson invariant mass reconstruction are presented. The impact of the
method in H → ZZ(∗) → 4l channel is demonstrated, where a better accuracy on the Higgs
boson mass measurement is achieved.
The author made FSR performance studies in Z → µ+µ− and Z → e+e− events, and studied
the effect of the FSR correction at the H → ZZ(∗) → 4l mass measurement on the ATLAS Run-I
dataset [67].
5.1 Introduction
The QED Final State Radiation is the phenomenon where a photon (γ) is emitted from a lepton
(e, µ) which had originated from a Z or W boson. The consequence of this emission, when
the photon carries a large fraction of the boson momentum, is that there will be a shift in
the lepton-pair invariant mass [71]. In this particular chapter, only decays from Z boson are
considered.
A good accuracy of the Z boson mass resolution is essential, given the importance of the
Z boson in electroweak studies. Furthermore, every search for particles decaying to lep-
tons should take this effect into account in order to improve their measurements. One of
the applications,considered in the thesis, of the FSR inclusion is for the measurement of the
H → ZZ(∗) → 4l final state, and the measurement of the Higgs mass in this channel. Consid-
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ering the presence of FSR, the tails at the distribution of the Higgs invariant mass are reduced
improving the mass resolution.
5.2 Reconstruction and Identification
Leptons could emit FSR photons at any angle. However, the relative angle between the lepton
and the photon is smaller than the opening angle of the dilepton system. If the photon is
emitted in larger angles, it can not determine the charge of the individual lepton. Only the
total zero charge of the system would be perceivable, implying no emission1 [72]. The energy
of the emitted photon varies. From a small amount of energy to a significant level of the lepton
energy, reaching the regime of GeV.
In ATLAS, the FSR photons interact with the LAr Electromagnetic Calorimeter, creating an
energy cluster and having their energy reconstructed with the standard ATLAS algorithms.
The relative angle between the lepton track and the energy cluster created by the FSR is the
discriminant in order to classify the FSR. If the angular separation in the η − φ plane between
the lepton track and the photon cluster is less than 0.15, the FSR is classified as collinear. If
the angular separation is greater than 0.15, the FSR is classified as non-collinear, hereafter far.
The majority of the FSR signal is mostly collinear and more than 10% of the photon energy is
absorbed in the first layer of the calorimeter as shown in Figure 5.1.
The background contribution in the FSR reconstruction originates from many sources. One
potential source could be the muon energy loss in the LAr Calorimeter (“µ” background).
Also, QCD jets faking electrons and the decays of neutral mesons to photons, like pi0 → γγ are
background sources. An additional background component could be a process like Z → τ+τ−
and W → µ±ν where the decay products could fake FSR photons.
As muons transverse the calorimeter, they behave as minimum ionising particles and thus
it is possible to have deposition of energy in the same cluster with the FSR photon energy
cluster.
5.2.1 Selection
This chapter focuses mainly on the far FSR reconstruction and selection. However, the search
for a far FSR photon is related to the presence of a collinear photon. Therefore, both selection
mechanisms will be briefly described.
Collinear FSR: The search for collinear FSR is performed only in di-muon pairs. In case
of di-electron pairs, the collinear FSR will be in the same energy cluster as the electron and
they will be reconstructed together. The selection is divided into two groups based on the
transverse energy deposited at the calorimeter (ET) and targets to minimise the background
contribution.
1Details on the emission mechanism can be found on Ellis, R. K., W. J. Stirling, and B. R. Webber. QCD and
Collider Physics. 1st ed. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996. pp. 180-181
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Figure 5.1: Correlation plots of discriminants f1, which is the ratio of the photon energy absorbed in the first layer of
the calorimeter over total, and ∆R (cluster, µ) with ET (EM cluster) > 1.3 GeV. Figure from [73]
For energy clusters with ET ∼> 3.5 GeV the standard ATLAS photon and electron cluster
reconstruction is used. In this category, the angular separation between the muon track and the
FSR photon should be less than 0.15 (∆R(µ, γ) < 0.15). Also, the FSR photon is required to have
deposited more than 10% of its total energy in the first layer of the calorimeter as the photon
interacts with the medium and the electromagnetic shower starts, in order to discriminate
against minimum ionising muons where the muon energy from the Landau distribution tail is
still significant, up to 3 GeV.
For energy clusters with ET < 3.5 GeV the reconstruction utilises topological seeded clus-
ters, similar for jets reconstruction as described in Chapter 3. The angular separation between
the muon track and the FSR photon is required to be < 0.08 and the FSR photon should have
deposited more than 20% of the total energy in the first layer. An additional correction, in
order to account for the muon ionisation where the muon deposits energy in the same cluster
with the FSR takes place. It requires for a subtraction of 400 MeV from the energy cluster if the
separation between the muon and the FSR photon is less than 0.05. This substraction accounts
for the average muon energy deposition in the calorimeter [67].
Regarding the position of the FSR photons in the calorimeter, the crack region of (1.37<|η|
<1.52) is excluded together with the forward region (|η| >2.5). If more than one candidates are
found, only the one with the highest energy cluster is kept.
Far FSR: The search for far FSR photons takes place in both di-muon and di-electron pairs.
Given the large separation between the lepton and the photon (∆R > 0.15), it is likely that
other sources could fake a far FSR photon. Thus, strict quality and energy selection criterias
are applied for the selection of the far FSR. Initially, the photon candidate is required to pass
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the tight photon identification criteria. In addition, the photon is required to have transverse
cluster energy ET greater than 10 GeV. An extra isolation cut is applied, by requiring the sum
of the transverse energy of a cone with ∆R < 0.4 around the photon cluster to be less than 4
GeV . .
A summary of the FSR selection is presented in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Summary of FSR selection
Collinear Far
Leptons µ µ,e
Photon ET (GeV) > 3.5 < 3.5 > 10
∆R(l,γ) < 0.15 < 0.08 > 0.15
< 0.05→ (ET − 0.4)
Pseudorapidity ,(1.37< |η| <1.52)
(|η| < 2.5)
5.3 Effect in Z ! `` events
In order to study the effect of FSR in the Z → `` events, an analysis was performed on data
and on MC samples where the behaviour of the FSR inclusion was studied.
5.3.1 Data and MC samples
The FSR study on the Z → `` channel included all the 2012 ATLAS data which were available
for physics analysis. The MC samples which were used (Z → µ+µ− and Z → e+e−) were gener-
ated with the ALPGEN[74] MC generator using the CTEQ6L1 PDF set[75] and αS at Leading
Order (LO), with the inclusion of up to five extra partons included as hard scatters to account
for background effects, like additional hadronic background. The MC samples were interfaced
with PYTHIA[76] using the Perugia2011C tune [77] for hadronisation and showering effects.
The MC generator PHOTOS[78] was used for the inclusion of QED radiative corrections. In
order to fully simulate the average interaction per bunch crossing, the MC samples are com-
bined together and weighting is applied to each of them. Finally, the ATLAS detector material
and geometry has been modelled with GEANT4[65].
5.3.2 Event selection
The selection looks for two oppositely charged same flavour leptons (e,µ) which originate from
a Z boson decay. The event selection is similar to the H → ZZ(∗) → 4l analysis when a dilepton
pair is formed [67], with tighter lepton criteria. It is the baseline Z boson selection before
looking for FSR photons.
The initial requirement is that the events were triggered from a single muon or electron
high pT triggers. For the muons trigger, the trigger selection comprises an isolated muon
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which passes the tight criteria with pT > 24 GeV , or a non-isolated tight muon with pT >36
GeV. The tight muon criteria, imply that the muon belongs to the Combined collection (or
StandAlone if it is in η > 2.5) and a successful re-fit has been performed by combining all
the track segments in the components of the Muon Spectrometer. For the electrons trigger,
an isolated electron which passes the medium criteria, of the variables related to the shower
shapes in the calorimeter with ET >24 GeV or a looser trigger cut for high ET electrons with ET
>60 GeV.
For the di-electron pair, the electrons are required to have ET >10 GeV and to be in |η| <
2.47. The angular separation for the two electrons should be ∆R > 0.1. Also, the ratio of
the normalised pT sum around a cone of ∆R < 0.2, surrounding the electron track over the
total pT of the electron should be less than 15%. Similarly, the ratio of the normalised sum of
calorimetric energy deposition ET around a cone of ∆R < 0.2 from the electron cluster over the
cluster energy should be less than 20%. To exclude cosmic-rays background, the transverse
impact parameter significance for each lepton should be d0/σd0 < 6.5.
For the di-muon pair, the muons are required to belong in the Combined reconstruction
category, with pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.5. The angular separation of the two muons should be
∆R > 0.1. The impact parameter significance for each lepton is required to be d0/σd0 < 3.5.
Similarly to the electrons, the ratio of the normalised sum of the pT around the muon track in
a cone of ∆R < 0.2 over the total pT should be less than 15% whereas for the cluster energy ET
the ratio should be less than 30%.
Focusing now on the non-collinear FSR, after the selection of the events an additional
search takes place looking for those FSR photons in the events. The non-collinear photons
which pass the respective criteria (Table 5.1) will be considered for the FSR correction. The
correction is applied only if the di-lepton pair has invariant mass m`` < 81GeV . The far
FSR inclusion remains under the condition that the new invariant mass (m``γ) is below 100
GeV (m``γ < 100 GeV).
The selection of m`` < 81GeV was chosen because it is the region with the highest signal-
to-background ratio. Figure 5.2 depicts the invariant mass, before the correction, of the events
which have a selected FSR photon. The background contains events with a fake FSR origi-
nating from QCD/hadronic jets, which are the most dominant in the high ET region. As it is
shown in the figure, the events with a true FSR photon are corrected, increasing the amount of
events in the Z mass window.
For collinear FSR, the photon is added to di-muon pair if 66 < mµµ < 89 GeV , mµµγ <100
GeV. For di-electron pairs, no FSR correction is performed for collinear photons, due to the
fact that it is very difficult to clear separate the EM cluster formed in the calorimeter from the
FSR photon to the one from electron, in such small separation angle. The effect of the collinear
FSR correction in the Z → µ+µ− events is shown in Figure 5.3. The ratio of the Z → µ+µ− events
which were corrected for collinear FSR is approximately 4% [59].
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Figure 5.2: Distribution of the invariant mass of the events with an FSR photon of either true or fake origin, before
(m``) and after (m``γ) the correction.
Figure 5.3: Invariant mass distribution of Z → µ+µ− events with identified FSR in data before (triangles) and after
(circles) FSR correction, for collinear FSR. The MC prediction is shown before correction (red histogram) and after
correction (blue histogram). Figure from [59].
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5.3.3 Far FSR effect on Z ! ``
Two ratios define the quality of the FSR correction. The efficiency, which is defined as the
ratio of the reconstructed far FSR photons which are matched with a true MC far FSR photon,
over the amount of MC far FSRs which passes the fiducial selection.
The other ratio is called purity and expresses the ratio of the reconstructed far FSR photons
which are matched with a true one, over all the reconstructed far FSRs.
efficiency =
Reco far FSR - truth matched
MC Far FSRs in selection
(5.1)
purity =
Reco far FSR - truth matched
All reco far FSR
(5.2)
For the Z → µ+µ− events, it is found that 1% of events are corrected for far FSR, with an
efficiency of the selection of 60±3% and purity of ≥95%. Likewise, the fraction of corrected
events for the Z → e+e− case is slightly lower (≈ 0.5%). The efficiency in this case is 30±5% and
the purity ≥95%.
The corrected mass compared with the uncorrected one for selected events containing a far
FSR photon which pass the selection, is shown in Figure 5.4 for Z → µ+µ− and on Figure 5.5
for Z → e+e−. Figures 5.6, and 5.7, depict the separation of the lepton with the far FSR and the
ET of the far FSR for Z → µ+µ− and Z → e+e− cases respectively.
A comparison between the reconstructed and the true invariant mass for the events cor-
rected with far FSR is shown in Figure 5.8. The difference in the masses is significantly im-
proved since the reconstructed Z boson mass after the correction is very close to the MC truth
one.
The inclusion of the FSR photons shifts the gaussian mean and improves the resolution
when applied on data. A shift of the invariant mass distribution by +40±3 MeV in the Z → µ+µ−
(collinear and far FSR) channel, and an improved resolution by a factor of 3±1% is observed.
Likewise, for the Z → e+e− channel, the inclusion of the far FSR introduces a shift of +1±4 MeV
and an improvement in resolution of 0.03±0.24%. Figure 5.9 illustrates this effect.
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Figure 5.4: Invariant mass distribution of Z → µ+µ− events with a selected far FSR , before (MC: red line, Data:
triangles) and after (MC: blue line, Data: circles) the correction. A similar effect is observed in both MC and data with
successful recovery of the Z candidates.
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Figure 5.5: Invariant mass distribution of Z → e+e− events with a selected far FSR , before (MC: blue line, Data:
triangles) and after (MC: red line, Data: circles) the correction. A similar effect is observed in both MC and data with
successful recovery of the Z candidates.
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(a) Z → µ+µ−, ∆R(µ, γ) (b) Z → µ+µ−, ETγ)
Figure 5.6: Distribution of (a) ∆R(µ, γ) and (b) the ET for the Z → µ+µ− far FSR search. Excellent agreement is observed
between data and MC.
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Figure 5.7: Distribution of (a) ∆R(e, γ) and (b) the ET for the Z → e+e− far FSR search. Excellent agreement is observed
between data and MC.
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Figure 5.8: Invariant mass comparison, (Zrec/Ztrue) − 1, before (red) and after (blue) the far FSR correction in events
with an FSR selected photon for (a) Z → µ+µ− and (b) Z → e+e− channel. Zrec is the invariant mass of the reconstructed
Z boson after the inclusion of the far FSR and Ztrue is the Z boson invariant mass, corresponding to the MC truth
information of the event.
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Figure 5.9: Distribution of the invariant mass for all the events, before and after the far FSR recovery for the for (a)
Z → µ+µ− and (b) Z → e+e− channel.
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5.4 Final State Radiation in the H ! ZZ() ! 4l mass mea-
surement
The H → ZZ(∗) → 4l mass measurement was the first analysis which included the Final State
Radiation recovery. With the Higgs boson discovery, the mass of the particle is known (mH ≈
125 GeV). Due to the FSR radiation, many H → ZZ(∗) → 4l events are reconstructed with four
leptons invariant mass shifted to lower values. Therefore, the FSR recovery tries to increase
the number of events in the signal region which have correct invariant mass.
The collinear FSR recovery was the first which was added in the analysis on December
2013, improving the mass measurement by a few MeV [79]. For the 8 TeV data analysis[67],
the H → ZZ(∗) → 4l channel included the far FSR recovery too.
5.4.1 Summary of H ! ZZ() ! 4l mass measurement analysis
The H → ZZ(∗) → 4l analysis is looking for four isolated and well reconstructed leptons (elec-
trons, muons) which can form two Z boson candidates. In the following sections, the selection
criteria of the analysis will be described as they were used by the H → ZZ(∗) → 4l analysis
group [67] and are summarised on Table 5.2.
Firstly, a trigger requirement is applied to the events. For the 8 TeV data, the single muon
and electron trigger have low pT thresholds of 20 GeV and 25 GeV respectively. Di-leptons
trigger requirements are also applied. For the di-electron trigger the low pT threshold is 12
GeV. For the di-muons case, there is a single threshold of 13 GeV but also an asymmetric
threshold of either 8 or 18 GeV.
The electron candidates should have well-reconstructed tracks from the Inner Detector.
They should pass the “loose” likelihood [80] ATLAS identification criteria. They should have
ET >7 GeV and be in |η| <2.47. The transverse impact parameter significance requirement is
d0/σd0 < 6.5.
The muon candidate should belong to any of the reconstruction categories. The analysis
allows at most one StandAlone or Calo-Tag muon per event. The candidate should also have
hits in the Inner Detector or to have been recorded in all Muon Spectrometer stations in case
of StandAlone. The muons should have pT >6 GeVand be |η| <2.7, with an impact parameter
significance cut of d0/σd0 < 3.5.
To ensure that the leptons originate from the primary vertex, the lepton tracks must have
distances |z0| < 10 mm from the primary vertex (the one with the largest sum of p2T) along the
proton beam pipe. Additionally, the muons are required to have transverse impact parameter
(“|d0| < 1 mm”), to reduce any cosmic background.
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5.4.2 Event selection
After the selection of the objects, two same-flavour, opposite-sign lepton pairs (a quadruplet)
are required. The events are classified into four channels, according to the leptons which
comprise the quadruplet and the flavour of the leading di-lepton pair. The channels are:
4e,4µ,2e2µ,2µ2e.
Initially, one lepton of the quadruplet should have pT > 20 GeV, the next one pT > 15 GeV
and the last one pT > 10 GeV respectively. The di-lepton pair with mass closest to the known
Z mass is called the “leading pair” and the second closer is called as the “sub-leading” one.
The leading di-lepton pair is required to have mass 50 < m12 < 106 GeV . The sub-leading
pair, is required to have maximum mass to 115 GeV with varied minimum threshold; If the
four leptons invariant mass is lower than 140 GeV then, the minimum requirement is m34 >
12 GeV, with a linear interpolation up to 50 GeV if m4l = 190 GeV, remaining there for any
other higher m4l invariant mass. An extra J/ψ mass veto is applied, removing the quadruplet
if any combination m`` < 5 GeV . Also, it is ensured that the leptons are isolated with the
∆R(`, `′) > 0.10(0.20) for all same (different) flavour leptons in the quadruplet.
Further isolation criteria include the normalised sum of the transverse momenta of tracks,P
pT, inside a cone of ∆R < 0.2 around the lepton, without the lepton track, divided by the
lepton pT. For muons, the tracks have at least four hits in the pixel and silicon strip detectors
(“silicon hits”) and pT > 1 GeV. For electrons, the tracks are required to have at least nine silicon
hits, one hit in the innermost pixel layer (the b-layer) and pT > 0.4 GeV. Each lepton is required
to have a normalised track isolation smaller than 0.15.
The normalised calorimetric isolation discriminant for muons is defined as the sum of the
calorimeter cells,
P
ET, inside an isolation cone of 0.20 around the muon divided by the muon
pT. In the case of electrons, the normalised calorimetric isolation is computed as the sum of
the topological cluster energy ET inside a cone of 0.2 around the electron cluster, divided by
the electron pT.
Muons are required to have a normalised calorimetric isolation of less than 0.30, while
for electrons the corresponding value is 0.20. For both the track- and calorimeter-based iso-
lation, any contributions arising from other leptons of the quadruplet are subtracted. For the
track isolation the contribution from any other lepton in the quadruplet within ∆R < 0.2 is
subtracted. For the calorimetric isolation the contribution of any electron in the quadruplet
within ∆R < 0.18 is subtracted.
The FSR recovery is followed by a kinematic fit which constraints the invariant mass of the
leading pair to the Z boson taking into account the lineshape and the experimental uncertain-
ties.
At the final level, if more than one channel has a quadruplet which passes the selection, the
channel with the highest Higgs expected yield is kept following the order: 4µ, 2e2µ, 2µ2e, 4e.
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Table 5.2: Summary of the event selection requirements. The two lepton pairs are denoted as m12 and m34.
Event selection
Good runs list
Trigger Single electron: e24vhi medium1 OR e60 medium1
Di-electron: 2e12Tvh loose1
Single muon: mu24i tight OR mu36 tight
Di-muon: 2mu13 OR mu18 tight mu8 EFFS
El-muon: e12Tvh medium1 mu8 OR e24vhi loose1 mu8
Object selection
Electrons Loose LH quality electrons with ET > 7 GeV and |η| < 2.47
Muons Combined or segment-tagged muons with pT > 6 GeV and |η| < 2.7
Maximum one calo-tagged or standalone muon
Calo-tagged muons with pT > 15 GeV and |η| < 0.1
Standalone muons with pT > 6 GeV ,2.5 < |η| < 2.7
and ∆R > 0.2 from closest segment-tagged
Quadruplet Selection
Kinematic - Ask for at least one quadruplet of leptons consisting of
Selection 2 pairs of same-flavour opposite-charge
- pT cuts for the 3 first leptons in the quadruplet: 20, 15 and 10 GeV
- Leading di-lepton: the one closer to the Z PDG mass
- Sub-leading di-lepton: the second closer to the Z PDG mass .
- Leading Z mass requirement 50 GeV < m12 < 106 GeV
- Sub-leading Z mass requirement mthreshold GeV < m12 < 106 GeV
mthreshold = 12 GeV if m4` <140 GeV
mthreshold linearly up to 50 GeV in m4` ∈ [140 GeV, 190 GeV]
mthreshold = 50 GeV if m4` >190 GeV
- Remove quadruplet if alternative same-flavour opposite-charge
di-lepton gives m`` < 5 GeV
- ∆R(`, `′) > 0.10 for same flavour leptons in the quadruplet.
- ∆R(`, `′) > 0.20 for different flavour leptons in the quadruplet.
Quadruplet cuts
Isolation - Lepton track isolation (∆R = 0.20): ΣpT/pT < 0.15
- Electron calorimeter isolation (∆R = 0.20) : ΣET /ET < 0.20
- Muon calorimeter isolation (∆R = 0.20) : ΣET /ET < 0.30
- Stand-Alone muons calorimeter isolation (∆R = 0.20) : ΣET /ET < 0.15
Impact - For electrons : d0/σd0 < 6.5
Parameter - For muons : d0/σd0 < 3.5
Significance
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5.4.3 FSR recovery in H ! ZZ() ! 4l
The FSR recovery in the H → ZZ(∗) → 4l analysis employs a special tool, which performs the
search for an identified photon or EM clusters complying with the criteria required for FSR
photons around a lepton. A single photon candidate is returned giving priority to collinear
photons. If more than one candidate is found the one with the highest ET is selected. Every
lepton in the quadruplet is searched for FSR photon and a maximum of one FSR photon can-
didate is allowed to be added to one of the two Z boson candidates. After successful search of
a photon candidate, the photon is temporarily added to the Z candidate. If the new invariant
mass (mllγ) is below a specific threshold, then the correction is considered successful and the
invariant mass of the Z candidate includes now the FSR photon.
The steps of the FSR correction method are detailed below:
1. Priority is given to collinear photons associated to the leading Z candidate and are
searched through Z → µ+µ− decays.
- If a collinear FSR is found from the FSR tool for the leading Z (m12) ,in the 4µ or
the 2µ2e case, then this one is used:
The FSR correction is applied if:
66 < mµµ < 89 GeV and
mµµγ <100 GeV
2. If the collinear search has failed either at the tool level (did not pass the photon cuts)
or at the analysis level (did not pass the m12 cuts) then a far FSR is searched in all four
leptons:
- The far FSR found with highest ET is required to have an angular separation ∆R(l, γ) >
0.15 from all the leptons
If the invariant mass of the four leptons is m4l <190 GeV:
The correction is applied to the leading Z (m12) boson, of any channel, which
satisfies:
mll <81 GeV and
mllγ <100 GeV
If the invariant mass of the four leptons is m4l >190 GeV:
The correction is applied to any Z candidate with:
mll <81 GeV and
mllγ <100 GeV
If both Z1 or Z2 satisfy the cut mll < 81GeV, the FSR correction is applied to the
pair whose corrected mass is below 100 GeV and the closest to Z pole
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Based on MC studies using a Higgs signal sample with mH = 125 GeV, for collinear FSR
4% of the total H → ZZ(∗) → 4l events of the channels where the collinear correction can be
applied (4µ and 2µ2e) are expected to be corrected. For far FSR the fraction drops to 1%. The
effect of the correction at the four lepton invariant mass for events containing FSR is shown on
Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: MC invariant mass distribution m4l of simulated Higgs 125 GeV decaying to four leptons, for events with
an identified FSR photon, before (green) and after (red) the FSR correction in case of (a) Collinear FSR, (b) Far FSR, (c)
all events.
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The correction is very efficient regarding the transition of the corrected events. For the
events with an identified far FSR, 75% of them have pre-corrected reconstructed mass outside
the signal region and are brought to the signal region after the correction.
From the events with an identified collinear FSR, 48% of the corrected ones are brought
inside the signal region after the correction.
The Figure 5.11 shows the transition of the corrected events ,whose mass is outside the
signal region, to the signal region (120-130 GeV).
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Figure 5.11: MC invariant mass distribution m4l of simulated Higgs 125 GeV decaying to four leptons, for events with
an identified FSR photon, who enter the signal region after the correction for (a) Collinear FSR and (b) Far FSR.
From the total number of H → ZZ(∗) → 4l events, the ratio of events which after the cor-
rection enter the signal region of 120-130 GeV is 0.7% for far FSR and 3.5% of for collinear
FSR respectively. For both collinear and far FSR, there is a negligible fraction of events (0.17%)
which are transferred outside the signal region after the correction.
For the effect at the irreducible ZZ background, the correction is applied also to the back-
ground candidates which pass the ZZ selection, as described before. The result shows that
1.6% and 1.1% of the total events in the full invariant mass spectrum are expected to be cor-
rected for collinear and far FSR respectively. From the events corrected, only 0.06% of the
events corrected with collinear FSR photons, have final invariant mass in the signal region.
For the far FSR photons, this ratio is lowered to 0.01%.
The comparison of the ratio of events which enter the signal region after the FSR correction
between signal and background, in the background sample, shows a clear difference in the
probability of events to enter the Higgs signal region after the FSR correction.
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Table 5.3: Comparison of ratio of events which are transferred, after FSR correction, to and from the signal region
(SR), between a Higgs signal with mH = 125 GeV and ZZ background. For background the information about the
events which could enter the signal region is needed only.
Higgs signal ZZ background
FSR type Total Enter SR Leave SR Total Enter SR
Collinear 4% 3.5% 0.16% 1.6% 0.06%
Far 1% 0.7% 0.17% 1.1% 0.01%
5.4.4 Results on 2012 data
The analysis performed on the 2012 dataset yielded 428 Higgs candidates[67]. The categorisa-
tion of the events was 137 in the 4µ channel, 88 at the 2µ2e, 79 at the 4e and 124 at the 2e2µ.
Overall, 7 events were corrected for collinear FSR and 2 for far FSR, verifying the expected
ratios for the channels were the correction can be performed. For the signal region (120-130
GeV), only 3 events were found which are brought to the signal region after the correction.
Table 5.4 details the events in the signal region with FSR photon.
Table 5.4: List of the events in the signal region with FSR photon. The invariant masses are in GeV
Channel FSR Type m4l m4l+FSR m4l final
2µ2e Far 95.771 126.453 126.765
2µ2e Coll 109.911 123.955 126.754
4µ Far 113.425 123.527 123.736
After the full analysis, the Higgs boson mass was measured through the H → ZZ(∗) → 4l
channel, with the combined dataset of 7 and 8 TeV, mH = 124.51±0.52(stat) ±0.06(syst) GeV.[67].
The best-fit value is shown in Figure 5.12.
For comparison, the first Higgs mass measurement in H → ZZ(∗) → 4l channel, after the
discovery, without the FSR correction was calculated: mH = 123.5 ± 0.9(stat)±0.3(syst) GeV.
[81]. The following one measurement included only the collinear FSR correction and the fitted
mass was found: mH = 124.3+0.6−0.5(stat)
+0.5
−0.3(syst) GeV [82].
5.5 Conclusion
The FSR photon recovery has been realised thanks to the performance of the ATLAS EM
calorimeter where the photons can be identified and recovered at low energy levels of around
1.5 GeV. The study of the Z → `` decay can be benefitted from the FSR correction for both
collinear and far FSR, by reconstructing properly the Z candidates and improving the resolu-
tion of the mass to smaller values.
Using the previous elements in the H → ZZ(∗) → 4l analysis, there is a twofold benefit from
the inclusion of the FSR correction. Firstly, the tails of the distribution are reduced and the
lineshape is improved. As a result of this, the fitted Higgs mass resolution in the signal region
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Figure 5.12: The profile likelihood as a function of mH for the combination of all H → ZZ(∗) → 4l channels and for the
individual channels for the combined 7 TeV and 8 TeV data samples. The combined result is shown both with (solid
line) and without (dashed line) systematic uncertainties.[67]
can be improved by having a narrow peak. In addition, counting in the known Higgs sig-
nal window, extra signal events are brought inside, without contamination from background,
increasing the amount of the well recontructed Higgs candidates.
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Chapter 6
Measurement of the Double
Drell-Yan process
This chapter presents the measurement of the cross-section of Double Drell-Yan process using
the 8 TeV dataset, with studies regarding the properties of Double Parton Interaction (DPI).
The author conducted the analysis as part of ATLAS internal studies regarding the contribu-
tion of DPI in H → ZZ(∗) → 4l analysis.
6.1 Introduction
A Double Parton Interaction is the occurrence of two hard parton scatterings within the same
hadron-hadron collisions. The study of DPI allows further investigation on the proton struc-
ture and the correlations between interacting partons. The DPI is a QCD described process and
past studies involved the study of jets originating from either quark of gluon hadronisation.
The measurement of the exclusive fiducial cross-section σDPI→Z+Z→4l takes place for the
first time using ATLAS data. With the increase of the energy levels, a better knowledge of
background processes is required. Since the four-leptons (4l) final state is important for many
searches, like Higgs decaying to four leptons, or the SM ZZ to four leptons system, the contri-
bution from other background sources should be estimated. At these new energy levels, the
contribution from DPI DDY is unknown and thus it should be estimated. Additionally, the
knowledge of the DDY DPI production cross-section is essential for the understanding of the
proton structure, through the double parton interactions, providing a better understanding of
the distribution of the partons inside the proton.
As it has been mentioned in Chapter 1, one of the possible DPI processes is the Double
Drell-Yan annihilation (DDY)[35], where two Drell-Yan qq¯ → Z/γ∗ → `` come from two in-
dependent qq¯ hard scatterings with the leptonic final state containing electron pairs or muons
pairs.
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This study focuses on two on-shell Z bosons produced through DDY annihilation, which
decay to four leptons. The consideration of a fully leptonic final state has the advantage of
accurate lepton reconstruction with low systematic uncertainties compared to jets. Therefore,
the DDY offers a clean probe of a Leading Order quark-antiquark process. Also, the theo-
retical considerations regarding the lepton production are well-understood compared to jet
production. In the present measurement, the cross-section takes place in a phase-space which
corresponds closely to the experimental acceptance and is corrected for experimental ineffi-
ciences of the ATLAS detector.
6.2 Theoretical considerations
The theoretical formulation of the nature of DPI is still unknown. Therefore, there is an ab-
sence of a theoretical model which could describe the DPI DDY production mechanism. In
a simple approximation, the DDY cross-section is the product of two single Drell-Yan inter-
actions. The translation of the two single interactions to a double is performed with a factor
which is phenomenologically related to the distribution of the partons at the interaction plane
[29]. Therefore, the cross-section of the double interaction is related to the product of two sin-
gle interactions which would result a significantly lower cross-section compared to the single
one.
The transverse plane of the interaction can be described with the “effective cross-section
factor” σeff . The σeff is defined in parton level and is associated with the effective area of
the interaction, the momentum of the hard scatters and other correlations between the two
interacting partons.
For the interpretation of the cross-section into the DPI context, the simple factorisation
model [83, 29] is assumed. According to this model, the probability of the multiparton inter-
actions has Poissonian distribution. A three-dimensional parton density is introduced which
describes the average number of partons with a given momentum fration and transverse coo-
ordinate. Therefore, the dependence of previous parton density to transverse and longitudinal
degrees of freedom can be factorised to the usual parton distribution function and a function
which represents the distribution of the partons at the transverse space. Due to the large un-
certainty in the cross-section measurement, a lower limit in the DDY cross-section is extracted
which is translated into an upper limit for σeff .
As shown in 1.47, the Double Drell-Yan cross-section can be written as:
σDPI =
m
2
× σSPI1 × σSPI2
σeff
(6.1)
where the symmetry factor “m” equals 1 for indistinguishable processes and 2 for distin-
guishable processes; σSPI is the cross-section of the single parton interaction processes.
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6.3 Monte Carlo modelling
6.3.1 Signal modelling
The DPI DDY Z+Z → 4l is modelled by introducing a second Z → `` hard process on the same
event. The second hard scattering (Z → ``) it is assumed to originate from the Double Drell-
Yan process. However, given the absence of any standard theoretical description of DPI DDY
it should be noted that the simulated DDY is used only for the event topology, the shape of
the observables and the analysis selection efficiency, without any prior assumptions about the
σeff or the factorisation of double PDFs. The simulated signal is generated in PYTHIA 8 MC
generator [76]. A full description of the way that PYTHIA 8 handles multiparton interactions
is available at [84].
After the generation, the sample is interfaced to PHOTOS for quantum electrodynamics
(QED) radiative corrections in the final state. The generated Z boson signal events are decaying
and hadronized with Pythia using the AU2 underlying-event tune for the fine-structe constant
(αs) [85] adjusted to experimental ATLAS data. The LO CTEQ6L1 [75] parton distribution
function (PDF) for the single parton interactions is used.
6.3.2 Background modelling
The only background source for the DPI study is the Standard Model ZZ continuum, through
the qq¯→ZZ and gg→ZZ processes.
The qq¯→ZZ background is modelled using POWHEG which is NLO in QCD [69], using a
re-normalisation and factorisation scale of mZZ and the CT10 NLO PDF set[70]. The PYTHIA 8
generator [76] is used for hadronization and showering.
The gg→ZZ background is modelled to LO accuracy using the gg2VV MC generator[86],
interfaced to PYTHIA 8 for hadronization and showering. The CT10 NNLO PDF set is used,
since the LO gg→ZZ process is part of the NNLO calculation for pp→ ZZ.
6.4 Analysis overview
The analysis is similar to the Higgs to four leptons analysis which is detailed in Chapter 5.The
main difference from the Higgs analysis is the additional DPI-related selection at the end. The
mass range of the Z boson candidates lies for both between 50 < MZ < 106 GeV; the four lepton
mass should be m4` >170 GeV, since the analysis has on-shell Z candidates; the azimuthal angle
between the Z candidates should be ∆φ < 2.1. An overview of the DPI-related selection is
shown at the Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Summary of the DPI related cuts in the four lepton analysis. The two lepton pairs are denoted as m12 and
m34.
DPI cuts
On-shell Z bosons - Di-lepton mass requirement 50 GeV < m12/34 < 106 GeV
Z pairs angle - ∆φ(m12,m34) < 2.1
Invariant mass - m4` > 170 GeV
of 4`
6.4.1 DPI selection
Initially, the region of interest for the analysis is the high mass regime (m4l > 170 GeV) of the
ZZ final state. The analysis follows the same selection as the Heavy Higgs with ZZ → 4l final
state [87] and thus the contribution of the background is expected to be similar. The reducible
background like Z+jets or tt¯ is negligible, at a level of less than 0.1 expected events. The only
background source present in the high mass regime is the Standard Model ZZ continuum with
a rate of expected events of more than 250 events [87].
The difference of the azimuthal angle (∆φ) of the two Z bosons, depicted in Figure 6.1, is
used as a discriminant between the background and the signal (DPI) events. In the φ-space,
the Z pairs from the irreducible background, qq¯ → ZZ(∗)and gg → ZZ(∗), are back-to-back in
order to perserve the momentum of the di-boson system on the rest frame. On the contrary,
the Z boson pairs from DPI DDY have uniform distribution.
Figure 6.1: Distribution of the azimuthal angle ∆φ for the signal and background events which are in the signal region
The choice of the ∆φ < 2.1 was found to provide the maximum signal to background rate.
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For both background components, after the selection of the Z candidates, the reduction is a
factor of ≈ 6.5 for qq¯→ ZZ(∗)and ≈ 2.5 for gg→ ZZ(∗).
The distributions of the kinematics for the events that pass the selection criteria are shown
at Figure 6.2 ,6.3 and 6.4.
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Figure 6.2: Distributions for the events passing the analysis cuts. (a) Leading dilepton pair (Z1) pT, (b) Subleading
dilepton pair (Z2) pT, (c) pT of the quadruplet lepton with highest pT, (d) pT of the quadruplet lepton with the second
highest pT. For the DPI sample σeff = 15mb is assumed. Reasonable agreement between data and MC is observed.
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Figure 6.3: Distributions for the events passing the analysis cuts. (a) pT of the quadruplet lepton with the third
highest pT, (b) pT of the quadruplet lepton with smallest pT, (c) Z1 mass, (d) Z2 mass. For the DPI sample σeff = 15mb
is assumed. Reasonable agreement between data and MC is observed.
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Figure 6.4: Distribution of the observable ∆φ for the signal and background events which pass the selection cuts. For
the DPI sample σeff = 15mb is assumed. Reasonable agreement between data and MC is observed.
6.4.2 DPI observable
A Double Parton Interaction search with four leptons as final state needs an observable with
very good discrimination power to drive the fit, due to the large background contamination
from the ZZ continuum. An observable related to the particular event topology of the DPI in
the transverse plane could be used as discriminant.
Based on the ATLAS W+2jets [31] analysis, the vectorial sum of the pT for the 2 leptons
originating from the Z boson is chosen. The vectorial sum is normalized to the scalar sum of
the pT. The mathematical expression of the observable is represented with the variable ∆.
∆ =
|pTlep1 + pTlep2|
|pTlep1| + |pTlep2|
(6.2)
At the transverse plane, the Z boson is produced at rest. At a double interaction, each of
the Z bosons will have zero pT and subsequently the two leptons which will be produced after
the decay will be back-to-back. On the other side, at the qq→ZZ and gg→ZZ background
processes, the system of the two Z bosons will have a total zero pT, whereas the produced
leptons will not necessarily be back-to-back. Hence, considering only the leptons from the Z
decays, the observable “∆” will favour values closer to zero for Z produced through the Double
Drell-Yan mechanism. A graphical represenation of the event topology, comparing SM ZZ and
DPI Z+Z at the transverse plane, is shown in Figure 6.5.
Since the analysis involves the study of two Z bosons, the product of the observable ∆ is
used. A comparison of the observable distribution between the two Z from Double Drell-Yan
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Figure 6.5: Event topology at the transverse plane, comparing the transverse energy pT between the SM ZZ→4 leptons
and DPI Z+Z→4 leptons.
and the background (single parton interaction), exhibits a stronger favour for values around
zero, whereas the background has a broader shape. A represenation of the observable distri-
bution for signal and background samples is shown in Figure 6.6.
Figure 6.6: Shape of the observable ∆1×∆2 for the signal and background events in the signal region, with the analysis
channels combined. For the DPI sample σeff = 15 mb was assumed.
6.5 DPI cross section
6.5.1 DPI cross section definition
The present analysis measures the Double Drell-Yan cross-section, σDPI→Z+Z→4l, where (l = e, µ),
in a fiducial region defined by the presence of two on-shell Z bosons, decaying to leptons
with pT > 3 GeV and |η| < 5. The measurement is bound to this fiducial phase-space due to
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limitations on the generated signal sample.
The analysis is performed simultaneously in three channels (4e, 4µ, 2e2µ). The breakdown
of the cross-sections and the relation with the σeff for each channel is presented below:
σDPI→Z+Z→4e =
1
2
σZ→e+e− × σZ→e+e−
σeff
σDPI→Z+Z→4µ =
1
2
σZ→µ+µ− × σZ→µ+µ−
σeff
σDPI→Z+Z→2e2µ =
σZ→e+e− × σZ→µ+µ−
σeff
(2 cases)
(6.3)
At the 2e2µ channel, σ × BR equals:
σDPI→Z+Z→2e2µ = 2 × σDPI→Z+Z→4e = 2 × σDPI→Z+Z→4µ (6.4)
Therefore the cross-section for the 2eµ channel can be associated with the exclusive cross-
section as:
σDPI→Z+Z→2e2µ = 2 × 12 ×
σZ→e+e− × σZ→e+e−
σeff
= 2 × 1
2
× σZ→µ+µ− × σZ→µ+µ−
σeff
= 2 × 1
2
× σZ→µ+µ−/e+e− × σZ→e+e−/µ+µ−
σeff
(6.5)
The notation for the exclusive cross-section is:
σDPI→Z+Z→4l =
1
2
× σZ→`` × σZ→``
σeff
(6.6)
to denote the exclusive decay to each four leptons subchannel (4e, 4µ, 2e2µ/2µ2e) where the
analysis and simultaneous fit are performed.
The cross-section σZ→`` for the Z → `` process was calculated σZ = 1.088 ± 0.040 fb where
the branching ratio BRZ→`` = 0.0336 is included, with the MCFM 7.0 MC generator at
√
s = 8
TeV. It corresponds to the fiducial region where the Z bosons have a mass range of 50-106 GeV
and the 2 leptons from the decay have pT > 3 GeV and |η| < 5.
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From the Eq.6.6 an expression for σeff can be extracted:
σeff =
1
2
× (σZ→``) × (σZ→``)
σDPI→Z+Z→4`
=
1
2
× 1.19 × 10
−12
σDPI→Z+Z→4l (fb) × 10−12 mb
(6.7)
6.5.2 Analysis acceptance
The analysis volume is the part of the phase-space which is close to the detector acceptance
and it is applied on the MC signal. The selection criteria are selected to be similar to the
experimental ones and are detailed on Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Summary of the analysis acceptance selection requirements.
Lepton selection
Electrons pT > 7 GeV|η| < 2.47
Muons pT > 6 GeV|η| < 2.7
Lepton pairing
Primary pair The di-lepton with mass closest to Z PDG mass.
Secondary pair The next pair closest to Z PDG mass.
Quadruplet selection
Lepton kinematics
Lep1pT >20 GeV
Lep2pT >15 GeV
Lep3pT >10 GeV
∆R(l, l) > 0.1 (0.2 for different flavour leptons)
DPI related cuts
Mass requirement 50 < mZ < 106 GeV
Azimuthal angle ∆Φ(Z1,Z2) < 2.1
4-lepton mass window m4l > 170 GeV
The measured cross-section in the analysis volume should be extrapolated to the fiducial
volume, which as it has been defined previously, consists of two on-shell Z bosons decaying to
leptons with pT > 3 GeV and |η| < 5. The extrapolation factor is referred as analysis acceptance
AZ+Z.
AZ+Z =
NMC→Analysis Vol.Gen. Z+Z
NMC→Fiducial Vol.Gen. Z+Z
(6.8)
The extrapolation factor is defined as the ratio of the truth events which pass the analysis
volume selection over the truth events in the fiducial volume. The calculation is obtained from
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the “DPI signal” POWHEG + PYTHIA 8 MC sample. The acceptance is different for each of
the three channels. The separate acceptances are summarized at Table 6.3.
Table 6.3: Summary of the analysis acceptance in truth level for each of the analysis channels with the total error
included.
4e 4µ 2e2µ
AZ+Z 0.182 ± 0.006 0.238 ± 0.007 0.214 ± 0.006
The requirements for the on-shell Z candidates at the high mass regime with ∆φ < 2.1 are
the main reason for the low acceptance numbers. The selection satisfies only a small fraction
of the examined phase-space. Additionally, the different selection criteria between electrons
and muons is the reason for the different numbers between the channels.
6.5.3 Analysis efficiency
The detector corrections and experimental inefficiencies are expressed by the analysis effi-
ciency factor CZ+Z. The correction factor CZ+Z is defined as the ratio of the MC events which
pass the reconstruction level analysis over the MC generated events which pass the analysis
volume selection.
The error of the CZ+Z factor contains also all the previously described experimental system-
atic uncertainties, which are uncorrelated and included into the cross-section extraction. The
values of the analysis efficiency for each channel are listed on Table 6.4.
CZ+Z =
NMC→CutsReco. Z+Z × wt
NMC→Analysis Vol.Gen. Z+Z
(6.9)
The fully reconstructed events are corrected with scale factors noted with “wt”. These scale
factors express: comparisons of lepton reconstruction efficiency between MC and data, tuning
of lepton momentum scale and resolution in order to match the data.
Table 6.4: Summary of the fiducial acceptance in truth level for each of the analysis channels with the total error
included.
4e 4µ 2e2µ
CZ+Z 0.514 ± 0.035 0.766 ± 0.035 0.678 ± 0.028
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6.5.4 Expected yield
The number of signal events in the DPI-related region is given by:
N ievents = L × σDPI→Z+Z→4l × AZ+Z ×CZ+Z (6.10)
The background expectation is derived after applying the full analysis chain at the recon-
structed background samples and normalising the surviving events to 20.3 fb−1. The expected
and observed number of events for signal and background are listed on Table 6.5.
Channel qq¯→ ZZ gg→ ZZ DPI→ Z+Z Total Expected Observed
4e 7.17 ± 0.57 4.17 ± 1.25 0.08 ± 0.01 12.59 ± 1.37 9
4µ 12.30 ± 0.98 6.61 ± 1.98 0.15 ± 0.01 19.06 ± 2.21 18
2e2µ 18.53 ± 1.48 10.51 ± 3.15 0.24 ± 0.01 29.28 ± 3.48 27
Table 6.5: Summary of the expected and observed number of events for signal and background. The theoretical
uncertainty is included only in the background. For the DPI signal expectation, the σeff 15mb is assumed and only
the statistical error is expressed.
Based on the distribution of the observable ∆1 × ∆2, the majority of the DPI events are
expected to populate the window 0 - 0.1. Table 6.6 presents the expected and observed events
for the signal window. The number of background events at the sideband region (∆1×∆2 > 0.1)
are listed on the Table 6.7.
Channel qq¯→ ZZ gg→ ZZ DPI→ Z+Z Observed
4e 2.29 ± 0.18 0.81 ± 0.24 0.06 ± 0.01 6
4µ 4.09 ± 0.33 1.33 ± 0.40 0.12 ± 0.01 5
2e2µ 6.26 ± 0.50 2.11 ± 0.63 0.16 ± 0.01 12
Table 6.6: Summary of the expected and observed number of events for signal ,assuming σeff 15mb, and background
at the signal window ∆1 × ∆2 <0.1. The theory uncertainty is included in the expected yield. For the DPI signal
expectation, the σeff 15mb is assumed and only the statistical error is expressed.
Channel qq¯→ ZZ gg→ ZZ DPI→ Z+Z Observed
4e 4.88 ± 0.39 3.36 ± 1.01 0.02 ± 0.01 4
4µ 8.21 ± 0.66 5.28 ± 1.59 0.03 ± 0.01 12
2e2µ 12.57± 1.01 8.40 ± 2.52 0.08 ± 0.01 15
Table 6.7: Summary of the background and observed events at the sideband region ∆1 × ∆2 >0.1. The theory uncer-
tainty is included in the expected yield.
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6.6 Systematic uncertainties
6.6.1 Theoretical uncertainties
The dominant systematic uncertainties in the analysis are the relative uncertainties originating
from the background normalization. For the qq¯ →ZZ process, the uncertainty is considered
8%. Similarly, for the gg→ ZZ the uncertainty is 30%. The values have been obtained from the
LHC Higgs-Cross section working group.[88]
6.6.2 Experimental uncertainties
The contribution level of the experimental uncertainties is extracted by comparing the nominal
expected MC events with the expected events, after varying the analysis with regard of a
particular uncertainty. A summary of the experimental systematic uncertainties considered in
the analysis is presented on Table 6.8. All of the values are found to be below 5%.
Table 6.8: Summary of experimental systematic uncertainties for signal yield per category which are considered for
the cross-section measurement.
Nuisance parameter 4e 4µ 2e2µ
Electron reconstruction, identification and resolution efficiencies
e energy scale 0.61 % 0 0.51 %
e momentum smearing 0.18% 0 0.09%
e resolution 1.07% 0 0.41%
e reco id eff 3.96% 0 2.02%
e isolation 0.33% 0 0.13%
Muon reconstruction, smearing and resolution efficiencies
µ reconstruction 0 1.60% 0.81%
µ momentum smearing 0 0.42% 0.80%
µ energy scale 0 0.43% 0.36%
Summarizing all the systematic uncertainties, the largest at the electrons channel is the
reconstruction and identification efficiency with a contribution of around 4% in the 4e channel
and 2% at the 2e2µ channel. At the muons channel, the largest contribution originates from
the reconstruction at the 4µ channel with 1.6% and the momentum smearing.
6.7 Statistical method
Having chosen the observable ∆, the extraction of its shape for signal and background takes
place. In both signal and background cases, the ∆1 × ∆2 distribution is divided into 20 bins
ranging from 0 to 1.
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For the signal modelling, the shape is obtained with the application of the KEYS [89] algo-
rithm. In every bin, the KEYS algorithm will generate a one-dimensional gaussian kernel. The
width of the kernel is adaptively calculated from the local density of events, being narrow for
areas with high density of events and broad for lower densities. This results in the removal of
statistical fluctuations which might exist in the original shape. Lastly, the gaussian kernels are
merged together with the application of a 3rd order interpolation, creating the smoothed PDF.
For the background, statistical fluctuations are not considered, due to the large statistics.
The smoothed PDF is obtained straight from the MC and the 3rd order interpolation between
the bins. The shapes for signal and background are shown in Figure 6.7.
The signal and the background shapes with the expected yields and the systematic uncer-
tainties are combined to create the total model of the analysis. All the systematic uncertainties
enter the final fit as constrained nuisance parameters. The number of the background events is
constrained to the corresponding uncertainties and the number of Double Parton Interaction
events is allowed to float.
An unbinned simultaneous fit is performed at the distribution of the observable for each
of the 3 channels so that at the end a single value for the cross-section can be extracted by
maximizing the combined profile likelihood. The full likelihood function with the nuisance
parameters will automatically take into account all the systematic uncertainties, and propagate
them to the final uncertainty of the parameters. The fit result is used then for an estimation of
the σDPI!Z+Z!4` and σeff values.
6.7.1 Validation test on MC
A closure test is performed in order to validate the fit model. The method involves fit on
pseudo-data obtained by the signal and background MC events, normalized to the expected
values with all the nuisance parameters at their best-fit value. This dataset is using asymptotic
approximations equivalent to an infinite number of toy MC pseudoexperiments (“Asimov”
dataset)[90]. Since the expected MC simulation yields were used to produce the model the fit
should return the assumed values. Any deviation from these values would show biases on the
model.
For the generation of the model, the Z → `` cross-section value of 1.088 ± 0.037 fb and
σeff = 15 mb were used. The expected central value for σDPI→Z+Z→4l is 0.004 fb. Assuming the
expected signal yield for σeff = 15 mb and fitting on the generated pseudodata, the fitted value
for the cross-section isσDPI→Z+Z→4l = 0.040 ± 0.430 fb. The expected upper limit on cross-section
is calculated σDPI→Z+Z→4` < 0.99 fb which is translated to a lower limit on σeff > 0.60 mb.
The results show that the model is consistent overall and no biases exist in the fitting model.
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(a) qq¯→ZZ (b) gg→ZZ
(c) DPI Z+Z
Figure 6.7: Distribution of the observable ∆ for the signal and background events in the signal region for each analysis
channel.
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6.7.2 Nuisance parameter pulls
The effect of the systematic uncertainties has been studied with the calculation of the pull
parameter, θˆ − θ0/∆θ0, where θˆ is the best-fit value for the nuisance parameter, θ0 is the starting
value and ∆θ0 is the uncertainty of the parameter. The pulls distribution is shown on Figure
6.8.
The background systematic uncertainties have been pulled down, compared to the expec-
tation after the fit result with the gg → ZZ(∗)having the largest negative pulls. The observed
negative pulls are accounting for the observed event deficit in the background sidebands.
Since there are no data to cover the sideband region, the fitted DPI cross-section would in-
crease in order to balance, having though large relative uncertainties.
oθ∆
oθ - θ
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5
ggsyst -1.07+0.85-0.79
qqsyst -0.32+0.97-0.98
Lumi 0.0+1.0-1.0
Figure 6.8: Nuisance parameter pulls for the background nuisance parameters and luminosity.
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6.8 Results
The final step in the analysis is to perform the fit with the constructed model on the ATLAS
data at the surviving events which pass all the analysis selection. A simultaneous fit is applied
to all the 3 channels in order to extract a value for the fiducial σDPI→Z+Z→4l.
The best fit value for the exclusive cross-section is 0.74+0.51 0.44(stat.)
+0.21
 0.14(syst.) fb, leading to
an upper limit for σDPI!Z+Z!4l < 1.54 fb . The measured cross-section and limit, correspond
to the fiducial volume defined by two Z bosons in the mass window (50 - 106 GeV) decaying to
leptons with pT >3 GeV and |η| < 5. The cross-section measurements for each indiviual channel
and the exclusive are presented in Table 6.9.
The observable ∆ for each analysis channel is shown in Figure 6.12. The result for the
simultaneous fit and the individual fits on the channels are depicted in Figures 6.9 and 6.10.
The comparison between the observed and the expected upper limit is shown on Figure 6.11.
Figure 6.9: Distribution of the profile likelihood for the simultaneous fit (blue line) and the fit without systemat-
ics(red), with the 1σ (dashed line at 0.5) uncertainty range.
The σDPI→Z+Z→4l limit can be translated into a lower limit for σeff , via the Equation 6.7,
and was calculated σeff > 0.38 mb. The calculation of the limits was performed using the
Modified Frequentist CLs method [91] at 95% confidence level, using the q˜µ test statistic in the
asymptotic approximation [90], which assumes a non-negative parameter of interest, which in
this case is the exclusive cross-section.
The fitted cross-section is order of ten times higher than the expected one as extracted
from the pseudodata fitting. In the fit result, the most dominant uncertainty is related to very
limited statistics in data. The systematic uncertainty is of the order of ≈ 20% which is expected,
due to the large uncertainty coming from the background normalization.
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Figure 6.10: Distribution of the profile likelihoods for all the individual channels that are included in the fit with the
1σ (dashed line at 0.5) and 2σ (dashed line at 2) uncertainty range.
Figure 6.11: Upper limit on σDPI→Z+Z→4` . The observed 95% CL (black) and the expected (dashed) limits are shown.
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Figure 6.12: Distribution of the observable ∆1 × ∆2 for the analysis channels. No significant excesses are observed on
data.
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Table 6.9: Fiducial cross-section measurements results for every analysis channel and the exclusive cross-section.
Cross-section measurements
σDPI→Z+Z→4e = 0.77 +1.42−0.00 (stat)
+0.24
−0.17 (syst) fb
σDPI→Z+Z→4µ = 0.00 +0.83−0.00 (stat)
+0.00
−0.00 (syst) fb
σDPI→Z+Z→2e2µ = 1.99 +1.48−1.22 (stat)
+0.40
−0.33 (syst) fb
σDPI→Z+Z→4l = 0.74 +0.50−0.44 (stat)
+0.21
−0.14 (syst) fb
6.9 High luminosity study - Future prospects
The analysis prospects on
√
s = 14 TeV for various luminosities are presented in this section.
At higher luminosities, the signal to background ratio increases, since the scale for the signal
expectation is higher than the background.
Based on the presented analysis method, both the number of expected events for signal
and background are scaled up to 14 TeV. For the background processes (qq¯→ZZ and gg→ZZ),
the cross-sections from 8 to 14 TeV increase by a factor of 2.1 [88, 92]. For the single Z → ``
process, the projection of the cross-sections at 14 TeV was performed with the MCFM 7.0.1
MC generator and was found to increase by a factor of ≈ 1.81. A list of projected number of
events for 300 and 1000 fb−1is detailed on Table 6.10. Under the assumption of σeff = 15mb, the
expected σDPI→Z+Z→4l, σeff and the corresponding upper and lower limits are shown in Figure
6.13.
Table 6.10: Projected number of events for signal and background at 14 TeV assuming σeff 15mb for indicative
luminosities. The theoretical uncertainties are included.
Luminosity Channel qq¯→ ZZ gg→ ZZ DPI→ ZZ
4e 222.52 ± 17.80 129.41 ± 38.82 3.61 ± 0.29
300fb−1 4µ 381.72 ± 30.54 205.14 ± 61.54 7.04 ± 0.43
2e2µ 584.38 ± 46.75 326.17 ± 97.85 11.20 ± 0.65
4e 2225.17 ± 178.01 1294.14 ± 388.24 36.10 ± 2.95
3000fb−1 4µ 3817.24 ± 305.38 2051.38 ± 615.41 70.35 ± 4.40
2e2µ 5843.79 ± 467.50 3261.72 ± 978.52 111.98 ± 6.58
The fit results on the 14 TeV pseudodata show that the large uncertainties hinder a clear
experimental observation for the Double Drell-Yan process at the LHC upgrade phases. How-
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(a) σDPI→Z+Z→4l (b) σeff
Figure 6.13: Fit results and limits on σDPI→Z+Z→4` and σeff for various luminosities at 14 TeV. The red line in the DPI
limit plot shows the value of 0 and at the σeff plot shows the value of 15.
ever, this conclusion is drawn upon on the assumption that the same σeff value contributes in
the DDY, meaning that the factor σeff can express any Double Parton Interaction with a single
value.
6.9.1 Study at universality of σeff
The universality of σeff has been challenged in the past, considering its validity in the Double
Drell-Yan process. Phenomenological studies [37, 93] suggest that the transverse plane which
describes the quark-antiquark initiated processes, like Double Drell-Yan, might have differ-
ent properties compared to gluon-gluon initiated properties. The assumptions are based on
two factors: a) the distribution of the partons in the interaction transverse plane, where the
gluons are assumed to have broader distribution than quarks and b) the correlation with the
momentum fraction of the scatters, meaning what part of the proton momentum is carried by
the scatter.
The nature of σeff for this process (qq¯) and its universality in general, is an open topic for
QCD [37]. A Double Drell-Yan cross-section measurement with the presented analysis method
in higher energies and luminosities would have an increased signal-over-background ratio
and it would be able to examine the nature of σeff . In order to perform this test, the anal-
ysis is repeated with varied signal DPI yield, assuming other values of σeff (1 - 15mb). The
significance as a function of luminosity for the various σeff assumptions is shown on Figure
6.14.
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Figure 6.14: Local p-values of the background-only hypothesis testing for various luminosities. The significance of an
observation of the Double-Drell Yann process increases with lower σeff values.
The distribution of the p-values indicates that if the σeff is indeed universal with the value
ofσeff = 15mb, then the significance of a future measurement would not be sufficient to provide
strong evidence about DDY (< 2σ). However, assuming other lower values for σeff , then the
significance of a future observation increases. If the σeff for DDY is at the level of 5 mb, a clear
experimental measurement with significance of > 3σ would be doable at the Run 4 of LHC
(500fb−1).
The designed HL-LHC will be able to reach the luminosity regimes for a clear experimental
evidence if the σeff is below 10 mb. To illustrate this, Figure 6.15 shows the significance as a
function of various σeff values for the luminosity value of 3000 fb−1and is compared with
300fb−1which are planned to be achieved in the near future by LHC.
The benefit from an experimentally clear observation of the DDY process would be the
verification of the universality of σeff = 15 mb. An extra test is performed which seeks the
luminosity regime where the universal value of 15mb could be excluded if, for DDY, σeff has
a different value. For this calculation, a lower limit on the exclusive cross-section is obtained
and translated to an upper limit on σeff , using the factorisation formula 6.1.
If the upper limit on σeff is found to be below 15 mb, then the value σeff = 15 mb could
be excluded for the DDY process. Such a result would be an indication that σeff could have
a different value for the DDY process. The results of this test are shown in Figure 6.16 and
present the relation of the exclusion versus luminosity for various σeff assumptions. For the
current LHC programme, up to 300fb−1, the universality of the value σeff = 15 mb can be
excluded for the DDY, if σeff has a real value below 4 mb.
The study of the DDY DPI qq¯ → ZZ → ```` process can exhibit alternative behaviour of
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Figure 6.15: Significance of observation as a function of various σeff values for 300 and 3000 fb−1. The significance of
an observation of the Double-Drell Yann process increases with lower σeff values.
Figure 6.16: Upper limit on σeff for various σeff assumptions vs high luminosities range. An exclusion of the value
σeff =15mb could be achieved if the upper limit on the assumed value of σeff is below 15mb (black line) for a given
luminosity.
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the hard scatters. It probes an initial state (quark-antiquark) which is different compared to
other channels. A DDY DPI study can investigate the validity of the double Parton Distribu-
tion Functions expressions and assumptions about the factorisation of the longitudinal and
transverse momentum components associated with the single Drell-Yan cross-sections. Lastly,
the DDY cross-section measurement is important to understand background for other physics
studies, like H → ZZ(∗) → 4l or SUSY searches in the future of LHC.
6.10 Application in the low mass H ! ZZ() ! 4l analysis
The Double Drell-Yan process is a background for the H → ZZ(∗) → 4l analysis. In order to have
a better understanding of all the background sources in the signal region (120 - 130 GeV), the
DPI contribtution should be calculated. The upper limit on the exclusive DDY cross-section
could be used in order estimate the DPI contribution.
The measured σDPI→Z+Z→4` is related to two on-shell Z bosons decaying to leptons (elec-
trons or muons with pT > 3 GeV at the region |η| < 5. The upper limit on the exclusive cross-
section is 1.54 fb . Including an overall acceptance and efficiency factor of A × C ≈ 0.15, one
obtains for 20.3 fb−1an upper limit in DPI events of NDPI→Z+Z→4l < 4.6 in the DPI selection
region (m4l > 170 GeV, 50 < mZ < 106 GeV, ∆φ(ZZ) < 2.1).
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Appyling the H → ZZ(∗) → 4l selection on the DPI MC sample, the ratio of the events
which pass the DPI selection on top of the Higgs selection over those which pass only the
Higgs selection is ≈ 0.40%. Extrapolating the previous limit to the Higgs analysis, one obtains
NDPI→Z+Z→4l < 11.48 events for the full mass region.
From the DPI MC events that pass the Higgs analysis only a ≈ 0.08% of the events lies in
the signal mass window (120 - 130 GeV). Extrapolated to the signal region, the expected upper
limit of DPI events in the low mass Higgs analysis is NDPI→Z+Z→4l < 0.95 events.
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Chapter 7
Heavy Higgs boson search in the
H ! ZZ() ! 4l decay channel
This chapter presents the search for an additional, heavy Higgs boson in the H → ZZ(∗) →
4l channel. The events are categorised based on their production mode (gluon fusion, ggF-
like and vector-boson fusion, VBF-like). The event rates are compared with the Monte Carlo
background expectations for discrepancies and observation of data excesses. Due to the lack
of evidence for new heavy Higgs states, 95% CL limits are set on the production cross-section
times branching ratio.
The published analysis by ATLAS [87], performs a combined search on the H→ ZZ decay
channels (4`, 2`2ν, 2`2q, 2ν2q). The author was member of the H → ZZ(∗) → 4l analysis team,
responsible for the statistical interpretation and extraction of the cross-section limits, presented
in Section 7.7.2.
7.1 Introduction
The search for an additional SM-like Higgs boson is important for physics extensions Beyond
the Standard Model. As it has been described in Chapter 1 many SM extensions models, like
the two-higgs-double model (2HDM [22]) predict the presence of an additional Higgs boson
in parallel with the low mass SM one. The high mass regime, above 180 GeV, can be used to
investigate the presence of an additional heavy Higgs. The signal to background ratio for the
additional heavy Higgs is unknown and thus the properties of the SM Higgs boson using the
H → ZZ(∗) → 4l channel are used to in order to estimate an expectation.
In the present analysis, the search is performed for the mass range 140-1000 GeV, at the
H → ZZ(∗) → 4l (l = e, µ) decay channel, excluding in this way any contribution from the
on-shell mh = 125 GeV. Assuming a SM-like additional heavy Higgs, the other ZZ channels
(2`2ν, 2`2q) are more sensitive in higher masses due to larger branching fractions, 1.35% and
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4.7% respectively, compared to 0.452% [17] of the 4l channel. However, the four leptons chan-
nel has the clearest lepton reconstruction with small uncertainties.
7.2 Analysis synopsis
The analysis is based on an event selection where a sequence of requirements is applied, result-
ing in four well-reconstructed leptons (electrons or muons). Based on the production mech-
anisms of the low mass SM Higgs, the events which pass all the requirements are classified
afterwards into four categories, following further selection.
The categorisation allows a search in a model independent way. Additionally, limits can be
set on the production cross-section independently for the gluon-initiated process (ggF) and the
quark initiated processes (VBF,VH). Since the Standard Model does not predict the existence of
a heavy Higgs boson, there is no relative ratio for the cross sections of the various productions
modes.
The variable with the highest discrimination power, similar to the low mass Higgs search,
is the invariant mass of the four leptons system, which benefits from the performance of the
ATLAS detector components (inner tracker, calorimeters and muon spectrometer).
An unbinned likelihood fit is performed in the invariant mass distribution. The parameter
of interest for the fit is the quantity called signal strength, denoted as µ. It shows the ratio of the
observed cross-section over a reference, which in this case is chosen to be the Standard Model
cross-section. Finally, an upper limit on the µ is obtained, translated afterwards to cross-section
times branching ratio upper limit.
7.2.1 Event and Object selection
The analysis follows the same selection as the low mass H → ZZ(∗) → 4l analysis, which is
described in Chapter 5. Additionally, there is a selection on the jets, since they are used for
the classification of the events based on the assumed production mechanism. The jet recon-
struction algorithm used is the anti-k⊥ [60] with the choice of distance parameter R = 0.4. An
extra requirement is applied, which removes jets coming from pile-up, and asks a minimum
of 50% of the tracks associated to the jet, to originate from the primary vertex. Jets are required
to have pT > 25 GeV for |η| < 2.5 and pT > 30 GeV for 2.5 < |η| < 4.5. Furthermore, in order to
ensure the quality, the standard “looser” ATLAS jets selection [61] is applied which takes into
account spikes and noise in the calorimeters, rejecting thus fake jets.
7.2.2 Event categorisation
Following the formation of the four leptons candidate which passes the Higgs selection cuts,
the event is classified into a production mechanism category. For the postulated additional
heavy Higgs-like boson in a model independent search, there is no assumption about the
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relative coupling strengths of the production mechanism. The categorisation would allow
a handling of the relative strength of the production mechanisms. Similar to the low mass SM
Higgs, the categories are “ggF-like”, “VBF-like”, “VH-like”.
If the event initially satisfies the VBF criteria it is assigned to the VBF category, otherwise
it is tested for either hadronic or leptonic VH criteria and assigned to the VH category. The
remaining events are assigned to the ggF category. Figure 7.1 shows schematically the cate-
gorisation procedure:
 InternalATLAS
l 4→* ZZ → H
 selectionl4
High mass two jets
VBF
VBF enriched
Low mass two jets
H jj)→(Z, H jj)→(W
Additional lepton
H)ll →(Z, H)νl →(W
VH enriched
ggF ggF enriched
Figure 7.1: Schematic view of the event categorisation with the different selection for each category.
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The breakdown of the categorisation is described below:
VBF selection
The VBF-like events are required to have at least two jets, accompanying the Higgs bo-
son. The jets should pass the preselection criteria and the invariant mass of the di-jet system
should be m j j > 130 GeV. The selection has 55% efficiency which is constant among the full
mass range. However, there is ≈ 10 − 30% contamination from ggF events. In higher masses,
as the ggF spectrum gets harder, there is an increase in the jet multiplicity and pT of the jets
and thus the event might mis-characterised as VBF.
VH selection
The VH-like events are those where a vector boson (W or Z) is produced alongside the
Higgs Boson. The mechanism is known as “Higgs strahlung”. The subcategorization of the
event is based on the decay products of the vector boson which could be either hadronic or
leptonic.
The hadronic-VH events are characterised by the presence of two jets whose invariant mass
peaks either at the mW = 80.4 GeV or mZ = 91.19 GeV. The category is highly contaminated with
ggF events though. In order to face the high rate of ggF events, the selection is using a Boost
Decision Tree [94] to separate between Signal and Background-like events. A BDT score of 1
is assigned to signal-like events whereas for the background-like events the score is -1. The
variables upon which the BDT was trained were: the invariant mass of the di-jet system, the
pseudorapidity of the jet with the highest transverse momentum, the pseudorapidity separa-
tion of the two jets and the transverse momentum of the di-jet. Based on the tree outcome, the
events are required to have a VH BDT score of -0.393. For example, applying this requirement
for a Higgs boson at 300 GeV, the signal efficiency is 72% and the background rejection is 68%.
ggF selection
The gluon-gluon fusion is the most dominant production mechanism for a Standard Model
Higgs boson, with a ratio of almost 8:1 to the VBF category. Looking for an additional heavy
Higgs, it is assumed that ggF remains the main production mechanism. Having excluded thus
all the other categories, all the remaining events in the selections, are categorised as ggF.
7.2.3 Background processes
The four lepton final state could originate from various background processes. Based on the
similarity of the final state, there is the irreducible background (ZZ process) and the reducible
background (any other process).
Irreducible background
The main source of the irreducible background in the H → ZZ(∗) → 4l is in any mass range,
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the Standard Model ZZ∗ continuum production, where each of the Z bosons decay to leptons.
Theory predicts that the process with the highest contribution is the qq¯ → ZZ(∗), whilst the
gg→ ZZ(∗)process contributes around 10% [92]. Due to the different kinematics and theoretical
systematic uncertainties, both processes are modelled separately on MC.
Reducible background
The reducible background comprises processes where the reconstructed lepton-pair furthest
from the Z mass containing fake leptons from jets, or leptons from heavy-flavour quark semi-
leptonic decays. Usually, such processes are Z+jets and tt¯ decays. The reducible background is
calculated using data-driven methods and it concerns mostly the sub-leading pair. Thus, two
main categories of the reducible background exist: ``µµ and ``ee. Given the fact that a well-
reconstructed lepton is less likely to be misidentified as jet, the contribution of the reducible
background spans mainly the region below the ZZ threshold (≈ 190 GeV) where one of the Z
bosons is outside the mass peak.
7.3 Signal and background modelling
7.3.1 Background
In order to estimate the effect of the background in the analysis, all the background processes
should be modelled through Monte Carlo simulation, with the application of all the necessary
theory corrections.
7.3.1.1 Irreducible Background
qq¯ ! ZZ()
The qq¯ → ZZ(∗)background is modelled with the MC generator POWHEG, at Next-to-
Leading Order in QCD. The factorisation (µF)and re-normalisation (µR) scale are fixed at µR =
µF = mzz, to account for non-pertubative PDF and UV divergences. The PDF CT10 NLO was
used to for the description of the parton distributions in the colliding protons. For hadroniza-
tion and showering, the MC generator PYTHIA 8 is used. Next-to-Next-to-Leading Order
(NNLO) effects are included with the application of a factor (“k-factor”) which is differen-
tial in the mzz [95], increasing the cross-section in the high mass region by 4% compared to
NLO. Also, the sample is re-weighted for NLO electroweak effects based on the kinematics of
the di-boson system, following the recommendations of [96].
The qq¯ → ZZ(∗)+ 2jets process, which is the electroweak background to VBF, is modelled
with the MadGraph5 + Pythia 6 [97, 76] with scale µR = µF = mw and the PDF CTEQ611.Finally,
all the detector effects, are modelled with the GEANT 4 toolkit.
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gg ! ZZ()
The gg → ZZ(∗)background is modelled to Leading-Order accuracy using the MC gener-
ator MCFM, interfaced to PYTHIA 8 for hadronisation and showering. Since the LO gg →
ZZ(∗)process is part of the NNLO calculation for pp → ZZ∗, the CT10 NNLO PDF is used. The
discovered light Higgs boson at 125 GeV will affect the m4l spectrum either at the low mass
range through off-shell contributions, or through the interference of the processes gg → h →
ZZ∗ and the SM gg → ZZ(∗). The MCFM generator accounts for the interference of the two
processes. For NLO and NNLO QCD corrections, the k-factors applied on the gg → h → ZZ∗
process [98] are considered to have the same effect on gg→ ZZ(∗). The GEANT 4 toolkit is used
for the detector effects.
Considering the contribution of jets in this process, the LO MCFM simulation may not be
accurate since hard emissions can be only generated in the parton shower. This leads to a
non-accurate description of the acceptances. However, the SHERPA MC generator is capable
of simulating the process with up to 1 jet included in the matrix element. With this approach,
a LO accuracy is given at least to 1 jet and the acceptances of the jet-including categories are
described better. Also, the same NNLO correction is applied to the SHERPA samples. Due to
the low statistics of the SHERPA samples, the MCFM samples are used as nominal, scaling the
ratio of events in each category, so as to match the ratios predicted by SHERPA.
7.3.1.2 Invariant mass shape for the background
For the shape description of the irreducible background, the m4` distribution is split into three
parts. The low, medium and high part of m4` . The statistical fluctuations are removed with
use of the KEYS algorithm. In every part of the distribution, the gaussian kernel function uses
a different width. The histogram produced in order to derive the smoothed shape has variable
binning. The width of these bins is determined by width used on the KEYS kernel. This results
into a finer binning in the area with higher statistics and broader binning in the lower statistics.
Finally, a 3rd order interpolation is performed between the bins, to obtain the smoothed shape
of the PDF describing m4`.
An example of the aforementioned smoothing method is shown in Figure 7.2:
7.3.1.3 Reducible Background
As it has been mentioned on Chapter 5, the reducible background affects mainly the sub-
leading Z which is the farthest from the Z pole. The background method is the same with the
one used for the low Higgs mass measurement[67].
``µµ background
In order to calculate the contribution of this background component, which is mainly fake
jets from heavy-flavour semi-leptonic decays, a dedicated control region is created in the data.
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Figure 7.2: Smoothed PDF for the qq¯→ ZZ(∗) background in the ggF 4µ-like category, zoomed to different m4` regions.
The blue band indicates the MC statistical uncertainty. The red lines show the new variable binning.
Given the proximity to jet behaviour on the events of these MC samples, all the cuts are ap-
plied, apart from the isolation and impact parameter cut. Inside this control region, four fur-
ther control regions are defined and are fitted simultaneously, in order to extract the contribu-
tion of each sub-region to the main one. The number of events is calculated by the ratios from
MC of the number of events in each sub-region to the number of events in the total region.
The sub-regions are:
1. One muon in the sub-leading pair with inverted impact parameter, enhancing the con-
tribution from heavy flavour.
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2. One muon in the sub-leading pair with inverted isolation cut, so as to increase the con-
tribution from pi or K decays.
3. Same-sign pair, where all the contributions are included.
4. A leading e-µ pair, with any sign sub-leading muon pair, so as to study the rest back-
ground components apart from Z+jets.
The fit results in the sub-regions are extrapolated to the main control region by multiply-
ing them with the probability of each background component to pass the isolation and impact
parameter cuts. The transfer factors contain systematic uncertainties which are low (≈ 6%)
for highly populated samples like Zbb¯ and very high (≈ 60%) for those with low statistics like
Z+jets from light quarks. Also, the transfer efficiencies are validated with data using extra
muons in Z → `` candidates. The comparison of the efficiencies between data and MC in the
control region introduces an extra systematic uncertainty of 1.6%
``ee background
The ``ee background mostly comprises fake electrons which are jets through either light-
flavour hadrons, photon conversion and non-isolated electron from heavy-flavour hadronic
decays.
The data driven method in this case, introduces a new control region, which requires the
three leptons, with the highest transverse momentum, from which the third is an electron, to
pass all the object requirements. The remaining fourth electron has a very relaxed electron
identification requirement apart from a mininmum of seven silicon hits with at least one in
the pixel detector. Also, the fourth electron should be of the same sign as the other one of the
sub-leading Z candidates, in order to minimise the ZZ contribution.
The fit in this case is performed on the number of hits in the first pixel layer of the Inner
Detector, and on the hit ratio of high to low-threshold on the Transition Radiation Tracker.
The low threshold of 300 eV is used for registering the passage of minimum ionising particles,
whereas the high threshold of 6 keV flags the absorption of transition radiation. The choice of
these variables is based on the fact that most photons have no hits on the first pixel layer and
the TRT threshold is able to distinguish between hadrons misidentified as electrons and the
electrons from heavy flavour or photon conversions.
The yield given by the fit result is extrapolated to the signal region using efficiencies ob-
tained from additional electrons in Z → `` decays which have loose selection. The uncertain-
ties on these transfer factors are negligible since the samples contain large statistics.
Lastly, the fraction of events in every category is defined by simulation and is validated on
data. These fractions are applied to the total background estimation and the number of events
for each category is calculated, including the uncertainty due to data/MC comparison of the
efficiencies.
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PDF shape for m4`
The shape of the m4` distribution is needed for the normalisation in the search regions.
For the ``µµ background, the shape is obtained from simulation and the uncertainties are ex-
pressed by varying the requirements for track isolation and the impact parameter. For the ``ee
background, the distribution of the control region is used after re-weighting in order to adapt
to the kinematics of the signal region. The uncertainty is taken from the m4` distribution of
other control regions, where the first two leptons should pass the full selection and the other
two have the relaxed criteria. Figure 7.3 shows the smoothed m4` shapes for the two reducible
background cases.
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Figure 7.3: (a) The m4` distribution for the `` + µµ reducible background overlaid with two systematic variations (b)
The expected m4` distribution of the reducible `` + ee background, overlaid with systematic variations obtained by
using different control regions.
The total background expectation before the fit for both irreducible and reducible is listed
on Table 7.1
Process ggF VBF VH
qq¯→ ZZ(∗) 275.1 ± 18.9 14.64 ± 1.9 7.38 ± 1.04
gg→ ZZ(∗) 48.34 ± 40.7 4.9 ± 5.4 1.57 ± 1.7
`` + µµ 4.60 ± 0.96 0.6 ± 0.6 0.15 ± 0.09
`` + ee 2.87 ± 0.79 0.36 ± 0.42 0.19 ± 0.15
Table 7.1: The pre-fit expected background events in the mass range 135<m4`<1200 GeV
7.4 Signal
The search is performed across a wide mass range in the m4` . Therefore, a separate MC sam-
ple is needed for each mH where the new signal might exist. The POWHEG MC generator is
used for the modelling of the H → ZZ(∗) → 4l signal , for the ggF and VBF production mech-
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anisms, with matrix element up to NLO for all the mechanisms. Especially for the transverse
momentum of the simulated Higgs boson, QCD corrections for NLO and NNLL are applied.
The samples are interfaced to PYTHIA 8 for showering and hadronisation and to PHOTOS for
QED radiative corrections which appear in the final state. In the case of the “Higgs strahlung”
production, the signal is simulated with PYTHIA. All the detector effects are modelled with
the GEANT 4 toolkit.
Up to mH = 300 GeV the simulated additional heavy Higgs boson is modelled with the
predicted SM width. For higher masses, the Narrow Width Approximation [23] is used which
assumes a fixed width of 4.07 MeV for the Higgs in every mass point and a Breit-Wigner
lineshape. The choice of the narrow width approach is suitable for the present search because
any potential interference of a possible signal with the light Higgs and the ZZ background
continuum is excluded. The various MC signal samples are detailed in Table 7.2.
Category mH (GeV)
140,150,160,170,180,190,200
220,240,260,280,300,320,340
ggF, VBF 360,380,400,420,440,460,480
500,520,540,560,580,600,650
700,750,800,850,900,950,1000
140,145,150,160,165,170,175
VH 180,185.190,195,200,220,240
260,280,300,320,340,360,380,400
Table 7.2: List of fully simulated signal MC for mH
For every simulated signal mass point an m4` distribution is obtained. The statistical fluctu-
ations on the shape are removed using the KEYS algorithm, following the same process with
the variable binning and the 3rd order interpolation, as described on the irreducible back-
ground case. The final result is a smoothed PDF for every mass sample. At the mass points
where signal samples do not exist, an interpolation [99] is performed using the shapes of sam-
ples on either side of mass point.
7.5 Acceptance
The signal acceptance is defined as ratio of the MC truth H → ZZ(∗) → 4l events which pass
all the selection and categorisation criteria, over all the generated MC H → ZZ(∗) → 4l events.
For the mass points where there is absence of signal MC, the acceptance is interpolated be-
tween yields from neighbouring samples. The acceptance is around 7% - 14% for each of the
subchannels at the ggF category, around 30% for VBF and around 25% for VH, with a few %
uncertainty. These acceptances are multiplied with the Standard Model Higgs cross section
and branching ratio for the corresponding mH to calculate an expected number of events as
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Figure 7.4: Signal shapes as a function of mH for the ggF and VBF production mechanisms. The pdf has unit normali-
sation.
input parameter for the fit. The expected signal yield for each category is shown on Figure 7.5
7.6 Systematic uncertainties
In the fit, for both signal and background, the experimental uncertainties are included as nor-
malisation uncertainties, with a separate nuisance parameter for each. They are calculated
separately for every mass point (mH).
7.6.1 Signal uncertainties
For the signal samples, the uncertainties are evaluted by comparing the nominal expected
event yield with the one regarding each uncertainty. An indicative table of the leading sys-
tematic uncertainties for a signal sample is shown in Table 7.4.
In figure 7.6 the most dominant signal normalisation uncertainties are shown as function
of mH of the simulated signal.
7.6.2 Background uncertainties
7.6.2.1 Irreducible background
The same experimental uncertainties affect also the irreducible background, qq¯ → ZZ(∗)and
gg→ ZZ(∗). The most dominant uncertainties are listed on Table 7.3
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Figure 7.5: Expected yields, assuming the SM cross sections and branching ratios, for the different production mech-
anisms and categories. The shaded band indicates the MC statistical uncertainty on the yield.
Table 7.3: Summary of experimental systematic uncertainties for the irreducible background. The maximum values
for each category is stated.
Nuisance parameter ggF VBF VH
el reco id eff 3.11% 1.28% 1.24%
µ reconstruction 1.66% 0.98% 1.02%
jet energy scale 0.28% 5.21% 3.12%
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Figure 7.6: Signal normalisation uncertainties as a function of mH , expressed as a scale-factor applied to the nominal
signal yield, for the uncertainties with highest effect. (a) electron identification, (b) muon efficiency, (c) jet flavour
component, (d) jet eta model.
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Table 7.4: Summary of experimental systematic uncertainties for a simulated signal samples on mH = 400 GeV. The
maximum values for each category are stated.
Nuisance parameter ggF VBF VH
el reco id eff 2.97% 1.28% 1.24%
µ reconstruction 1.63% 0.91% 0.96%
jet energy scale 1.90% 5.40% 5.08%
7.6.2.2 Reducible background
For the reducible background, the normalisation uncertainties arise mainly from the different
data-driven methods, the comparisons between MC generators, and the relative uncertainties
on the transfer factors from control to signal region and the significantly from limited statistics.
The total uncertainties of each category of the background are listed on Table 7.5.
Table 7.5: Summary of experimental systematic uncertainties for the reducible background. The value incorporates
all the relevant uncertainties.
Background ggF VBF VH
`` + µµ 33% 94% 63%
`` + ee 24% 117% 113%
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7.6.3 Theory Uncertainties
7.6.3.1 Signal model
For the acceptance of the signal model, the uncertainties are related to the modelling of the
Higgs boson production. The variation of the generation parameters results in the correspond-
ing theory uncertainty. Three variations are considered: 1) Varying up and down by a factor
of two the QCD re-normalisation and factorisation scales. 2) Decreasing and increasing the
amount of initial state radiation (ISR) and final state radiation (FSR) for jet emission. 3) Replac-
ing the nominal PDF (CT10) with other PDFs. The summary of the signal theory uncertainties
is listed on Table 7.6
Source ggF MC production VBF MC production
ggF-like VBF-like VH-like ggF-like VBF-like VH-like
QCD scale 0.7% 1% 1% 1% 1% 2%
PDF 2% 2% 2.5% 1% 0.5% 2%
ISR/FSR 2-5% 7-10% 4-7% 1-2% 0.5-2% 1-5%
Table 7.6: Signal theory acceptance uncertainties applied on the full mH range.
7.6.3.2 Underlying event
The acceptance of the categories is sensitive to the modelling of the underlying event and
multiple parton interactions (MPI). For the calculation of this particular uncertainty, a Z →
µ+µ− sample is used, with MPI either allowed or not, and then subjected to categorisation.
The difference in truth level, after correcting detector defects, is considered as the systematic
uncertainty. This approach yields an uncertainty of 6.6% for ggF events in the VBF category
and 7.5% in the VH category. For VBF events, the uncertainty is 1.4% and 3.1% for VBF-like
events in the VH category.
7.6.3.3 Background model
The uncertainties of the PDF and αS on the background normalisation are applied as function
of m4`[88], and they yield 3% for qq¯ → ZZ(∗)and 8% for gg → ZZ(∗). Additionally, the variation
of the factorisation and re-normalisation QCD scales at the qq¯ → ZZ(∗)background introduces
an extra 4% normalisation uncertainty, affecting the acceptance of each category with 4% in
ggF, 8% in VBF and 3% in VH. Lastly, when both Z bosons are on-shell, electroweak NLO
corrections should be applied, introducing an uncertainty of 0.5% for ggF, 2.6% for VBF and
1.9% for VH.
For the gg → ZZ(∗)background and the interference with the off-shell gg → h∗ → ZZ∗
process, no higher-order QCD calculations exist. It has been shown [100] that higher-order
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corrections affect gg → WW and gg → h∗ → WW similarly, within a 30% uncertainty on the
interference term. This yields 60% uncertainty on the gg → WW and the same conclusion
can be inferred for the ZZ∗ state [100]. The gg-induced part of the off-shell light Higgs boson
k-factor [101] can be applied to the gg → ZZ(∗)background. The uncertainty of the k-factor
depends on the ZZ∗ invariant mass and is around 30%. Similar to WW case, the k-factor would
introduce a 60% uncertainty in the gg→ ZZ(∗)process. However, for this analysis, an additional
uncertainty of 100% is assigned to the gg → ZZ(∗)background to cover the unknown validity
of the uncertainties introduced by the k-factor.
The acceptance uncertainty of the categories for the gg → ZZ(∗)background process is es-
timated by variation of the parton shower settings. Based on their different parton shower
model, the difference in the acceptances calculated with SHERPA and MCFM is 92% for VBF,
91% for VH and 14% for ggF. Such large differences in the categories which contain jets are
expected based on the different description of the jets, as it has been detailed previously.
All the theory uncertainties for the background, are summarised on the Table 7.7:
Background process Category PDF+αS QCD scale Acceptance NLO EW correction
qq¯→ ZZ
ggF 3 % 4 % 4 % 0.5 %
VBF 3 % 4 % 8 % 2.6 %
VH 3 % 4 % 3 % 1.9 %
gg→ ZZ
ggF 8 % 100 % 14 % -
VBF 8 % 100 % 92 % -
VH 8 % 100 % 91 % -
Table 7.7: Summary of theoretical normalisation uncertainties for the qq¯ → ZZ(∗) and gg → ZZ(∗) backgrounds:
PDF+αS , QCD scale, Acceptance and NLO Electroweak corrections.
7.7 Statistical treatment
The search for an additional Higgs boson is performed with an unbinned profile likelihood
simultaneous fit on the four-leptons invariant mass distribution. The likelihood function com-
prises the product of a probability for observing n events, expressed through a Poisson term,
with a weighted sum of signal and background PDFs calculated at all observed events. The
equation for the likelihood function is given below:
L(x1..xn|µ) = Pois(n|µS + B)
2666664 nY
e=1
µS fS(xe) + B fB(xe)
µS + B
3777775 (7.1)
In the likelihood equation, the terms fs and fb refer to the m4` PDF for signal and back-
ground, where for signal it depends only on the particular mH . The term µ, which is the pa-
rameter of interest in the fit, is the signal strength showing the ratio of observed events to the
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Standard Model expectation, defined as:
µ =
σ × BR
σS M × BRS M (7.2)
Both the signal and background models are described by the full set of nuisance parameters
(θi). In all the nuisance parameters, gaussian constraints are applied based on their nominal
values and uncertainties. Additionally, uncertainties from the overall normalisation and shape
of the PDFs originating from the limited MC statistics are included into the fit for signal and
background models. The variable binning, which was used based on the gaussian kernel,
provides less statistical uncertainties to the PDF, independent to each other and between every
bin.
The likelihood function therefore is a function of three parameters. The signal strength µ,
the mass point mH and the nuisance parameters θi. The best-fit value for each mass point is
obtained by setting the mH constant at the mass point, and obtain the values of µ and θi which
maximise the likelihood function.
For each of the six categories of the search (VBF, VH, ggF → H → 4µ, ggF → H → 4e,
ggF → H → 2µ2e and ggF → H → 2e2µ), separate signal and background models are used,
which enter the simultaneous fit. After the fit, the VBF and VH are treated as single category,
with a single signal strength parameter µVBFVH.
7.7.1 Fit results
The best-fit values for the signal strengths of both categories are obtained in the full mH range.
Both signal strengths are considered as free parameters in the fit, greater than zero, in order to
avoid nonphysical results due to the lack of events. Table 7.8 shows the results on the signal
strength. As expected, all the results are comparable with zero within the uncertainties.
Secondary, the fit is performed on the background, forcing the signal strength values for
ggF and VBF+VH to be zero. The pre- and post-fit results on the background are summarised
on Table 7.9. In the ggF channel, after the fit there is a slight deficit in the background compared
to the original expectation within 1-sigma uncertainty. This fluctuatation of the background is
responsible for the excess observed in the ggF channel. Overall, the total background yield is
reduced by approximately 4% with a significantly lower uncertainty due to the fit constrains
of the large theory uncertainties.
Figure 7.7 shows the post-fit plots in the ggF,VBF and VH categories for mH = 200 GeV.
For each category, the shown signal is scaled to a cross-section corresponding to five times the
observed cross section limit for the category. The irreducible background is normalised to the
expectation and the reducible background is scaled to the data-driven calculation.
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Figure 7.7: Post-fit m4` distributions for mH = 200 GeV for the, (a) ggF, (b) VBF and (c) VH categories. The expected
signal for each category is normalised to a cross-section corresponding to five times the observed limit. No significant
excess from the expected background is observed.
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mH [GeV] µˆggF µˆVBF
150 0.00±0.15 0.54±0.56
200 0.00±0.07 0.35±0.29
250 0.00±0.04 0.00±0.16
300 0.06±0.09 0.00±0.47
350 0.00±0.03 0.00±0.21
400 0.00±0.05 0.00±0.41
450 0.00±0.13 0.00±0.38
500 0.00±0.04 0.00±0.25
550 0.11±0.15 0.00±0.61
600 0.00±0.08 0.00±0.36
650 0.00±0.09 0.00±0.39
700 0.00±0.13 0.00±0.46
750 0.00±0.35 0.00±0.65
800 0.55±0.68 0.00±0.94
850 0.60±0.93 0.00±1.68
900 1.22±1.29 0.00±2.45
950 0.00±0.96 0.00±1.17
1000 0.00±0.92 0.00±1.12
Table 7.8: Best-fit µ values observed in data in a fit where both µggF and µVBF are free in the fit and are required to be
≥ 0.
Pre-fit
Channel qq¯→ ZZ(∗) gg→ ZZ(∗) Reducible Total Observed
ggF 4e 52.5 ± 3.8 9.6 ± 8.1 2.5 ± 0.6 64.6 ± 8.6 56
ggF 4µ 88.1 ± 6.0 14.9 ± 12.5 3.6 ± 1.2 106.6 ± 13.2 92
ggF 2e2µ 64.9 ± 4.4 11.3 ± 9.6 3.1 ± 1.0 79.3 ± 10.0 98
ggF 2µ2e 69.6 ± 4.7 12.5 ± 10.5 2.6 ± 0.6 84.6 ± 11.0 70
All ggF 275 ± 18.8 48.3 ± 40.7 11.8 ± 2.5 335.1 ± 42.5 316
VBF 14.6 ± 1.9 4.9 ± 5.4 1.1 ± 0.8 20.7 ± 5.9 22
VH 7.38 ± 1.04 1.6 ± 1.7 0.5 ± 0.3 9.4 ± 2.1 9
All 4l 297 ± 19.8 54.8 ± 45.6 13.3 ± 3.5 365.2 ± 47.2 347
Post-fit
Channel qq¯→ ZZ(∗) gg→ ZZ(∗) Reducible Total Observed
ggF 4e 51.2 ± 3.1 7.9 ± 3.5 2.6 ± 0.5 61.7 ± 3.3 56
ggF 4µ 85.8 ± 4.8 12.2 ± 5.4 4.3 ± 1.4 102.4 ± 5.0 92
ggF 2e2µ 63.3 ± 3.5 9.3 ± 4.1 3.7 ± 1.1 76.3 ± 3.7 98
ggF 2µ2e 67.9 ± 3.8 10.3 ± 4.5 2.7 ± 0.5 80.8 ± 4.0 70
All ggF 268.2 ± 14.9 39.8 ± 17.4 13.3 ± 2.6 321.2 ± 15.3 316
VBF 14.1 ± 1.6 5.1 ± 3.3 1.5 ± 0.9 20.7 ± 3.3 22
VH 7.1 ± 0.9 1.6 ± 1.0 0.6 ± 0.3 9.3 ± 1.2 9
All 4l 289.3 ± 16.0 46.5 ± 19.4 15.4 ± 3.7 351.2 ± 16.6 347
Table 7.9: Expected background yields after the fit. The signal strength for both ggF and VBF are set to zero and only
the backgrounds are included in the fit. The uncertainties correspond only to systematic ones while the statistical
uncertainties are negligible.
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7.7.2 Limit setting
Given the absence of excesses in the mass search, upper limits are set on the production cross-
section times branching ratio for a heavy Higgs. The relative ratio of ggF to VBF+VH pro-
duction is unknown so the limits are independent of model assumptions. In addition, when
setting limits on a particular signal strength, the signal strength of the “other” category is a free
parameter. Furthermore, since the parameter of interest is the signal strength, the upper limits
are multiplied with the SM cross-section times branching ratio to cancel out their presence in
the signal strength, and obtain SM-independent limits.
The limits are computed with using the modified frequentist method [91] at 95% confidence
level, with the use of the q˜µ test statistic in the asymptotic approximation (“Asimov” dataset)
[90]. The expected limit is extracted from a representative dataset which contains the median
expectation of the result with the expected statistical variation.
In the generation of the dataset for the background-only hypothesis, the signal strength
for both ggF and VBF production takes a zero value and the nuisance parameters take the
best-fit values, which maximise the likelihood on the observed data. For the calculation of the
observed limit, prior to the generation of the background only dataset, the cross-section of the
production mechanism which is not being tested is set to best-fit value from the observed data.
The limits are presented on Figure 7.8. No significant variation are observed compared
with the background-only expectations.
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Figure 7.8: Upper limits on the production of an additional heavy Higgs boson. The solid curve shows the observed
95% CL limits on σ × BR(H → ZZ). The dashed curve shows the expected limit and the coloured bands the 1- and 2-σ
ranges around the expected limit. (a) ggF mode. (b) VBF mode.
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Chapter 8
Summary
The thesis has presented two physics analyses in four lepton final state and also reconstruction
of forward muons. All the data used in the analyses are contained in the 2012 Run 1 ATLAS
dataset corresponding to 20.3 fb−1at LHC beam energy of
√
s = 8 TeV. All the presented re-
sults benefit from the exemplary performance of the ATLAS sub-detector systems. For every
presented result, additional remarks regarding future prospects are included.
The reconstruction of muons in the forward region 2.5 < |η| < 2.7 of ATLAS was detailed
in Chapter 4. The analysis method assumes similar behaviour of muon reconstruction in the
neighbouring region of 2.2 < |η| < 2.5 where the full instrumentation of the Muon Spectrometer
is used. A comparison between data and MC simulation takes place in these two regions
and a double ratio is extracted and used as scale factor on the simulation to match the data
behaviour in the forward region. The scale factor varies between ≈ 0.97 to ≈ 1.01, depending
on the pT of the forward muon. The MC efficiency of the forward region is calculated in truth
level by comparing muons which satisfy selection cuts over all the generated muons in this
region. The scale factors are multiplied to the MC efficiency and the reconstruction efficiency
of data is extracted, for various pT groups from 10 to 120 GeV) of the forward muons. The data
reconstruction efficiency in the forward region is found to be > 95% for all pT bins. During
the Run 2 of ATLAS, the particle flux in the forward region will increase. Therefore, a highly
efficient reconstruction would be needed in this region, in order to increase the acceptance of
analyses by employing forward muons.
A reconstruction algorithm of non-collinear (far) QED radiation from leptons on Z → ``
decays was presented in Chapter 5. Photons with angular separation ∆R > 0.15 are se-
lected which pass tight photon identification and have calorimeter cluster transverse energy
ET > 10GeV . The far FSR reconstruction has an efficiency of ≈ 60% and purity > 95%. After
successful recovery, the photon is added to the dilepton system to correct the measured mass.
The correction in the invariant mass of the ``γ system at Z → e+e− and Z → µ+µ− decays, shows
excellent agreement between data and simulation. The recovery is used in the H → ZZ(∗) → 4l
analysis improving the mass measurement and resolution. Applied on data, 2 out of 30 Higgs
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candidates in the signal region (120 - 130 GeV) were corrected due to far FSR. The FSR correc-
tion will be essential for the future Higgs studies in the four lepton channel at
√
s = 13 and√
s = 14 TeV. Optimisations on the reconstruction and recovery algorithm could be performed
in order to account for the increased pileup at higher luminosities.
A study on the Double Drell-Yan process is presented in Chapter 6. The exclusive cross-
section σDPI→Z+Z→4` was extracted in the phase-space of two Z bosons with masses between 50
- 106 GeV decaying into four leptons (electrons,muons) with pT > 3 GeV and |η| ¡ 5. The cross-
section was measured 0.74+0.51−0.44(stat.)
+0.21
−0.14(syst.) fb. Due to the large relative uncertainties, an
upper limit in the cross-section is set to 1.54 fb . The upper limit is translated into a lower limit
for the phenomenological factor σeff > 0.38 mb. The Double-Drell Yan process was expected
to have a negligible impact as background source at the Higgs signal region, with an upper
limit of 0.95 events at 95% CL. At the future runs of LHC, a more precise measurement with
selection optimisations would be possible. Also, future studies regarding the universality of
σeff would assist for a better understanding of the underlying mechanism of Double Parton
Interactions. The real nature and interpratation of σeff will be a subject of future analyses
where more data will become available.
In chapter 7 the search for an additional heavy Higgs boson in the four lepton final state
is described. The search was performed in the mass range between 140 - 1000 GeV, assum-
ing SM-like properties for the additional heavy Higgs. No significant excess between data
and background-only expectations is observed, therefore upper limits at 95% on cross-section
times branching ratio are set. In the gluon-gluon fusion channel, assuming a mass of 200 GeV
an upper limit is of 330with an expected limit of 329 fb. For an assumed mass of 1000 GeV the
upper limit is 38 fb with an expectation of 43 fb and expected limit 38 fb. In the vector-boson
fusion channel, the observed limit is 227 fb, with an expected of 179 fb for a mass of 200 GeV,
whereas for 1 TeV the observed limit is 35 fb, with an expected of 41 fb. The difference com-
pared to the background only expectations are is not significant enough in order to indicate
the presence of an additional Higgs boson.
At higher energies and luminosities, more data would be available in order to search for
an additional heavy Higgs boson. With the new studies it would be possible to investigate
extensions of the Standard Model and understand better the role of the low mass SM Higgs
boson.
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List of variables which are used for electron/photon reconstruction and identification:
Type Description Particle Name
Hadronic leakage Ratio of ET in the first layer of the hadronic calorimeter to ET of the EM cluster e/γ RHad1
(used over the range |η| < 0.8 or |η| > 1.37)
Ratio of ET in the hadronic calorimeter to ET of the EM cluster e/γ RHad
(used over the range 0.8 < |η| < 1.37)
Back layer of Ratio of the energy in the back layer to the total energy in the EM accordion e/γ f3
EM calorimeter calorimeter
Middle layer of Lateral shower width,
q
(ΣEiη2i )/(ΣEi) − ((ΣEiηi)/(ΣEi))2, where Ei is the e/γ Wη2
EM calorimeter energy and ηi is the pseudorapidity of cell i and the sum is calculated within
a window of 3 × 5 cells
Ratio of the energy in 3×7 cells over the energy in 7×7 cells centered at the e/γ Rη
electron cluster position
Ratio of the energy in 3×3 cells over the energy in 3×7 cells centered at the e/γ Rφ
electron cluster position
Strip layer of Shower width,
p
(ΣEi(i − imax)2)/(ΣEi), where i runs over all strips in a window e/γ wstot
EM calorimeter of ∆η × ∆φ ≈ 0.0625 × 0.2, corresponding typically to 20 strips in η, and
imax is the index of the highest-energy strip
Ratio of the energy difference between the largest and second largest energy e/γ Eratio
deposits in the cluster over the sum of these energies
Ratio of the energy in the strip layer to the total energy in the EM accordion e/γ f1
calorimeter
Shower width for three strips around strip with maximum energy deposit γ ws3
Energy outside core of three central strips but within γ Fside
seven strips divided by energy within the three central strips
Difference between the energy associated with the γ ∆E
second maximum in the strip layer, and the energy
reconstructed in the strip with the minimal value
found between the first and second maxima
Track quality Number of hits in the B-layer (discriminates against photon conversions) e/γ nBlayer
Number of hits in the pixel detector e/γ nPixel
Number of total hits in the pixel and SCT detectors e/γ nSi
Transverse impact parameter e/γ d0
Significance of transverse impact parameter defined as the ratio of d0 e/γ σd0
and its uncertainty
Momentum lost by the track between the perigee and the last e/γ ∆p/p
measurement point divided by the original momentum
TRT Total number of hits in the TRT e/γ nTRT
Ratio of the number of high-threshold hits to the total number of hits in the TRT e/γ FHT
Track-cluster ∆η between the cluster position in the strip layer and the extrapolated track e/γ ∆η1
matching ∆φ between the cluster position in the middle layer and the extrapolated track e/γ ∆φ2
Defined as ∆φ2, but the track momentum is rescaled to the cluster energy e/γ ∆φres
before extrapolating the track to the middle layer of the calorimeter
Ratio of the cluster energy to the track momentum e/γ E/p
Conversions Veto electron candidates matched to reconstructed photon conversions e/γ isConv
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The electron and identification methods use the following variables:
Type Description Variable name
Loose cuts
Acceptance of the detector |η| < 2.47
Hadronic leakage Ratio of ET in the first layer of the Rhad1
hadronic calorimeter to ET of the EM cluster
(used over the range |η| < 0.8 and |η| > 1.37)
Ratio of ET in the hadronic calorimeter to ET of the EM cluster Rhad
(used over the range |η| > 0.8 and |η| < 1.37)
Second layer Ratio in η of cell energies in 3 × 7 versus 7 × 7 cells. Rη
of EM calorimeter Lateral width of the shower. wη2
Medium cuts (includes Loose)
First layer Total shower width. wstot
of EM calorimeter. Ratio of the energy difference associated with Eratio
the largest and second largest energy deposit
over the sum of these energies
Track quality Number of hits in the pixel detector (≥ 1).
Number of hits in the pixels and SCT (≥ 7).
Transverse impact parameter (<5 mm). d0
Track matching ∆η between the cluster and the track (< 0.01). ∆η1
Tight cuts (includes Medium)
b-layer Number of hits in the b-layer (≥ 1).
Track matching ∆φ between the cluster and the track (< 0.02). ∆φ2
Ratio of the cluster energy to the track momentum E/p
Tighter ∆η cut (< 0.005) ∆η1
Track quality Tighter transverse impact parameter cut (<1 mm). d0
TRT Total number of hits in the TRT.
Ratio of the number of high-threshold
hits to the total number of hits in the TRT.
Conversions Electron candidates matching to reconstructed
photon conversions are rejected
The electron identification criteria use the following variables:
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Table 1: The variables used in the different selections of the electron identification menu.
Cut-based Likelihood
Name Loose Medium Tight Multilepton LooseLLH MediumLLH VeryTightLLH
RHad(1) X X X X X X X
f3 X X X X X X
Wη2 X X X X X X X
Rη X X X X X X X
Rφ X X X
wstot X X X X X X X
Eratio X X X X X X X
f1 X X X
nBlayer X X X X X X
nPixel X X X X X X X
nSi X X X X X X X
d0 X X X X
σd0 X X
∆p/p X X X X
nTRT X X X
FHT X X X X X X
∆η1 X X X X X X X
∆φ2 X
∆φres X X X X
E/p X
isConv X X
The photon identification methods use the following variables:
Category Description Name Loose Tight
Acceptance |η| < 2.37, with 1.37 < |η| < 1.52 excluded – X X
Hadronic leakage Ratio of ET in the first sampling of the hadronic calorimeter
to ET of the EM cluster (used over the range |η| < 0.8 or
|η| > 1.37)
Rhad1 X X
Ratio of ET in the hadronic calorimeter to ET of the EM clus-
ter (used over the range 0.8 < |η| < 1.37)
Rhad X X
EM Middle layer Ratio of energies in 3 × 7 η × φ cells over 7 × 7 cells Rη X X
Lateral width of the shower wη2 X X
Ratio of energies in 3×3 cells over 3×7 cells Rφ X
EM Strip layer Shower width calculated from three strips around the strip
with maximum energy deposit
ws 3 X
Total lateral shower width ws tot X
Energy outside the core of the three central strips but within
seven strips divided by energy within the three central
strips
Fside X
Difference between the energy associated with the second
maximum in the strip layer and the energy reconstructed in
the strip with the minimal value found between the first and
second maxima
∆E X
Ratio of the energy difference associated with the largest
and second largest energy deposits over the sum of these
energies
Eratio X
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